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PREFACE

This Seminar was conducted under a contract between the Office of
University Research of the United States Department of Transp6rta-
tion and the University of North Florida. The conference was
structured to bring together career counselors, curriculum planners,
and students from secondary and community college levels to acquaint
them with the significant role of transportation in our economy as
well as the career opportunities in the field. A dual objective was
to determine the essential knowledge, training, preparation, and
skill requirements which can be obtained in part from secondary and
community college curricula.

Transportation occupies a major role in our nation's economy. It is
a dynamic and exciting industry--one with enormous growth and
potential. Highly qualified people are-needed to meet the transpor-
tation challenges of the future. The continuously increasing demand
for transportation services will produce a concomitant need for
additional human resources. Compounding the problem is the rapid
rate of technological change, which demands highly prepared and con-
stantly 4-dated persons to manage and operate complex transportation
systems. The need clearly exists to attract people to transportation
and provide educational programs which will prepare and qualify them
for responsible positions.

A basic part of the Seminar design was to inform and involve indivi-
duals who assume transportation as a given, or who fail to see its
impact on their lives or the lives of their students. Providing
awareness and knowledge about transportation to these people through
information flow and feedback was considered essential. In their
roles as citizens, voters, and members of the work force, these
individuals were better informed and made more aware of transporta-
tion and its challenges through this Seminar emphasizing a broad
overview of transportation.

r
The University of North Florida is indebted to those who participated
in the Seminar, and to both the United States Department of Trans-

portation and the Florida Department of Transportation for their
strong support and enthusiasm. As a regional institution, the
University of North Florida is committed to services for Northeast
Florida. The conduct of this Seminar is one example of that
commitment.

Thomas G. Carpenter

President

University of North Florida
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INVOLVEMENT IN TRANSPORTATION THROUGH CAREER AND CURRICULUM PLANNING
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
JUNE 18-22, 1973

INTRODUCTION

Transportation is the totality of the vehicles, ways, terminals, ,support- ,

ing facilities, and personnel required to achieve the movement of people
and goods within and across the borders of the nation. It comprises the
institutional arrangements, the industrial cemplex, and the public
policies by means of which the physical facilities and the manpower are
brought together into an operating system. The complexity of this trans-
port system is staggering. To the national rail, air, highway, water, and
pipeline networks must be added the resources provided for the urban
movement of the pedestrian, automobile, private truck, and public transit
traffic. The present demand upon the transport system can be expected to
increase tremendously if current predictions of growth and movement in
population and output are realized. Demands for transport services will
require-increased efforts to train qualified personnel to meet the
challenges.

Realization Jis the goals of the future must be founded on clear understand-
ing of the problems of the present. Perhaps the most important under-
standing reached by those attending the conference was that the ability to
analyze, measure, and project manpower resources into the future is
essential to constructive solution of a wide -range of questions and
decisions related to transportation.

The Seminar brought together career counselors, curriculum planners,

students, industry representatives from both the private and public sectors,
and faculty of the University of North-Florida. A workshop format was
utilized in developing an understanding of transportation career oppor-
tunities and manpower requirements. By-products of this conference were
an insight into the current and future regional manpower requirements for
the private and public sectors, as well as a more complete knowledge of
how the educational counseling process operates.

This Seminar was one of five-multi-disciplinary and multi-audience trans-
portation seminars conducted by the Department of Transportation and
Logistics of the University of North Florida. As a part of the contract
between the United states Department of Transportation, Office of
University Research, and the University, the program served as a catalyst
in marshalling present and future manpower resources for the resolution
of transportation_problems and stimulated applied research.

The Seminar was inspired by the fact that many individuals employed in

transportation tended to "drift" into their career positions, rather than
specifically preparing for their occupations. Recognizing that secondary
and community college career counselors exercise protocol influence upon
the career choices of students, and that these same counselors have only
a slight awareness of the diversity and nature of transportation careers,

9
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the Seminar p%anilers felt that this opportunity for exposure to industry
and_ governmental personnel would provide an excellent chance to identify
potential opportunities for students and counselors. The benefits to both

industry personnel and conference registrants were evident, as an
excellent backdrop of the academic environment provided objective dis-

cussion. A most significant result was the realization of transportation

potential by the participants.

10
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WHAT IS TRANSPORTATION/DISTRIBUTION

Dr. Warren Rose, Chairman, Department of Transportation and Logistics,
University of'North Florida.

Transportation is having your own car. Transportation is driving a
truck. Transportation is getting a taxi, or flying to Miami. These
are the common responses to the question of what is transportation.
They are correct answers, but the view is a limiting one. Like

consolidated government, the subject area is a broader one.

The formal definition of transportation is a brief one. Transportation
is that element of economic activity which accomplishes the movement
of persons and goods from one place-to another. Any movement of people
and things can be considered transportation. The function of transpor-
tation is to bring together productive resources and to provide access
to the markets for 'hese products. Overcoming time and distance barriers
is a task of transportation.

Some examples can assist us in understanding the broad aspects of trans-
portation. Transportation is moving hundreds of thousands of people from
the suburbs to the city and back again. Transportation is moving water-
melons from Central Florida to the midwest. Transportation is receiving
Toyotas tram Japan through Jacksonville to North Carolina. Transportation
is building freeways, controlling air traffic, dredging harbors, regulating

railroads, constructing pipelines, maintaining our nation's defenses,
moving household effects, promoting culture, overcoming geographical
boundaries, locating )ffshore Power systems, and influencing prices. in
short, transportation exercises a profound effect on economic, social,
cultural, historical, and political events.

The broad nature of transportation also can be understood by looking at
the total economy of a nation or region. We can examine the manufacturing,
mining, farming, and distributing activities of Florida and see the depend-
ence on transporation, both for inbound and outbound products by shippers
and receivers. We can observe the various transport modes -- rail, motor,
water, pipeline, and air -- that perform transport service. We can also
see the auxiliary services of warehouses, REA Express, United Parcel
service, package bus service, and parcel post. This view acquaints us
with carrier management. Finally, we note the significant influence of
government in planning facilities, regulating the carriers, promoting
transportation, and protecting the nation. Thus, we can approach trans-
portation in terms of the users of transport services, the providers of
this service, and the regulators and planners of transpOrtation. Already,

we have gained an appreciation of the pervasiveness of transportation.

We also can gain a feel of transportation by introducing some of the issues
facing the nation. For example, should Jacksonville develop a rapid transit
system? How can we minimize the number of trucks on the highwaya? Should

11
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we continue the Cross Florida Barge Canal or the supersonic transport?
How can we overcome the bottleneck of the Atlanta airport? How can we

prepare people to fill the many positions required to meet transporta-

tion's future needs?

By now youn perspective has been expanded. 'Throughout this seminar you

will see the broadness of transportation. You will observe transporta-

tion carriers at work. You will hear state and local government rep-

resentatives discuss their transportation roles. You will learn about

the activities of industrial traffic people. You will become acquainted

with the thousands of jobs in transportation: You will meet transporta-

tion people.

One concluding comment on transportation is appropriate. The growth

and success of any nation is related directly to the quality of its
transportation system. The history of the United States serves as an

excellent example. Productivity, utilization of resources, product
distribution, geographical expansion, national defense, income, and

employment are all dependent on transportation. Truly, transportation

is all of these things.

12
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PRICES AND TRANSPORTATION

Dr. Ronald L. Sperling, Associate Professor, Department of Transportation
and Logistics, University of North Florida.

How doe., 6ransportation relate to the prices of things such as those which

you and I buy in the grocery store and in the department and drug stores
of the nation? For an answer to this question, let's assume that the
cost of transportation is somehow made cheaper. (This may be a little
difficult in these days when prices seem to continually rise.)

Now, it really doesn't matter whether we are putting ourselves at the
point in time when the wheel was invented so that man's capacity to move
his goods was significantly increased over that which his own two feet
provided, or whether we think in terms of the opening of the Erie Canal,
or in terms of the invention of the motor carrier or the development of
super-capacity aircraft or ocean vessels. All these developments served
to increase the productivity of the resources devoted to providing trans-
portation for people and their trappings, thus lowering_the costs of trans-
portation. Transportation costs are included in all prices of the things
we buy. Thus, if the costs of transportation are reduced, then the prices
of the things we buy should also be reduced. But this is not all. Goods
and products should also become more freely available. Some_prices will
become less volatile, and more stable. Other prices w411 tend to-become
equalized over c:,ographic areas because central markets will have been
encouraged as a result of the lower transportation costs. The price of
wheat is a world market price because of good transportation.

While it is easy to say that all prices have some transportation costs
included in them and that through lowering transportation costs, the
price of the commodities in the market place will be reduced, it is
something else to readily see how the reduced transportation costs will
affect commodity prices or prices in the market place. Were I to ask
you to list the ways that reduced transportation costs would lower costs
of products in the market place, you would very likely quickly list two,
and after a few minutes reflection, two or three more that are less
obvious. Let's look at the ways.

First, the cost of transportation of the goods from producers to consumers
will be reduced. Secondly, reduced transportation costs will lower the
costs of assembling raw materials needed in the manufacturing processes.
Transportation costs, here, are costs of production, and anything which
tends to reduce this cost will tend to reduce the price of the manufactured
product.

A third, but less obvious way by which lowered costs of transportation

reduce prices, is by encouraging the development of territorial division

of labor. This simply means that a system of production in which each

geographical area specializes will be encouracd. Such is the foundation

upon which the world's trade has been carried out through the centuries.
The ancient Athenians traded their olive oil throughout the ancient world

for other necessities of life. Today, the rich Salinas Valley in California

13.
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is devoted to the growing of lettuce and other produce, rather than beef
cattle, which thrive on less fertile soil and in different climates.

A fourth way in which lower transportation costs serve to reduce prices
is through encouraging large-scale production. A prime example may be

foUnd in automobile manufacturing. Henry Ford's mass production tech-

niques, which enabled the market to be flooded with cheap model T's,could
not have occurred without the support of long distance transportation,
both for the accumulation of raw materials, and for the delivery of the

finished product.

The fifth way that reduced transportation costs will reduce prices of goods
is through permitting more distant suppliers to compete in markets. The

effect of increased competition will tend to reduce prices. An example

might.be the price of oranges in New York. Transport carriers have

structured their prices so that California oranges may be delivered in
New York for the same transportation cost as Florida oranges. The effect
of the competition and increased supply of oranges is reduced prices to

the New York orange consumer. Put somewhat differently, the lower trans-
portation costs will reduce the reliance of a given market upon single or
nearby sources of supply, and thus reduce the effects of monopoly in the

market.

The prices of the gbods we buy are therefore influenced by transportation

costs in five ways. the cost of assembling raw materials, of distributing
finished product, of locating various types of productive activity according
to territorial specialization, of large-scale production efficiencies, and
of contributing to competition. These all serve-to affect the level of

prices. Additionally, transportation contributes to price stability.

An example may be found from the perishable agricultural markets. Perish-

able commodities growl. in what were once considered to be extremely remote
areas can now be tral..,;orted fairly cheaply to-major markets. This has the

effect of breaking the reliance of major markets on a limited number of

supply sources. Lettuce, for example, can be grown in peveral areas which

have growing seasons that occur during different calendar periods. Thus,

with cheap transportation, lettuce can virtually be made available in
produce markets throughout the United States without significant variation

in price.

Let's conclude our discussion of transportation and prices by concentrating

on examples.

First, let's consider lettuce and look at the average share of the price
of a head of lettuce in the local super market that is attributable to

transportation. And, secondly, let's look at some other examples of
commodities and the average-share of their wholesale price which is

accounted for by transportation costs.

In a normal year a lettuce farmer in California will invest nernli $500
an, acre in seed, soil preparation, planting,- insecticides, fertilizers,

etc. By the time the lettuce is ripe in the field and ready for picking,
he will have $500 per acre invested and expect an average yield per acre of

14
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about 500 cases. Each case or carton will contain about 24 to 30 heads

of lettuce. At the time of harvest in the field the average value per

head is therefore about 4¢. The labor to pick and pack the lettuce-costs

about 5O per carton; the carton itself costs about 3W, and trucking to
the railhead adds about an additional 30 per carton. From the railhead,

transportation by rail to the East Coast adds about $1.60 per carton.
Final delivery to the super markets on the East Coast addi another 50V or
64 a carton, thus making a total transportation cost from -the West to the
East Coast of about $2.50 per carton, or 1W per head of lettuce. This

is roughly 25% of the delivered price of 39/-that you and I will pay in

the super market. The share is similar for other items of produce, such
as carrots, onions, etc., that might also be grown in California and

moved to the East Coast.

There is a wide range of differences among commodities and share of the
price of those commodities accounted for by costs of transportation. The

differences are accounted for by a variety of factors, not the least of
which are differences in the value of-the commodity. For example, one would-

not expect the share of the delivered price of a commodity such as an IBM
computer to contain nearly_ as high an element of transportation cost as the
delivered price on a low value commodity such as gravel, sand, or bituminous

coal. A study done about ten years ago will illustrate: The figures are

for 1959 and relate railroad freight revenues to the average wholesale

price of the commodities at destination. For gravel and sand the share of

transportation costs to price at destination was over-57%; for bituminous
coal almost 42%; for cabbage 38%; common brick almost 28%; lettuce 27%;

oranges and grapefruit 2316; flour (that is, wheat flour) about 7-1/2%;
automobiles about 5% (this-was before costs were reduced materially by the
introduction of bi-level and tri-level racked cars and the newer forms of
transporting-automobiles to market). Transportation costs in cigarettes

accounted for about 1%; for IBM type business and office machines--
typewriters, etc.--roughly 1/2%.

There are at least two conclusions that we may draw from this data. One

is that obviously the transportation costs associated -with the transpor-
tation of high value items is not a very significant determinant of the
price that you and I-or business would pay for these goods. Secondly,

the price proportion accounted for by transportation in perishable items
such as the produce that we buy in the stores is a significant portion- -

between 20 and 35%. Twenty to twenty-five percent of the cost of many

building materials such as plywood, brick, etc., also is accounted for by

transportation costs. Many low value items such as coal and other fuels
for power supply may have much larger transportation costs incorporated

in the delivered prices.

Thus, we can conclude: all prices have transport costs included, and
transportation promotes price stability, competition, and thus lower

prices.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND TRANSPORTATION

Mr. Donald K. Graham, Career Advisor, Department of Transportation
and Logistics, University of North Florida.

As a lead into the idea of economic development and transportation, I
would like for you to think about a movie plot which is as old as the
movies themselves. It involves a man who always had a thin mustache
and wore a black hat. He usually wore a black, frock coat and a string
tie. He seemed to spend most of his time playing cards at a saloon.

It always happened, however, that shortly after his arrival, strange
things began occurring at the local ranches -- things which caused the
ranchers to want to sell out quickly -(and cheaply) and leave the country.

Soon it became known that this stranger was buying up all of the ranches,
-particularly those west of town between Dry Gluch and Slippery Rock. Why
does this man, the townspeople wonder, have an interest in that particular
land, seemingly of little value?

Well, sooner or later, usually in the last reel, someone discovers, and
announces with great excitement, that the railroad is coming through
west of town inst6ad-of over by Broken-Creek. That seems to explain
everything.

Why? Why does "the railroad coming through" make otherwise empty land
-worth "gunning down the heroine's rancher father" or "bushwacking the
Eastern Surveyor"? Why, in 1880, did the land along an eighty-mile strip
of the Union Pacific increase in value by over $152 million -- an increase
attributed solely to the existence of the-railroad?

The land of the just described movie plot and of the Union Pacific of
1880 -- the American West of the last century -- was a developing land.
Development -- economic development -- was something that everyone in
those days wanted and were willing to work hard and spend heavily toward.
It meant good things to the people of those days. To many Americans and
to most other people of the world, development still means good things --
new and better jobs, more money and more ,things to spend it on, improved
education, better health care, more and better food.

This development, however, did not and does not come easily. It demands'

a,lot -- skilled workers; trained planners and managers; raw materials;
ideas; energy; physical protection and safety; and people to trade with,
to buy from, and to sell to.

(

But the world's resources -- the workers, materials, ideas, markets, etc.
-- are not evenly distributed; they,are not available to everyone in the
same quantities or qualities. For example, Texas has oil, while Oregon
has forests, Minnesota has iron ore, Kansas wheat, Maine lobsters, and
Florida oranges. The Texans, however, cannot eat their oil, nor the

Kansans drive their wheat. And we Floridians cannot build homes with

our Oranges.

16
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We -- mankind -- have overcome this unequal distribution of resources
through something called specialization. We have found that if each
worker, each community, each nation concentrates its talents, energy,
and resources on doing what it can do best, the lot of everyone is
improved. We Floridians can devote our full energies to producing
golden, sun-ripened oranges, knowing full well that our needs for
bread will be mct by the people of Kansas, who know full well that
their needs fc c,anges are being cared for. And the total amount of
bread and oranges produced in this manner will be greater in quantity
and quality than would be possible if each people had to devote their
energies to producing both products. Extending this idea of special-
ization to include all goods and.services which a people need is
economic development.

But what does transportation have to do with economic development? Well,
transportation contributes to economic development in'three ways. The
first should be obvious frog the example of the bread and oranges. The
bread is in Kansas and the Ranges in Florida. In order for the excess
oranges in Florida to be t aded for the excess bread in Kansas, they
must be sent to Kansas -- and it to Florida. Thus, because of regional
specialization, there is Or most products a distance barrier between
their production point and-their consumption point. This barrier must
be overcome if specialization is going to work. Transportation over-
comes the distance barrier

Think of the hundreds of tho sands of automobiles in Detroit. Most of
those cars are useless in Det oit. They do not become worthwhile until
they are in Los Angeles, or rJuston, or Jacksonville. Transportation
makes them worthwhile. Or Jonsider our Florida sunshine. Of what value
is it beyond a nice tan for us Floridians? Can we package it and sell
it nationally? Of course not! But we can "package" consumers and bring
them to the sunshine. Transporation also does this.

Thus, a most basic contribution of transportation to economic develop-
ment-is the movement of resources to their most productive point and the
movement of products to their most useful point.

A second contribution of transportation to economic development is through
the provision of political unity on a geographic basis. A transportation
system facilitates the movement and exchange of ideas and feelings as
well as of goods and services. A people sharing ideas and feelings are
more likely to unify politically. This has the following economic benefits:

1. More economic resources become available as the area of political
unity increases. This is because the larger geographic area is
more likely to hold more physical resources and because the
political unity itself would probably mean fewer artificial trade
barriers.

2. The extent of political unity would cover the people with greater
personal safety. This would free their concerns from- defense to
production.

17
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3. The larger political area also would mean more markets for

trading, again with fewer trade barriers.

The third contribution of transportation to economic development is in

transportation itself being subject to specialization. As transportation

companies develop, the production companies are freed from much of their
distribution concerns and allowed to place more energy into their produc-

tive specialization. The results are greater economic development.

Historically, transportation has preceded economic development into an

area. Transportation can exist without.economic development, at least
for a time, because governments and individuals are willing to speculate

that an area with available transportation will develop. Economic

development as we know it, however, cannot exist -- indeed, it cannot
come into being -- without adequate transportation. Thus, while trans-

portation alone may not be sufficient for economic development to occur,

it is absolutely necessary for successful development.

While we should not approve of the methods of the movie badman, we can

surely appreciate his motives.

18
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URBANIZATION AND TRANSPORTATION

Mr. Donald G. Ingram, Executive Director, Downtown Development
Authority

The process of urbanization is the concentration of population in
cities--probably the most remarkable social phenomenon of this century.
While it is a most remarkable phenomenon, urbanization has brought the
most critical problem--the urban crisis. Our challenge is there--to
find a solution to the negative aspects of urbanization.

Mobility--both social and spatial--is fundamental for a successful
urbanization process. That is, good transportation is basic; it
provides spatial mobility. But what about the social? What does
each of us want out of life? There are two important goals that most
people are seeking.

First, we want to have self-esteem in doing well that which we can and
want to do. Unlike our parents, most of us want more than just "steady
work."

Second; we want affluence. Most young people do not bear the scars of
the depression that their parents or grandparents bore. They have grown
up in affluent families and want to continue to enjoy the comforts they
have -cane to take for granted. That is one of their demands, and it
puts a pressure on our society. Inflation and urban problems have
made the pressure painful. Years ago the young family lived in the
inner city in an old neighborhood to get their start--in apartments.
Now, where do they want to live? In laxury accomodations in the sub-
urbs. To live there requires money, because houses, condominiums, and
apartments are expensive. The pressure also includes the desire for
'larger and costlier status symbols--the newer the house or apartment,
the more powerful (maybe smaller) car, etc.--and creates a materialism
that can bp supported only by a rapid rise through the-employment
hierarchy to *here the higher incomes are.

Pressure is also applied by the many young people who were not raised
within the affluent family but because of education and material values
held before them since childhood, want the "good life." The "good 1M,"
job, status and income are offered in the metropolitan centers.

If the young person does not achieve self-esteem in one job, he will
move to another, perhaps in another city. Loyalty to one's employer may
not be as great as grandad's or dad's.

Ladies and gentlemen, _we bring about urbanization! It is the desires
and aspirations of people just like us, and including us, that have
created the metropolitan centers, with all their costly problems--water
supply, waste disposal, goods transport, traffic congestion, air pollution,

crime, racial tension, under-utilization cf land and natural and human

resources.
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What are the characteristics of our urban centers today that give us

insight to solving problems of the future: Within this system When the

whole is too large for the individual to comprehend, he seeks to min-
imize disorder by living in a neighborhood in which his life is com-

prehensible and social relations predictable. He moves out if he can

no longer predict the consequences of a particular pattern of behavior.
This is a factor, experts say, Which leads to one of the most permit*
features of urbanization today and that is segregation - -of land uses,

activity centers, of income groups, family types, and ethnic and racial

minorities.

It is the transportation systems which tie all of these elements together
including everything from airports, railways, and waterways, to express-

ways, streets, and sidewalks. In general, the movement requirements for
people and goods are the requirements of transportation. Atlanta and

Jacksonville, for example, would not exist without the railroad which
permitted the linkage of business, commerce, and people.

Centralization sf population, the movement of people from the farm to

the city has been going on for years. We now find that this is being
counterbalanced by a reverse thrust of decentralization. low have seen
this in the growth of suburban shopping centers and office parks and

housing developments. In some of our larger cities, this may extend a
hundred miles from the center of the city. Isn't it ironic that today

in most metropolitan areas the black and poor whites live in the heart
of the city and must daily pass the white businessman going the opposite

direction as each goes to'hiS work. Sometimes I think "how stupid we are ,

to pay such fantastic costs for such a transport system!"

Downtown revitalization is crucial to the health of the cities and the

suburbs. Part of the success of downtown revitalization involves bringing
middle and upper income people back to live as well as work in-the heart

of the city. Time limits further comment on this subject--one of great

importance to the future of urban centers.

that is the future of urbanization? Present trends suggest, according to

some, a super-metropolitan America. That is, a few giant megalopolises
of 10-50 million people will ultimately contain most of the population.
This probably means horrendous transportation problems and a change in

our basic social behavior. Some European cities are successful metro-

politan centers. London and Paris are, ind they have efficient trans-
portation systems. However, they do not suffer from the same pressures-of
affluence as the American metropolitan centers.

Yet another possible way to accommodate manis need for urbanization is
through regional growth centers. Experts feel that a concentrated de-
centralization or a growth-centers program would do more and_cost less
than letting present trends continue. This may mean a policy for re-
vitalizatiOn of rural towns and creation of new towns (some of which are
established). If this system of "growth centers" is to be successful,
major governmental direction will be required.

Whatever the solution, it will not be a job for government only; it will
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require a major joint effort between private free enterprise and
government. Today1s young people will be very much involved in
creating solutions.

The young person is developing new values and attitudes which offer
hope for solving problems of urbanization because he is concerned
about: (1) 4uality of life--including purposes as individuals in a
society, (2) regard for the individual, (3) his self-esteem in relation
to his fellow man-and to institutions, (4) exhibited impatience with
economie hardships and social injustice, (5) acceptance of the idea of

leisure-as a legitimate activity, (6) the-role of authority for
accomplishing society's purposes, and (7) the need for furtherance of
diversity of choice--from the products he buys to the place he lives.

The chal3enge is there for us, whether we follow the publiC or private

route for employment. As students or counselors, ,Lou are needed in

developing solutions to the problems of the cities.
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THE POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF TRANSPORTATIQ1

Mr. Edward A. ?dueller, executive Director, Jacksonville Transportation
Authority.

It's a pleasure to be here with you today, and I hope to tell you some-
thing about the political contributions to transportation. Perhaps_we
should really. understand the reverse, however: what transportation contri-
butes to politicsIspecially around election time. That seems to be a
rather sensitive subject in the state of Florida, and hopefully that
sensitivity All be minimized as more and more people begin to understand
the need for rational decision-making in transportation and voting. We
shall try to discuss some of the historical developments and problems
that are faced by decision-makers in transportation. It is first
necessary for you to understand that transportation is only a part of
man's tasic desire to communicate in the involvement of others. There
has always, teen, and always will be, a need for mobility and the desire
Cur tetterment tf man. Transportation accomplishes this need for
motility and teoeruphical specialization that has resulted in the improved
life style of all of us. .

r.

Transportation is really part of a collective action on the part of many
sets within tnc society to achieve the balance of involvement-so,necessgry
for better life styles. Transportation requires a great deal of involve-
ment andas you have already found ouyoll..must particif .te as a part
of a group or individual decisions that are made will not necessarily be
to your best interest. Transportation involves three basic elements:

First, we have tn, guideway, the man, and finally the vehicle which moves
along the gull, or travelwuy to accomplish the purpose of moving the man
from one point to th.. otd, r point. It is those decisions that are
experienced at all 1 17 of governmentnational, state, and local- -
that affect not only ._ man and the guideway, but,also the nature of th
vehicle and its ability to move along that guideway and transport that
man to where he wishes to go. Zince our government is one of parti-
cipation at all levels, it is necessary that you understand that for a
logical and rational decision to be reached, we must interact with the
best interest of society. There is extreme difficulty, however, in
defining and gettinz everyone to agree as to exactly what is the best
interest of society and who should, at what level of government, direct
that best interest.

I nave noticed on your topics to be covered in this seminar that you have
discussions about Transportation and Government Involvement, Career
41,ortanities ansi 2.4prleulum flanning,-possibly dealing with the economic
and financial oanstraints and challeriges, environmental constraints, all
coming together in regional transportation planning activities. As we
have noted at the beginning of this talk, transportation-is basically
people getting moved and political considerations or the interests of
people getting moved, when we are discussing transportation and politicos.

Frankly, we aced to talk a little bit more about the personality constraints,
political and otherwise. For those of you who have already worked_in
government, you know exactly what I'm talking aboutthat is, the ever-
present problem of dealing with people and understanding what their WINS_

t
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are. For those of you in academics, and particularly some of the students,
you may not have experienced that very critical, overriding, political
personality problem. We are beginning to develop in Jacksonville some
pretty good local approaches to transportation problem-solving. We are
even beginning to plan and organize on more than a day -to -day basis,

giving Jue consideration to_mand toms of transportation, not only express-
ways. What does it do, however, to have a well-organized approach, and
d local transportation authority of some type or the other, when political
personality_constraints exist: What happens when the visibility, credi-
bility, and integrity of the personalities involved--particularly political- -
are possibly not above reproach, and possibly not_as pure in their
purposes, directives, personal goals and objectives as all of the other
people who are involved?

Political and personality constraints are the most difficult overriding
problem in the accomplishment of local, regional, and state transporta-
tion goals and objectives. Keep in mind that some of these personality
constraints are not strictly those of politicians or elected officials.
We have a number of those within the ranks of the local, regional,-and
state staff--people who are so wrappel up in their own egos or so wrapped
up in their next promotion or their next elevation that they become
obstacles to the accomplishment of any real work toward transportation
goals and objectives.

There are those in this room who have spent more time in the past few
years on political and personality conflicts_than on any element of
transportation--technical, professional, or otherwise. It is a very

serious dilemma. We must emphasize the political contributions and
restraints, since they seriously inhibit any problem solution that arises

on the transportation scene. We work more hours in resolving political
and personality problems than we do technical and professional problems.

Students particularly need to learn about political and personality
problems. Engineering, transportation, public administration, and all
other students need to learn how to overcome them. As they define the

rind of world they want to live in, and as they take over activities,
they should see not only the advantages, bat the absolute requirements
for a professional, technical, and managerial apprOach to the achievement
of goals, as- opposed to a political and personality oriented world.

The answer is more professional and technical expertise, involvement,
motivation, and productivity. I advocate professional, not political
expertise. I recommend technical, not personality expertise. Every day

I can see the progress in various local agencies as we begin to move
toward professional and technical expertise. However, there is a parti-
cular carryover from previous days which still haunts us and does not
allow for the professional and technical people to arrive at a solution
that would be the best transportation sys'em for-the city of Jacksonville.
I have seen what a continuous, concentrated, professional, and technical
effort can accomplish, despite the political and personality problems. I

have a strong feeling that the professional and technical side of this
problem is going to win out. The only -real problem is the element of time.
The professional and technical people can overcome the political and
personality people, but-it is going to take considerable numbers of years

to accomplish the wt,ek; i. e., it will take 20 years instead of 10 to
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accomplish 10 years of work.

If we can somehow accelerate the elimination of the political aspects of
problem-solving while accelerating the viability and effectiveness of
professional and technical solutions, we can begin to address ourselves
to the dynamic rate of change that is occurring in Jacksonville and in
Florida. That change is going to happen, and you know it.

Many.of you-are involved In programs that are at the beginning of the
change in the technical and professional world, and in society generally.

How fast we can eliminate one and accelerate the ot.cr in some effective
relationship is a necessary goal that we all must work for.

The Transportation Authority is trying to set some philosophical goals
and objectives. We are developing deep, abiding personal philosophies
and trying to relate future needs so that we will be able to manage growth
and provide the transportation services so necessary for the improvement
of quality of life in Jacksonville. Our plan is to be positive, objective,
dependable, and successful. We have a professional and technical staff
that is capable of understanding the transportation relationships that
exist in the Jacksonville community, hopefully making presentations and
reports, as well as recommendations, that will improve the quality of
transportation for all of us.

We have had to spend more time on federal legislation and funding than
ever before. Congress may make a law in maybe 30 words, or perhaps two
pages, but it takes a 30-page memorandum to explain just what those 30.,_
words mean. Many times it tales not only the 30-page memorandum, a court
case, and other professional intervention, but the response of state and
regional level authorities to get an interpretation of just what is meant.
However, this is the kind of price you Fay to get the federal funding so
necessary to improve the quality of transportation in Jacksonville. You
must spend a great deal of your time going through the procedures and
mechanisms so that the funds will be forthcoming.

A problem that has risen with understanding of transportation and political
intervention is the laws relating to the funding of projects. Most of you
do not understand that there is little taxation on those who use the
inland Waterways. This is because the work is principally done by the
federal government, not by state governments. It is, in fact, a subside-
tion where the facility or the waterway, which is one element of your
transportation, is provided and "free." There is recent research to start
charging inland waterway users as taxation; this has been very bitterly
resented and opposed by the inland waterway people, as you might guess.
There are some benefits, however, to taxation, the general notion that
our country has developed of "let those who use it pay for it." In defense
of their position, there is the view that the salvation of a river does
help to control floods and provide recreational benefits to the general
population. We are faced with a political problem of understanding just
whose needs and whose costs and revenues will be affected. Again, if we
have political input, the waters bPcome very_ muddy. It is a requirement
that a professional and technical aspect be examined so that the facts
relating to taxation and usage can be properly ascertained and presented
to the voters.
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If we examine the railroads' we find that at one time they were subsidized,
and any time yea opened up a railroad, the state governments granted- -

along with the federal government--large blocks of land in order to
develop the territory for the functions of rail. Over many years, these
rail holdings are still beneficial to the railroad carriers; however,
there is some indication that the blocks of land and the resulting oil
and other mineral findings off the land have more thanbeensufficient
reward for the tevelopment of rail networks. Most of the initial
investers have been oat of the rail system one way or the other, and
the rail industry is characterized by an unbelievable amount of red tape;
it also has some anion problems. In attempting to raise new capital to
meet the transportation problems that arise for the need of people to move.
from one point in the United States to the other quickly, on surface, by
rail, is almost a thing of the past. In fact, passenger movement by nil,
until the intervention of Amtrak, was going to be extinct by 1975.

:erhaps some of the best intervention of transport industries into the
political arena can be seen by trucking and aviation. In the trucking
industry you have very strong organizations at the state and national
levels that speak very loudly for the trucking interest. You have an
extremely strong labor union in trucking that makes its voice heard in
the hall. df 2ahgress and in the various State Capitals. A third segment
in the trae,ing industry is the contractors and construction people who
benefit :ron tile building of highways, as well as the manufacturers of
equipmmt and foal oil producers, who also wield a great deal of political
poser in getting their particular point of view across. To under-
estimate the political influence of the trucking industry would -be one
of t.7,e gravest errors that any politician or individual citizen in this
aountr, cadld undertake. Aviation presents a subsidized industry that
was from its beginning developed as an infant industry. Airlines have
LCC% *Lost completely subsidized as far as their terminal facilities, the
pro.i..1,n of the air space, or that guideway of which I originally spoke,
and t4.t.ir operating deficits. Aviation is still very glamorous and a thrill
for everyone. Every town wanted, and still does want, an airport, and was
willim: to do about anything they had to, to get one. This included the
dona.lon of land, provision of the runways and terminal facilities, as
well as subsidation of the operating expenses of the individual airlines
serving that town. Obviously the import of the political decision upon
the transportation placement of those services, and the subsidation of
those services by the airlines to small towns upon those of us who are
in larger cities in air dorrilors is of significant importance to under-
stand the nrobloms of air transportation and quality of life.

:here is, and has teen, a need for a strong government professional and
technical policy, divorced of political input, to understand the need of
transportation air services to the respective communities. In fact, we
find that the small towns are not paying their fair share of the cost of
air service, and the burden is being placed on the rest of us. In fact,
that burden is substantial when you consider the provision of federal
funds to support highly questionable air feeder services into towns that
do not generate sufficient volume to warrant an economic free enterprise
czarier making a fair profit. Then you begin to understand the donation

of federal funds to nonproductive sectors of the state.
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In urban mass transit, we now have a system that employ very large
government grants, and I will tell you that the paper work is a monster.
It took us three months to get a one-day bus specification approved.
We know of agencies who won't even answer their mail-in the federal govern-
ment; we believe that this is a direct influence of soft policies on the
part of the federal government regarding unions. You can't do anything
in running a transit system, for example, in Jacksonville that will hurt

unions, literally. When purchasing a bus company, you mast respect
people over all union agreements that are in effect at that time. The

federal government does provide sums of money in capital grants, but does
not provide operating subsidies; that is up to the local agencies to

provide. The future will hold a direct question of subsidies here in
Jacksonville, and you will hear a lot more agruments as we start to get
our systemincluding-all the new buses we need, and other types of
transit vehicles--up to standards. The improvement of oar hardware- -

not only buses but potential transit rail vehicles--is a fundamental
problem that the Transportation Authority is facing, and you must face
that problem with the federal government in mind.

This is_a very unique system of government we have in this country--unique

in that we have three levels--the federal, state, and local. What one

cannot do, the other does, and by adroitly working through these layers
of government, hiring all the_people as you move through the circles,
there are a tremendous number of jobs for many people. In fact, many

people look at these jobs as political "plums."

Fortunately, there is just no other place as dynamic as Jacksonville. We

have been through a consolidation; wt. have a new charter; and we have been

through a governmental reorganization. de have acquired a bus company

and revitalized the Transportation Authority. Included in that revital-

ization is new people, new programs, new leadership, and new direction.
We continue to make progress. We are working with new tools, techniques,

and approaches for decision-making. We're putting them all together
into a system that will provide better transportation and life style for
the'citizens of Duval County. We have conducted studies concerning many
aspects of transportation, -such as senior citizens programs, the Spirit of
176 buses, and "nooners" and other techniques of improving Jacksonville':
transportation systems. We have stressed the conservation of energy and
have provided an increased flow pattern of cars moving over the bridge,
and have attempted to assist through Regency-and other shopping center
specials to conserve energy by providing direct, special buses to the

.downtown areas.

We are making tremendous progress in providing new and improved urban transit
systems and planning for even greater improvements. There will be a feasible
people mover system in downtown Jacksonville. Some mini-buses are in
operation, and more w.11 be added in the next few years while the system is
being designed and built. It is anticipated to extend for two miles at a
cost of $27 million. This people mover system in downtown Jacksonville
will be interrelated, to the maximum degree possible, with the regional
transportation- system. It can be done!

But we don't have any transportation constituency and, -therefore, we don't
have any transportation commitment. We have a lot of divergence, a lot of
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dispute. There is no commitment to transportation because there is no
constituenc that can be so identified, and without commitment and
constituency you don't have funding. You don't have reason. You don't

have implementation or results. The final basic goal and objectives in
the Jacksonville Transportation Authority's planning program is a basic

commitment to transportation.

'In summary, we feel we have a good program ongoing, providing adequate and
improving tranoport service to the citizenry of Jacksonville. We have
attempted to meet the objectives of the grants from the Federal Department
of Transportation and HUD, by providing new and improved bus service. We

have interfaced with the Florida Department of Transportation for the
pruviding of people movers, mini-buses, and a number of programs, including
fare reduction to the elderly, so that we can improve the quality of
transportation and life in Jacksonville. We have attempted to get
participation of different groups at different levels, including those
of otudents, educators, so that we can develop a dialogue that will let
as understand your needs and obtain your support in providing a better
transportation system for you.
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INTER MODAL ACTIVITIES

Mr. E.W. Thomas, Director of Intennodal Services,
Seaboard Coast Line Railroad.

In spi.t of the importance of coordinated transportation, progress has
been.slow. We are but at the threshold of the economies to be realized
through unit load systems which exploit the inherent advantages of each
mode and which could advance efficient distribution in the- market. Ship-

pers, receivers, and carriers alike stand to gain. The-nation's economy
and its defense can be better served through more coordinated systems.

The compelling forces towards coordiliation include technical develop-
ments in containers, conveyor;,, vetdcle and warehouse designs, marketing
developments (especially in tLe area of physical distribution management),
and rapid increase in handling costs since World War II. The hope is

that the formidable obstacles which exist will erode.

'there are many complications involved in promoting use of coordinated
systems of transportation. wno stands to gain the most fro:. progress in

this area?

It is understandable that the motor field does not feel quite as concerned
about-this development as some of the other modes of transport because
motor carriers are in a postion to give a complete transportation service,
while others generally are not. This is a matter of economic reality.
No matter how far we go in coordinated transport involving other modes of
transport, we are destined to have a-major motor carrier industry that -
is independent to sane degree, especially within continental areas.

The economic length of operation of an independent motor carrier has
many variables but they always will constitute a very large segment of
carrier operation. 'chose of is who are investigating the potentials of
a coordinated system believe that most shippers will have two chol,es,i.e.,
coordinated transportation and the motor carrier. No matter how rapidly
progress comoq in this coordinated service, motor carrier service will
not ber,likely to decline. Statistics show that motor carrier service has

increased, despite piggyback. Motor carriers have been growing at a

steady.pace and well ahead of GNP since 1950. Of Class I, II, and III

Interstate Commerce Ccomission regulated common carriers, over 95% are
independent motor carriers.

Piggyback is creating sane new traffic that otherwise would not move at
all. However, much of the piggyback traffic has been taken from rail
box cars. 'this traffic is being carried under different revenue and freight

rate scales. 'there may be a gain or loss in the end, probably a gain to the

rails.

'there will be an economic impact on GNP if transportation through greater
efficiency reaches.e, more favorable balance in the economy. 'there will

be trade-offs in each form of transportation. We would'be more encouraged

to transport things and we would expect that the historic relations
between transportation and GNP would be continued or improved in favor of
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transportation.

There is a substantial contribution to the shopper's interest in the
form in which goods are moved. The shipper is really the purchaser of
transportation. He wants better service, which containerization will
provide--a syste", Improved in terms of speed, safety, and dependability
of delivery. He is the one who will gain most by increased efficiency.
More efficient means of transportation may bring traffic back to common
carriers which they have lost to contract and private carriers.

There is another aspect in the over-all importance of a coordinated WI-
tem -- not just to individuals and individual groups, but to the nation
as a whole. Manufacturers are pricing themselves out of markets abroad
and at home. Foreign manufactured goods are capable of being sold com-
petitively wicil home goods. This results in an unfavorable balanoe of
payments. If we can get transportation costs down, we can help our own
shippers to get and hold their markets. Those who have studied shipping
are often told that American exporters get in trouble abroad because our
packaging is inferior to that of foreigners. Containerization would help
U.S. shippers to overcome such complaints.

The total cost of distribution is too great. Coordinated transportation
offers anJtner point in the shipper's interest. Au excellent-early example
of control over the whole distribution system is the flow system of distri-
bution which Sears Roebuck set up for their South American stores.

There is a stronger trend to greater use Of trucks than to piggyback or
anything else. The trucking industry includes, in the broader sense,
private carriers. This is an important force because the private carrier
sees the immediacy of impact of the systems approach. He-can take action
himself, and is therefore a natural leader inithis.

Common carriers may be able to compete with the private carrier by offering
a more competitive expedited service. Shipper cooperatives that in effect
become private carriers is a kind of development which is not having much
impact as yet. A private carrier thrives chiefly because he is unregulated.
This ;,as an impact not only on common carrier trucks but also on railroads.

For over thirty years some carriers have experimented with containers
generally in respect to intracarrier operation. Many experimental inter-
modal operations in barge=truck operation have not been successful. How-

ever, Sea-Train and sea-Land-Service have proved successful in deep-sea
trailership operation. Following extensive operations research involving
use of computers and model building, the Matson Steamship Line has develop-
ed an extensive seagoing offshore container ship service. The railroad
TIOFC service remains the most extensive operation of intermodal coordination.
However, its potential is far from being realized.

We need a greater recognition of the inherent advantages of the separate
segments of transportation. Basic in the case for coordination in trans-
portation is the assumption that there are inherent advantages of each
mode of transportation which will never be realized without coordinated
systems. Systems research should therefore be directed at-determining
where these advantages are.
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Many different agencies have found that developing coordinated systems

is a necessity. The economic values and military values may separate

at some points--roll-on/roll-off versus containership--but that does not
mean that what is done will not make a contribution to this area. Barge

roll-on/roll-off may become widely used in river transportation. It is

an obvious d-velopment because of the sped of loading and unloading it
permits. No tie-on is necessary. There will be some places where roll-
on/roll-off will be of use, even if lift-on/lift-off prevails for most
normal commercial seagoing and rail service.

Operations research should be particularly fruitful. The systems are so
complex that they cannot be adequately researched without use of a computer.
Operations research in the broadest sense requires that you look at the
whole system. You cannot just look at the problem and try to adapt the
problem to your researcn technig.x. In making a machine analysis you may
forget to look at what is happening to the market. One of the problems
we have is the tendency of a resea.a.a contractor to adapt the research
program to sane Of his particular procedures of model building. If your
problem does not fit into his procedure, you are in trouble. You are
letting the engineer tell you what you want to do. Computer research is
only a tool, and must be adapted to the job.

There is a shortage of people who can talk to a computer and talk intelli-
gently to management. How should we go about training people for the
establishment and operation of coordinated systems?

Engineering, economics, market analysis and management expertise must be
joined in advancing the potentials of coordination. Market and distribution
analysts working with the engineers can explore the need for and potential
of a coordinated service or system. The engineer can formulate the problems
and set plans for the physical execution by making generous use of systems
analysis_aided by computer operations. Then, and only then, can those in
charge of the analysi. make valid recommendations to top management.

Is present documentation a handicap to coordination: Container operations
can make a contribution to simplification in documentation. This advantage
is not getting the consideration it should have as regards intermodal activ-
ities. It is just as important to have a system of documentation that will
cover your goods for A to,Z as to have a container system that will carry
them.

At the end of the 19th century and beginning of this century, it was common
for rails to use a through bill of lading for shipment through ocean ports.

The rails had to have men at the ports to see that the transfer was effected.
The rails then had financial interest in shipping lines. In 1914 the Panama
Canal Act prevented this type of coordination. Congress thought the rail-
water carrier relationship was resulting in rail monopoly. Competition
worked against use of the through bill of lading. Though it is still
common on the West Coast, the express company alone uses a-through bill
of lading on all coasts. This is an important attraction to the shipper
of express shipments.

There are many technical obstacles to coordination. The interface concept
outlines broadly the difficult Job to be done incoordination because it
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has to do with the variations in the flow according to size of units
and methods of operation. For example, to fill one ship you have hun-

dreds of trucks and freight cars 9r1:ing in freight over a period of

say 10 days, which is to be loaded within one or two days. This presents

an interface problem 2f getting gouda from the transit shed platform
into the ship's hold, which in terms of ship capacity is a spoonful-by-
spoonful operation. We have transpurt interface problems between carrier
and shop and between warehouse and the hold of a ship.

A technical fact of importance is the variation of container equipment.
The use of international containers is handicapped by types of equip-

ment and lack of standardization. It is a technical reality that we have

existing facilities. There are market barriers to adaptation of container

service. There are general cargoes not suitable for containerization.
We cannot escape the need of adaptation to new types of facilities.

There are no technical problems that cannot be solved. But government
regulation presents an institutional problem which for the moment seems

insolvable. One obstacle in shipping is the rate structure. We need a

single rate on a container. What difference does it make what is in a

container, This is an institutional problem as well as an economic problem.

If rates were based only on per-ton-mile cost, since the commodities
would have different values, some could not move. Different. rates are

established so that they will move. This is not matching cost against

cost but cost against value. If you have a rate below cost to carry a
commodity in your vehicle, then you should not be carrying it. If they
knew their exact costs, carriers would tend to charge according to cost
plus a reasonable profit. A carrier's success would depend on how able

it is to devise new techniques. If a carrier is not able to make a
reasonable profit at a reasonable rate it should let someone else do it.
One of the things that bothers economists has been the assumption that a
ton-mile of service is fundamentally the same regardless of mode. A ton-

mile of service itself is not the same thing in terms of either demand or

supply. The demand side of a ton-mile of service is only a part of the
demand and supply of the market for the commodity.

In rate theory, from the carrier's point of view, he must consider what
his operation is. He had to deal in his rate policy with the fact that
each carrier has its own market, its own demand and supply curve. Trans-

portation economists have come to recognize this fully. There used to

be economists who held that if we had perfect competition we would have
rates based only on oust. But the many motor carriers operating between
Philadelphia and New York experience terrific competition and yet have
differentials in rates on commodities carried. There is no lack of con -

petition, but the reality is market demand and its operational effect on
commodities, on traffic and its buyer. There is a difference in time and

place utility. What should be considered in container rates is a com-

promise. The rate on a less-carload container would be a compromise be-
tween two realities--shipping costs and value.

We ought also to recognize that there are not only regulatory problems in
rates but size and weight regulations in states which have limited the silo
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of containers. This is always going to have an effect. The same thing
applies internationally. There are variations in government require-
ments and standards, in carriers and equipment.

How much improvement can we expect? It is a fact that regulation was
established primarily to protect shippers and receivers. The- emphasis

now is to protect individual carriers and mc,,es. It is in the public

interest that the Commission should be protecting efficient types of
carrier service-but not an uneconomic carrier in any type of service. The

preamble of the Transportation Act implies that it is desirable to protect
the inherent advantages of each mode, i.e., the economic carrier in every
type of service. Protection of a type of service or carrier by protecting
company efficiency is a contradiction to inherent advantage principle.

There are other institutional barriers also. Lack of education and

trainingisone--genlral apathy of top management to train its people in

transportation coordination. This subject has too often been dealt with

by private groups with private axes to grind: These workshops are sig-

nificant and unique because in a university program we can examine the
problems and prospects without bias. We need to establish a basis for
policy. Unless we look ahead future policy will not be any more effec-
tive than'past policy has been.

We must recognize that the desirability of broad application of contain-
erisation and coordinated transportation up 'to now has favored concentra-

tion of cargo traffic in major ports. The shop cannot stop for 400 or 500

tons as before-it may make just one port of call. Small ports will just
have to remain outports, unless trucks, hydrofoils and deck barges are
used to deliver general cargo to and from them. In the recent period of
port development, every port is trying to get a place in the sun.

yiggyback.and land transp,,rt consolidation has brought a more mature
approach to labor problems. If labor is induced to take a realistic and
MatUrt approach, agre,.aents will have to be worked out with labor to

avoid displacement of present workers. There is a-posibility that it can
be done economically by a rapid education, by offering the opportunity to
train man for better types of jobs.

What degree of standardization is required for coordinated transportation?
Economics and other changes could, in time, determine the standards.
Success of coordinated transportation does not hinge on getting standardi-

zation first. Lines of research and experimentation should be emphasized.

More emphasis is needed on the system concept--the design of a system as
opposed to the design of equipment. A lot of work is going into hardware
but little into organization of the system itself. That is where the
payoff is in the long run. Until recently there have not been research
systems to be studied. That is no longer true, but little is being done.
However, it should be done in both places. There is no general solution

to the problem. Each carrier has,to devise its own best system. It is

difficult to bring about when the national climate is not receptive. One

handicap is that there is no available research clearing house for trans-

portation as a whole. There should be a continuing transportation research

forum to discuss coordination problems. A University, by acting as a catalyst

with government support, might get industries together to do something.
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Lines of experimentation must be laid out. Emphasis should be plat:co
on developing and testing-out systems. Regulatory obstacles to such
experimentation is reflected in a recent decision of the Interstate
?ommerce 17ommissiJn in regard to a proposed experimentation in coordinated
rail and barge operation involving the John I. Hay Co.

'Should we encourage experimentation by all modes? Should government
engage in such experimentation? The armed services have done so. The
government is p4irg for model building but not for actual experimentation,
although it is giving support to the development of some of the problems.

One government agency may support a shipping line to provide competition
while another arm of government permits a railroad to cut rates to destroy
the competition. There is a need for better coordination in government
departments. There is need for a better climate to$advance coordinated
transportation.
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THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF TRANSPORTATION . . . WHAT IT CAN AND WILL DO

Mr. O. H. Hill, District Sales Manager, National Air Lines

It is one of today's ironies that the more "computerized" the nation's

airlines become, the more manpower they require.

This-is because the airlines are a fast-moving industry -- indeed, one
of the fastest -- and if they didn't take advantage of advances in tech-
nology,"their personnel needs would be overwhelming.

For the past decade, airline "hires" have averaged about 23,000 a year.

In 1968, for example, employment in the U. S. scheduled airline industry
came to above 300,000, representing a gain of nearly ten per cent over
the 276,000 airline employees the previous year and an increase of more

than 100 per cent in a decade.,

The airlines offer interesting and rewarding career opportunities in

many fields. The education, skills and experience requirements vary

widely, since jobs range from one as non-technical as a baggage handler

or a file clerk to an occupation as complex as flying a big jet, tearing

down and reassembling a turbine engine, operating a sophisticated computer
system, or determining budgetary controls for a $500 million company.

Because airlines are a progressive and rapidly-expa_li..g '.,iners, they
have a continuing need for men and women who have specialized in economics,

accounting, statistics, research, finance -- in short, most phases of

businels education.

A job as lucrative as it is highly skilled is that of a pilot. The hours

are attractive -- 70 to 85 flying hours per month -- and the pay is good;

average annual pilot salary is about $25,000. Airlines hire only pilots

with (at least) u commercial license (and) who have logged many hours

of flying on multi-engine-aircraft.

From 8,000 to 10,000 new stewardess trainees are needed each year just to
replace those who leave the profession -- usually because of age or

marriage. All airlines require their stewardesses to have at least a

high school diploma and usually two years of college or equivalent ex-

perience. Monetary benefits can run to $400-$750 a mont.h. Most airlines

do their own stewardess recruiting and training.

Airliners receive routine mechanical checks or attention every-day they

fly, and all must undergo periodic maintenance and overhaul. For these

duties, the airlines employ a large corps of mechanics. Certain special-

ized maintenance jobs require mechanics with an airframe and powerplant

license issued by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Pay for an

experienced airline mechanic comes to about $5.00 an hour.

In addition to the pilots who fly tne-planes, the cabin crews who take

care of the passengers' needs, the mechanics, inspectors and ground

servicemen who keep the flight equipment in top operating condition,

and the management specialists in the general offices, airlines require
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tens of thousands of other workers.

At the airport, for example, they need ticket agents, station agents,
customer service people, flight dispatchers, weather experts, teletype
and radio operators, ramp agents and many others. Most-require at

least a high school diploma and some typing ability.

Agents are nearly always in demand at downtown ticket offices and airline
reservations centers, and these positions offer opportunity for advance-
ment to sales and customer/passenger service positions.

The airlines offer hundreds of thousands of seats for sale each day,
and every unsold seat i3 flown at a loss. Hence marketing has become
a major airline function. Marketing departments involve specialists
in advertising and the graphic arts, personnel who handle joint programs
with other airlines, salesmen who call on major travel accounts and
travel agents, persons who plan and promote tours for sale to the
Liaveling public, and numerous other categories of personnel. A person
aith the right background and motivation can do well in airline sales
or marketing. l'losely allied to marketing is public relations. Education
and personality are important here, and journalistic or writing experience
are important attributes.

Those to whom an airline career appeal& should start early to prepare
for it. The time and effort spent in acquiring the necessary education
or skills will be time well spent. While the educational requirements
for airline careers vary with the job, airline personnel officers state
without exception that a student interested in an airline career should
understand how important to his later success is a good high school
education. A student will increase his value to an airline in any job
ne may seek by taking history, geography, economics and political science
courses -- all subjects that will help him understand how transportation
syctems have developed to date and how they might develop in the future.

l'orrect and fcrctcfs. expression in writing and in speaking is important
in the airline business, because so many jobs bring one into contact with
the public. Especially is this true in public relations-and in sales
and service jobs. Those seeking a career in these areas would do well
to take courses in English, composition and public speaking.

It should be remembered too, that the airplane is a product of science.
science spends tireless efforts in the development of aircraft and re-
lated ez,uipme.-it. To understand the tool: of the airline industry, ap-
propriate courses in the physical sciences are advisable. Mathematics

is the language of science. For one aspiring to be an aeronautical
engineer, courses in high school mathematics are mandatory.

Airline salaries and benefits are among the most attractive in industry.
For example, the average annual salary was $9,700 in 1968, up more than

C)% over salaries a decade ago. Airlines offer liberal insurance programs
and other fringe benefits, one of the most-attractive of which is free
and reduced-rate transportation privileges for employees, and in_some

cases, members of their immediate families.
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Airline employment is especially attractive because of the training
opportunities and the job security it offers. The U. S. airline

industry is one of the major training organizations in the world.
The airlines are spending tens of millions of dollars annually on
pre-employment training, transition training, refresher courses
and upgrading programs -- all aimed at enabling the willing and
capable employee to better himself and do a better job for his
company.
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UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

Mr. I. Larry Raulerson, Jacksonville PM Sort Manager, United Parcel
Service

United Parcel Service's product for the market is fast, efficient service,
at a fair and reasonable rate, competitive with its chief competitors.

United Parcel Service places itself in the common carrier area of business.
U.P.S. has several features which characterize their operation.

1) A weight limit of fifty (50) pounds on each package;
2) The package be less than 108 inches in length and girth;

3) U.P.S. can't ship more than one hundred (100) pounds to each
consignee per day; and

4) They service only forty-one (41) complete states and parts
(intrastate service) in seven (7) others.

U.P.S. now has a forty-eight (48) state petition before the I.C.C. which
is still pending. The last expansion that U.P.S. has had was the addition
of a three (3) state area (1) New Mexico, (2) Wyoming, and (3) Colorado.

I mentioned the I.C.C. and the role it plays in the granting of new
states to the company. This area would be dealing with the "environ-
mental set" of the firm and the interfaces that occur. Besides the
government intervention there is also state regulation that must be met.
Another area would be labor unions. United Parce1,3ervice has approximately
43)800 teamster jobs out of an approximate total employment of 55,000.
The only real large competitive firm that the company has to worry about
is the Parcel Post Section of the Post Office; they are the chief com-
petitors. The other area in this section would be the customers them-
selves. Since the customers are the single most important thing to the
ppepanyothen a lot of effort, time, money, etc., is put into making
the service to them the very best. The Jacksonville HUB has four full
time customer service representatives that deal with customer complaints
and try to smooth out the differences.

A typical U.P.S. shipper would give the package driver an average of two
packages per day, which would weigh approximately twelve (12) pounds.
This results in approximately one and a half million delivery stops per
day on a national level and 4,000 per day nit a local level. The company
has approximately 270,000 common carrier sait.pers and 3,J00 retail store
shippers in the nation. Out of thess 273,000 saippers approximately 230
orAmore thousand of these shippers ship five or less packages per day.
Since the individual shipper who may only use their service once or twice
a year makes up a large total of their overall customers then you can zee
the importance of customer service representatives.

Estimates for year ending 1973 have a total national volume of over 730
million packages with 18,500,000 of it to be delivered and sorted in the

State. These packages move over the road, the rails, and by air to their

destination. On a typical day on the PM Sort, which is one of three

shifts in the HUB operation, you will see 85,00,0 packages being inbounded.
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These packages will arrive by road movement and rail movement. On an

average day they wil. nave seventeen 40 foot drop frames, six 40 foot
flat beds, two 45 foot flat beds, and thirty-five T.O.F.C.'s that bring
the ,o1,,me to them. Jacksonville is a rarity in that it receives approx-
imately 65% of its volume by rail where as the national average is only
3% by rail. The .ompany has a very large ground feeder operation which
uses large ..P.Z. employees only. There are approximately 4,300 feeder
drivers who pull these road movements. The average per T.O.F.C. cost
for the company is somewhere around $275. In Jacksonville they have
an average co.t of $130 for T.O.F.C.'s In the State and $200 for T.O.F.C.'s
outside of the State.

Of this 65,JJo packages that Jacksonville receives for further delivery
approxinatelj a,7J0 stay in Jacksonville for the center operation to

deliver . The rest is sent to the various sections of the State. To
deliver these 'i,7JO packages the center has forty-four (44) package car
drIvcrs who drive a .ombination of P-600 and P-800 delivery vehicles to
lc:Alter the pa,Aage.. These came drivers also pick up on a daily basis
4.r.A00 I_Ickages for delivery. Over-the-counter operations at the HUB
result ," 15) pa,tages for delivery a day. The remaining 80,300 packages,
to be zw.t, t4 various parts of the .tate, are processed through 18 unload
positioNz, I, cxter..ius ar,A 3 nashville unloaders, to 100 outbound load

pasitins. .f these 1)0 load positions, 33 are fed directly off of cannon
loaders, the remaining 67 are manual pull positions. The total system
has .c.14a1 area, a primary hurt area. tw secondary sort areas, which
ea.t, hare the run-out belt:., and three primary run-out belts. All of
these positions are filled by part-time students.

,:ome of the largezt problems facing the company are in the area of the
season har.ge. :,.though the average daily volume at present
is 35,3)0,at :hristmaztt., Lt may reach 130,000 plus. There are certain
timez idrthg the year 4.s." the volume will rise for a short period of
time. This result:. 1. sIditional feeder runs and additional package car
runs to deliver the :,a.Aat:es an tine. To give you an idea of the season-
a-iti .f the oeration. take the over-the-counter operation for Jackson-

f.r inotance. )T, an average they take in 150 packages for delivery.
ane la/ 1.ri-g the :hri.tmas rush period they took in 1,100 packages.

Another tig irablen that faces them is the times that must be met on the
feeler :arm. Zince 'lost all of the feeder runs out of Jacksonville are
an a tight run schedule it is important that the feeders leave here on
time. lelays, as a result of late groundings at the rail yard, have been
a biz problem in the past.
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FUNCTIONS OF WAREHOUSING

Mr. Thomas A. Duke, Vice [resident, Laney and Duke Terminal Warehouse Cs.

There is an old misnomer about wart:hot:sic:4: in general -- that is a Just',

old, dim-lighted facility with pianos, trunks, and furniture collecting

dust and'waiting for someone to reclaim tnem.

Today's warehouses occupy modetsi, Glean, even attractive buildings, with

security-minded management. The three main categories of 4arehausing are
(1) private warehousing, (2) mini-warehousing, and (3) lutlic warehousing.
A warthoummay be thought of as a bank or an information center.

Functions of Public Warehousing:

The public warehouse is in position to provide serniies for an account or
shipper which would otherwise require trememblux capital outlay in com-

parison. The warehouse service offers an account the flexibility to move
and relocate to meet changing market conditions. Jzing warehousing ser-

vice provides the account with local delivery service and consolidation

of shipments. There is also the advantage of utilizing the warehouse
computer system, which would be much more expensive to the private user.

Getting his goods to his customers more quickly, being closer to the
market, Is another advantage of using warehousing facilities. The account

gets his money more quickly also, since there is more turnover on mer-
chandise.

The large warehouse operation 13 better equipped than the private smaller
account to handle the incidents of strike and other labor negotiations,
contributing to a more smooth operation.

It is a fact that all warehouses, public and private, have to rely on
common motor carriers and railroads for moving the merchandise. In the

past very few warehouses have had their own trucking operations, and even
then they were limited as to how far they could go.

Freight forwarding and consolidations play an important roll in the ware-

houseman's program. Rising costs from carriers, plus their wanting the
full truckload for long haul shipments brought about some chances that

grew into consolidation. There was an interest In puLli4; warehousing and

in transporting goods faster and more economically. All 4f this resulted

in the establishment of traffic departments within warehousing operations.

In California, for example, warehousing is really not profitable in itself,

and just breaks even.. Their trucking operations are the only profitable

part of their business.

In Jacksonville the trend is that warehouses can make reasonable profits
by providing extensive transportation services to their customers. There

has been a definite trend toward outside warehousing in the past several
years, and providing transportation and trucking operations beyond the

local zones is an important area, from both the service and economic
points of view, that many warehouses have already done and others are

seeking. But there must be that level of sophistication and knowledge
of transportation in order to do the job properly.
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GOVERNMENT AS A PROMOTER AND REGULATOR

Mr. nerman Faun.:, .r., :istrict supervisor, Interstate Commerce Commission,
Jacksonville, Florida.

rhc purpose of mj.liotussion today is to explain - and answer your questions
about the Interstate Commerce Commission and its functions.

neiore we get too far along it might be well - and wise on my part - to tell
you A little something of the history and present day functions of the ICC.

In the year 132), the President of the United States, Andrew Jackson,
received the fallowing letter from Martin Ian Buren, who was then Govern-
or of the State of New York:

"Dear Mr. President:

"The canal system df this country is being threatened by the spread of a
Lew form of transportation known as railroads. The Federal Government must
preserve the canals for the following reasons:
(1; If the cw.al boats are supplanted by railroads, serious unemployment
will result. Alptains, cooks, drivers, hostlers, repairmen, and lock-
tenders will be left without means of livelihood, not to mention the
numerous farmers now employed in growing hay for horses. (2) Boit
builders would oafer and towline, whip, and harness-makers would be
left destitute. (3) Canal boats are absolutely essential to the defense
.f the United .fates. In the event of expected trouble with England, the
Erie Canal would be the only means by which we would ever move supplies
so vital to waging the modern war.

"Fur the atone mentionel reasons, the dovernment should create an Inter-
.tate :ommer,:e CommiosioL to protect the American people from the evils of
the railroads and to preserve the canals for posterity.

"Ao j..11.1 may KZIOW, Mr. iresident, railroad carriages are pulled at enormous

speeds of fifteen milt.. per hoar by engines, which, in addition to endanger-
ing tne life and limb df passengers, roar and snort their way through the
countryside, setting fire to the crops, scaring the livestock, and fright-.
ening women ani thildren. The Almighty certainly neyer intended that
people should travel at such breakneck speed."

Zongress final:,; got the message and in 1887 established the Interstate
Commerce :ammission through passage of the Interstate Commerce Act. The
original statute was brief, of less than ten pages. It was confined
to the regulation, of interstate commerce by railroad, or partly by
railroad and partlj by water. The main objective was to remove discrim-
ination, preference, and prOudice in localities, services, rates, fares,

,and charges. Today, after over 200 amendments, the 1887 statute and
related laws administered by the Interstate Commerce Commission fill more
than 425 printed pages. All of these pages relate to regulation of rail
carriers, motor carriers, water carriers, and freight forwarders. The
Interstate Commerce Commission does not, in any sense, "control' the

carriers. Its role is to regulate. As an example of "regulation" vs.
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"control" motor carriers are not told how many vehicles to operate nor
are they required to operate on any fixed schedule. Carrier may run as
many vehicles as it chooses on as many runs per day as its business
warrants.

Carrier management can hire and fire, enter into contacts with the
unions, and build new terminal facilities.

The ICC does not interfere with those areas which should properly be
left to managerial discretion under our free enterprise system.

The ICC does not regulate all transportation. Jurisdiction over trans-
portation within a single state and not part of-an interstate or foreign
movement is reserved to the State government. While the ICC and the State
Commissions have very clearly defined areas of responsibilities, our offices
work in close harmony and often with coordinated efforts to achieve a
given goal.

The Fede'rel Power Commission regulates pipeline movement of artificial
or natural gas; the Civil Aeronautics Board and the Federal Aviation
Agency hive Jurisdiction over air transportation, while American ships
in foreign service are under the Federal Maritime Commission and the
Maritime Administration.

The ICC does not have economic regulatory authority over interstate trucks
carrying certain agricultural products, water carriers transporting certain
bulk commodities, and motor or water carriers which are engaged in private
operations (not selling transportation to the public).

The ICC's activities are directed by 11 Commissioners, each appointed by
the President of the United States and confirmed by the Senate. The
President now names the Chairmen. The Commissioners' seven-year terms
are staggered so that no more than two expire in any one year, thus
assuring continuity. Only six Commissioners may be of the same political
party.

The operating policy of the ICC is prescribed by Congress in the Inter-
state Commerce Act and is defined in the "National Transportation Policy"
enacted by the Congress in 1940. I believe this National Transportation
Policy is worthy of quotation at this time.

"It is hereby declared to be the national transportation policy of the
Congress to provide for fair and impartial regulation of all modes of
transportation subject to the provisions of this Act, so administered as
to recognize and preserve the inherent advantage of each, promote
safe, adequate, economical and efficient service and foster sound economic
conditions in transportation and among the several carriers, to encourage
the establishment and maintena..ce of reasonable charges for transportation
services, without unjust discriminations, undue preferences or advantages,
or unfair ur destructive competitive practices, to cooperate with the
several States and the duly authorized officials thereof, and to encour-
age fair wages and equitable working conditions - all to the end of
developing, coordinating, and presgrving a_national transportation
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system by water, highway, and rail, as well as other means, adequate
to meet the needs of the commerce of the United States, of the postal

service, and of the national defense. All of the provisions of this

Act shall be administered and enforced with a view to carrying out the

above declaration of policy."

The ICCis role in all of this as promoter, umpire, and policeman, is not
an easy one. There are thousands of carriers and the primary goal of each

is to maximize profits.

Competition among carriers for the most lucrative traffic is keen and in
respect of such traffic the activities of the Commission are usually

confined to formal casework. However, in the case of so-called undesirable
traffic, the informal, as well as formal, activities of the Commission

are very intense.

The ..:0=11.331.0li, despite a modest budget, seeks to maintain service rep-

resentatives in e..:ry State of the Union. Our field investigators,

totaling olightly more than 100, have a staggering workload and it is
their job to provide assistance to shippers, consignees, carriers or
any member of the publi.; Who needs help in the area of interstate surface

transportation.

If these few employees were not available, what other public official
would seek to relieve the plight of the small shipper? -Moreover, if
general merchandise carriers were not required to hold a licenie obligat-
ing them to serve all shippers, would the tendency of carriers to avoid
"less attractive" traffic come to an end? By what means would the
carriers be required to take the good with the "bad"? Would service to

small towns and remote communities be continued? Would damage-prone or
light and bulky traffic be transpurted hundreds of miles? Could a shipper
or consignee still call the ICC for help and, if so, what kind of help
would be available?

This should give you a pretty good picture of what the ICr is and what
it does.
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GOVERNMENT AS PROMOTER AND REGULATOR AS IT APPLIES TO AMTRAK

Mr. B. C. Miller, Manager Station Services, Amtrak, Jacksonville,
Florida

In order to see the relationship between Government Regulation and the
National Railroad Passenger Corporation, it is necessary to review events
leading up to the legislation that created-it.

The enormous expansion and development of the railroads of the United
States in the half century following the Civil War, brought into exis-
tence, by its very nature, a vast monopoly. The Iron Horse was so much
more efficient than any means of transportation yet developed that the
location of railroads determined where towns might be built, and the
service given them determined which ones would prosper. Interior America
moved ,pway from the rivers and developed the opeh country. Virtually
every one who travelled had some experience with trains.

It became apparent by 1887 that the power of the railroad over public
welfare was too great to be left to the unrestrained judgment of rail-
road management, and the Interstate Commerce Act was passed by Congress,
to require uniformity of rates and service - and this was a good thing.
This regulation of railroads, included control of the operation of
passenger trains - the aspect (of the matter) we are considering. The
Act required that railroads must secure consent from regulatory bodies
to curtail or eliminate any passenger train, if a private citizen pre-
tested that his interests would be adversely affected. This restriction-
was no great problem during the years wto and Including the First
World War, because growing America used its best available means of
transportation, the passenger train.

In the 20 years after World War I, the development of-the automobile
assembly line, and the construction of a network of national highways
brought an end to niany things, including the need for the local (short
haul) passenger train. In the same two decades commercial aviation
came of age, and while the percentage of intercity travel by air was
very small, it was_growing significantly.

In the meantime, back at the regulatory authorities, there was a pro-
nounced reluctance to permit the discontinuance of passenger trains that
ceased to be profitable to-their owners. At the State level particularly,
politics was always a factor, as the Railroad Commission member(s)
who was up for re-election was often more sensitive to the wishes of
his constituents than he was to the financial plight of the railroads.
It was very easy to take the position that the railroads were making
enough money ou freight to afford their passenger trail losses. Thus,
the philosophy of "Public Interest" was confirmed. Passenger service
that was declared to be in the public interest was subsidized by freight
revenues without regard for the ultimate result, higher freight rates
that were palmed on to the "public," with the basic objective of re-
electing a Commissioner. Obviously, the ability to arrange freight
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rate structures to compensate for passenger losses was extremely
complicated, and frequently unsuccessful, as railroad bankruptcies

indicate.

After World War II, when Detroit got back into private automobile
production, while Lockheed, Boeing, and others adapted military
aviation technology to commercial use, the cry of the railroads for

relief from passenger train losses was heard throughout the land.
Railroads spent many millions of their wartime earnings for the best
engineered equipment that could be produced - diesel powered-stream-
liners, with reclining seat leg rest coaches, sleeping cars with
private facilities in each room, slumber coaches, dome observation
cars, and the like became the standard for name trains throughout

the Country. These were money makers for a while. Equipment-from
these trains is the Amtrak Fleet of today, all of it built between
1947 and 151, except for the Metroliners, and few Turbos. Ever
increasing super highways, cowdec with the products of Detroit, and
super jet-porta, reduced revenues of passenger trains to the point
that railroads were not capable of replacing equipment for the few
areas that appeared to have a profit potential.

In October 1)7), with very little publicity, Congress passed an Act
creating the :iational Railroad Passenger Corporation, as a quasi-public
organization, charged with the responsibility-of establishing a national
passenger-train requirement level, determining-what train service could
be expected to become prqfitable. The service designated by this study
would become the responsibility of the Corporation, soon called Amtrak,
and the railroads that participated in the program as contract carriers,
could discontinue all other passenger trains.

Amtrak purchased from the railroads about 1,500 units of the best equip-
ment available and began to. take over passenger stations, ticket offices,
reservation functions, and on-train services. The 13 contracting rail-

roads provide the tracks, operational systems, and train crews, billing
Amtrak for those costs that are directly attributable to the operation

of Amtrak trains. Amtrak receives all revenues from passenger fares and

services. The deficit, aetween the cost of the operation and the revenues,

is made up by Congressional appropriation. In short, the cost -of passenger

trains declared-to be in tho "Public Interest" is being guaranteed by

public money (rather than through freight rates).

Government as the promoter and regulator is very much in evidence in the

pursuit of Amtrak's objectives. Obviously, then Amtrak must go back to

Congress every two years with an accounting of expenditures, and a jus-
tification for further appropriations needed; the personal interests of
individuals will Ix out. Newspapers have cited the insistence for a
train between Washi.igton and Parkersburg, West Virginia, as being more

political than profitable, and there have been sane other instances in
which service was requested by Congress-with an extremely long range
profit expectation.

The Amtrak Chartering Act removes it-from the Jurisdiction of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, for all matters other than (for) safety
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requirements, so rates, schedules, and incidental services are controlled

entirely by Amtrak, subject to review by Congress. This enables Amtrak
management to adjust fares, establish family plan and group fares, and

anything else that might be beneficial. Former regional differences are

blended into one nationwide network, with uniform advertising, a single
timetable, a computerized reservation system, and a standard working

arrangement with travel agents. Plans are being made for the next

generation of passenger cars. The present equipment is, of course,

receiving a thorough refurbishing and renewing, to serve the present

need. Experiments are being conducted with some French built Turbo equip-
ment, that has been made available this summer, and is being used between

Milwaukee and St. Louis.

Developments that have occurred since the creation of Amtrak confirm the

wisdom of the Act. Fuel shortages, real or otherwise, pollution, con-
gestion of highways and airports, all point to the need for the United
States to secure maximum use of its resources, including the existing
railroad network. Technology will never cease to develop new modes of
transportation, but in the meanti_ae, the best use of what we have must be

our national policy. There is a market for good passenger train service.
The demand is increasing now, under somewhat less than perfect conditions.

The net loss for Amtrakts operation for the fiscal year just ending is
quoted aiff24,000,000.00, down 18% from the previous 12 month period.
This is a substantial sum of money, even by Government standards, but
when you consider that all forms of transportation, whether by express-
way, airport or waterway, cost the tax payer more than he will ever
know, do not be surprised if the only mode for which a true price is
available is the best bargain of all, for the tax payer.
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GOVERNMENT AS PROMOTER AND REGULATOR AS IT APPLIES TO AVIATION

Mr. James A. Brown, Flight Operations Inspector/Accident Prevention*
Specialist, Federal Aviation Agency.

A Bit of History

Before 1926, the federal government had no special machinery to assist
or promote aviatiun. Except for scattered state or local instances, there
were no safety regulations or navigational aids.

In 1)26, congress passed the air commerce act which placed the responsibility
of fostering and regulating civil aeronautics in the Department of Commerce.
This was just in time, because in May 1)26 Lindbergh's flight awakened this
nation and the entire world to the potential of flight.

In une year, student pilot numbers jumped from 600 to 10,000. The number
of certificated aircraft went up from 2,700 to 9,800 in three years.

The growth of aviation hasrbe lynamie ever since, causing growing pains
within commerce and in 1934 the Bureau of Air Commerce was formed to take
over this infant giant. By the time four more years had passed, field
activities had become extensive enough to require regional offices and
the growth of commercial aviation had made-new legislation necessary.

Realizing the neel for combining the dispersed aeronautical responsibilities

into one independent agency, congress passed the-Civil Aeronautics Act of
1938 which created the Civil Aeronautics Authority.

Responsibilities were grouped into three major components:
1) A five-member board LT regulating commercial activities and safety.
2) An administrator cotablish civil airways and to install and main-

tain navigational aids and to control traffic using these airways
and aids.

3) A three-man air safety board to investigate accidents and recommend
preventive measures.

In 1)40, the authority was converted in the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB)
and the Civil Aeronautics Administration (CAA).

The CAB as an independent organization was given the accident LnvestigatinA
functions and the safety/rule making function. In other words, the CAB
wrote the rules and the CAA enforced them.

World War II caused aviation to come of age with as many as 95,000 air-
craft--mostly military--to be manufactured in a single year and as 1945
ended, there were 300,000 eivilian pilots.

In 1348, a President's air coordinating committee, primarily concerned
with the necessity of a strong and viable aircraft industry (in other words,
the promutional aspects of the government's responsibilities) saw problems
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ahead and warned that our air transportation system was marginal even

by pre-war standards.

It took another nine years and a real crisis dramatized by two mid-air
collisions involving military aircraft and civil air carriers in which
61 lives were lost, to focus attention on the urgent needs for a common
military and civil aviation control zystem and a complete reorganization

of federal machinery for the control of aviation.

Congress acted promptly, and in 1958 President Eisenhower signed the Federal
Aviation Act into law, which has endured these last fifteen years and is
legal basis for our authority to govern aviation.

This act gave the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) full authority Over the
certification of aircraft and airmen, safety rule-making (formerly a
function of the CAB), the operation of navigational aids; the allocation
of airspace and the management of civil and military air traffic.

,t( I
The Civil Aeronautics Board continued as a sister-agency (completely
separate from the FAA). It continued to regulate airline rates, routes,

and airline business in general and to investigate aircraft accidents and
determine the-probable cause of all accidents.

It is. interesting to note the CAB continued to hold the accident probable
cause responsibility to eliminate any possible conflict of interest of
involvement that might have arisen if FAA were to determine the probable
cause of an accident, that FAA's own safety regulation was designed to
prevent.

The most recent change in the administration of aviation occurred in 1967
When the Department of Transportation (DOT) was established. The FAA with

its 51,000 employees is the largest of the seven_administrations which
constitute the DOT.

Under the DOT, a national transportation safety board, NTSB, was established,
which absorbed the CAB-accident investigation responsibilities and deter-
mined their probable cause and continued its economic regulations of air-

line routes and rates.

To make FAA more responsive to the aeronautical needs of communities, the
FAA has decentralized its organizational structure from Washington to nine
regiongl offices within the continental U. S. Four new regions were es-
tablished to conform to government's standard regional concept which called
for uniform boundaries and headquarter cities for most of the various federal

agencies.,

Nr. Alexander Butterfield, recently appointed as administrator of the FAA- -

and who is incidentally a native of Pensacola, Florida--in his oath of
office, restated the FAA responsibilities to-promote and regulate aviation

in the public interest as follows:

I. The Legulation of air commerce in such a manner as to best promote
its development and safety and fulfill the requirements of national

defense.
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B. The promotion, encouragement, and development of civil aeronautics.

C. The control of the use of the navigable airspace and the regulation
of both civil and military operations in such airspace and in the
interest of the safety and efficiency of both.

D. The conaolidation of research and development with respect to-air
navigation facilities, as well as the installation and operation

thereof.

E. The development and operation of a common system of-air traffic
control and navigation for both military and civil aircraft.
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FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

Mr. James E. Hill, Safety Supervisor, Florida Public Service
Commission

The Florida Railroad Commission was created by the state Legislature in
1887. Since that date, there have been several name changes, the first
being the Florida Railroad and Public Utilities Commission, later, the
Public Service Commission.

When the Commission was originally created, the main direction of its
jurisdiction dealt with the railroad companies, as this was the major
mode of transportation in the state.

The Legislature provided for three commissioners who would be elected
in a statewide election, and they would serve four-year terms. Two
are elected during the same year and the third is elected in the next
general election, thus ensuring at least one commissioner not being
involved in an election while the others are so occupied.

The three present commissioners are Chairman Bill Bevis, dommissioner
Billy Mayo, and the newest member, Commissioner Paula Hawki.s who toor,
her seat this past January.

The Commission's powers are quasi-legislative and quasi-judicial. :hid
occurs by the nature of the Commission's functions, simply, the ;ommio:Aun
makes rules,then enforces the rules that it has made.

The Commission's primary function, as charged by the legislative mandate,
is to insure adequate and safe standards of service, also fair and reason-
able rates for such service to the public.

The Commission regulates the following privately-owned or privately
invested economic enterprises within the state. Motor Transportation
companies, including bus and motor truck. carriers, Transportation Brokers,
Taxicabs and Limousine services, Railroads, including express and pullman
companies, including the railroad padzenger and freight terminal facilities,
Ferries, Toll Bridges and Canal Companies, private Wire Services; Datural

Gas utilities, Electric Power utilities, privately-owner Water and Sewer
companies (in certain counties), Telephone anl Telegraph companies.

The Commission regulates these companies by performing the following
functions:

1) Conducts public hearings and enforces resulting decisions.
2) Makes rules and regulations applicable to economic activity.
3) Polices highways to prevent unlawful motor transportation operations.
4) Conducts safety checks of vehicles operating on highways.
5) Inspects and investigates utility and carrier operations to insure

compliance with Commission rules and regulations.
6) The Commission functions to protect or further the interest of Florida

before Federal regulatory agencies in matters affecting the population
or geography of the state.
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URBAN MOVEMENT OF PEOPLE AND GOODS

Mr. Ealraj K.-Mehtu, head of the Advanced Planning Division, Jacksonville

Area Planning Board.

The irh:rease in population, personal income, education, technology, and
productivity have brought about increased interaction and mobility
resulting in increased travel. Concentration of more and.more people
and activities in a relatively small number of (urban) areas has created
transportation problems in these areas.

Approximately 70% of the total population of the United States is loca-
ted within the urban areas of oar country. Most of the transportation
I'dcility needs are in these urban areas and as our urban population
e,:ows, a transportation system assuring smooth movement of people and

od., within arid between urban areas becomes increasingly essential. In

r,,t, hot only the futare growth and expansion, but the very existence
.havival of many urban areas depends upon the availability of

effi,ient, convenient and comfortable transportation system helps to
attract 1,,,t;.,tme:,t, increase employment, invigorate economy and thereby

the eApun.don dhd growth of the area. Poor and inadequate trans-
portation facilities, on the other hand, act as a deterrent to further
gro4th and, in fact, may become a causal factor for the decline of the

area.

..ladies and anal/se:, done for the Jacksonville area have revealed that
over the last ten years, vehicular traffic in the city has increased
at a much faster rate than any other single element.

Whereas the population of the City increased by only 16.2%, from
455,300 in 1963 to 528,800 in 1970, the number of automobiles jumped
from Just over 139,000 to 248,000 during the same period; i. e., an
increase of 78.5%! The number of Average Daily Trips (ADT) registered
an increase of 117.5%, from 551,745 in 1960 to over 1,200,000 in MO,
and the Central Business District (CBD) witnessed an'increase from
66,235 to almost 150,000 ADT; i. e., 127% increase!

The num,,er of automobiles is projected to increase to 425,000 by 1990
and the average daily trips in the city are forecasted to increase. to
over 2,243,000 by the same year.

As traffic (congestion) increases, the accessibility and provision of
vehicular-parking becomes difficult. The people, businesses and commerce
start moving out to new and more convenient locations in the suburbs,
resulting in the disintegration of the CBD and creation of slums and
blight at the core. Provision of costly toll roads and paid parking
facilities to improve the situation in the CBD, actually enhances the
trend of suburban sprawl increasing the cost of public services and
reducing the revenue base of the central city.

Whereas private transportation in cities is suffering from greater
demand and lack of supply of facilities, public transportation (mass
transit) is suffering from lack of demand and cannot generate enough
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revenues to meet the operating expenses. The total number of revenue
transit passengers in Jacksonville has dropped from 15,370,000 in 1961
to 13,630,000 in 1969.

Midis a situation typical of every metropolitan area in the Jnited
States; yet there is an imperative need to maintain and encourage the use
of mass- transit in urban areas to:

1. relieve traffic congestion on the highways

2. discourage low-density suburban sprawl

3. encourage development of a strong unified and cohesive OD

4. reduce environmental pollution caused by exhaust fumes, dust
and noise of automobiles

5. reduce the land area under streets, highways and public
parking and put valuable land to better uses, generating
income to the local government, and

6. provide inexpensive and convenient transportation to
underage, overage and disadvantaged persons; I. e.,
captive transit users.

To provide suitable and adequate transportation facilities in an urban
area, it is imperative to establish a comprehensive transportation
planning process encompassing all modes of transportation.

Travel demand and need for transportation facilities is a function of
various types of activities, their location intensity and distribution
in the area. To determine existing as well as future transportation
needs, it therefore becomes imperative that the process include detailed
studies of population, its distribution and socio- economic characteris-
tics, employment, land use and other systems in the urban area.

The process in the form of a flow sheet diagram is shown on the
following page.
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THE URBAN TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PROCESS

INVENTORIES
POPULATION
ECONOMIC
LAND USE
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
TERMINAL AND TRANSFER
FACILITIES

TRAFFIC CONTROL FEATURES
TRAVEL
LAWS AND ORDINANCES
FINANCIAL RESOURCES
COMMUNITY VALUES

ANALYSIS
DEVELOP SUMMARIES
DEVELOP IMMEDIATE ACTION PLAN
MODEL CALIBRATION

. LAND USE

. TRIP GENERATION

. TRIP DISTRIBUTION

. MODAL SPLIT

. TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
FORECAST
. POPULATION

. ECONOMIC
. I4ND USE

TRAVEL

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOP ALTERNATIVES
APPLY MODELS

LAND USE.

. TRIP GENERATION

. TRIP DISTRIBUTION

. MODAL SPLIT

. TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT
PLAN EVALUATION AND SELECTION

PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
DETERMINE COSTS, PRIORITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
DEFINE LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE TOOLS FOR IMPLE-
MENTATION

CONTINUING

SURVEILLANCE
REAPPRAISAL
SERVICE

PROCEDURAL
.DEVELOPMENT

ANNUAL REPORT

As will be seen, the process includes a detailed inventory and analysis

of various systems in an urban area. Most of the data is collected

manually through various types of surveys. This requires familiarity

with sampling and survey techniques. Expansion of existing data and

formulation of future projections for socio-economic and demographic
factors requires skills of experiences and qualified professionals. Trans-

formation of this data into land-use plan again demands professionals

trained in physical planning techniques. Most of the travel demand analysis

and forecasting of future trips is accomplished with the help of computers.

Personnel with skill in coding data files and computer programming conduct

this aspect of the process. Knowledge of urban economics, geography, en-

vironmental factor evaluation is helpful in evaluation and selection of

alternative plans, choice of modes and facility location.
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SAFETY CONSIDERATION

Mr. P. J. McCue, Zafety Officer, Florida Department of Transportation.

Introduction

The Legislative Charter for the state of Florida, Lepartment of Trans-
portation, assigns the following missionsor goals:

1. Develop, revise, and maintain a comprehensive master plan
for transportation development.

2. Develop programs to foster efficient, economical and safe
systems of:

a. Highways and urban streets

b. Public transportation (including mass transit and
commuter operations), and

c. Air routes, airports and allied facilities

3. License and regulate sai4,system to the extent provided by law..

4. Require necessary assistance and data from all departments,
divisions, boards, authorities and commissions of the state.

:ince the adoption of that charter in 19C9, the Legislature has further
Lxpanded the .)epartment's transportation role to include certain regulatory

sJrItrel., ever ttie railroads operating in the state. The Department now
specifics cits,a1.-:, and control devices at rail-highway crossings, regulates

the opening and closing of crossings, and establishes speed limits on the
track.

As transportation safety engineer for the Lepartment, my responsibility is
to assure that all transportation facilities are conceived, designed,
constructed, maintained, and operated in a manner which is safe for the
traveling public.

In order to meet this broad responsibility and to assure that safety
engineers are afforded full,cooperation-and support-throughout the
epartment, with freedom to express views and take positions which may

be in conflict with those of operating personnel, the 3tate safety
Lngineer reports directly to top management. Consequently, the temptation
to :mace certain concessions or compromises in transportation systems for
the sake of expediency or economy is avoided.

The for subsections which comprise the transportation safety office are
Highway .safety, Railroad safety, Mass Transit Zafety, and Accident
Records and Research. In this presentation I would like to briefly
describe some of the Department's major activities in these areas.
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I. HIGHWAY SAFETY

The greatest impetus to highway safety in the United States, in my
opinion, was the passage of the Federal Highway Safety Act of 1566.
This sweeping legislation established minimum national standards,in
the areas of motor vehicle inspection and registration, driver edu-
cation, driver licensing, traffic engineering services, highway
design, construction and maintenance, pedestrian safety, identifica-
tion and surveillance of accident locations, traffic laws, emergency
medical services, and numerous other areas. Following,passage of this
federal legislation, the Florida Department of Transportation
established its first independent highway safety program.

The highway safety engineer directs professional engineers in each of
the district offices and a team of 25 engineerd and technicians in
the accident records and research office in the analysis of accident
data, the identification of hazardous locations or conditions on the
highway, and in the development of plans and recommendations for
safety improvements. A number of examples will help to illustrate the
safety activities carried on by these people.

A. In order to prevent any potential hazards from being incorporated
into new highways, every set of construction plans is reviewed by
District safety engineers before final approval in Tallahassee.
The Department has adopted the American Association of state
Highway officials' Handbook of Highway safety Design and Operating
Practices and it is the safety engineeit responsibility to see

that the recommendations contained therein are incorporated in
the design plans. This handbook includes specifications for clear
roadside recovery area, appropriate location of signing and
breakaway posts f:2 sign support, design and erection of guard-
rail and median barrier, bridges, culverts, and drainage
facilities, c. :gy-absorbing barrier systems, and many other
safety features now standard on new construction projects. A

B. Safety engineers attend pre-construction conferences and at as
advisors to project engineers throughout construction operations
to assure that barricades and warning signs are properly placed,
detours :,n1 temporary roadway facilities are properly constructed
and maintained while they are in use, flashers and lights are
visible and operating properly for nighttime delineation of
construction limits, and generally safe construction procedures are
followed for the protection of the traveling public.

:. A program recently Lmplemented uses computer analysis to pinpoint
hazardous locations, to identify factors causing or contributing
to highway accidents, and to allocate funds to insure the great-
est return (in terms of accident reduction) for each dollar
spent on highway safety improvements.

80 separate items of information about every accident
occurring on the state road system are stored in the
DOTI:, computers.
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Through the use of complex but reliable statistical programs, we
Pre able to aialyze the accident experience on every section of
roadway, and compare it with all similar sections on the 19,000

mile state road system. In effect, the computer asks tYe question,

"Is the accident rate on this section nor.:.al for this particular
type of location, or is it different from what we would expect?"
The ,machine thcn prtnts a "safety-rating" for each section, spot-
lightir.; those sections where the accident rate is abnormally
high. In this manner, we identify hazardous spots, intersections
and sections of roadway.

The lomputer alzo provides us with a complete analysis of each
accidert that occurred at the location as well as a summary and
anolysis of all accidents at t'er, location by accident cause,

accident ty7,e, weather conditions, roadway conditions, driver
ita2,tions, and many other variables associated with the accidents.
In addition to this, the computer provides complete ana up-to-date

Information on the roadway itself at each accident location. This

data includes lane width and type, shoulder width and type,
alignmcnt, surface condition, date of last construction, current
traffic volume, type of traffic control devices at the location,
an, surmary of the recommendations made by our review team after

their last annual evaluation.

Professional engineers are employed in each of the districts
-7c-nd the state to take this information provided by the computer
and to investigate each of the hazardous locations for engineering
aeficiencies. Mese district safety engineers determine what
improvements are necessary to eliminate the chief causes of acci-
dents at the location as identified by the computer. They re-

design the section, develop a cost estimate for the improvement,
and submit the data to the safety office in Ttllahassee.

In Tallahassee, we combine the data submitted by all of the
district safety engineers and enter it into more computer programs

which do three things:

1. They develop accident forecasts at each locaticn v:a predict
the number of accidents (based on projected traffic volumes)
which can be expected to occur with and without the proposed
safety improvement.

2. They translate accident costs into economic terms by applying

average loss figures established by the National Safety
Council for various types of accidents. The total cost of all
accidents to be prevented by the proposed safety improvement is
then taken to be the economic benefit of the project.

3. economic benefits are compared against right-of-way, engineer-
ing, and construction costs, for each project qnd the computer
generates a list of projects which will maximize economic

savings and the numSer of accidents prevented for the amount
of money to be spent on the program.
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The recommended projects are then placed in our construction or
maintenance program to be carried out. Maintenance projects receive
immediate attention. Construction projects are placed in our five-
year budget for the earliest construction date commensurate with
the preparation of plans and acquisition of right-of-way (if re-
quired). $3,000,000 worth of safety projects are budgeted'annually
under this program.

E. The Department presently operates several programs jointly with
the Florida Highway Patrol. We provide all of 'n computer. and

engineering data an high accident locations to the Patrol fur their
selective enforcement and accident investigation programs. In

this way, the patrol is able to assign its men at the locations
where they are most neeced and our engineering programs are
supplemented by increased enforcement activity.

ke are also conducting a pilot project in several West Florida
sou ties. A mutual investigation of all fatal accidents is being
made by Florida Highway Patrol homicide investigators and
stpartmont of Transportation safety engineers. All evaluations and
observations are shared by the two departments and Joint
recommendations are made for law enforcement and engineering
improvements at these accident locations. If the results of this
pilot study support the team approach to accident investigation,
the program will be expanded to include more state highways.

E. Our Interstate Cafety program, which incorporates the most
comprehensive safety specifications ever required on a highway
system, is well underway. Interstate highways can truly be
called the finest roadways ever constructed. Accident and
fatality rates on the system are less than half that experienced
on even the best of primary roads.

Yet our accident surveillance programs and the improved safety
standards incorporated in the 1966 National Highway Cafety Act
indicate that many m-4""ations must be made in the system to
remove existing hazards. Break-away sign pasts, additional
guardrail of a better design, revised drainage structures, gore
areas free from obstructions, and other features are still
required.

In arder to complst- the safety improvements on existing interstate
to coincide with the campletion of new construction in the late 70is,
we are allocating C3,000,000 of safety funds annually for this work.
This will assure a uniformly safe system throughout Florida.

. RAILROAD SAFETY

Of 24%227 highway accidents in Florida last year, 469 were at
rail-highway grade crossings. C300 motorists died on Florida highways
while 77 died at rail crossings.

On the other hand, the conseqaenuo of grade.crossing accidents are
osoally devastating and they are often preventable. hecognising this

fact, the Bepartment strongly supports a program to signali7: all
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dangerous crossings. Over the years, we have signalized 2/3 of the
crossings on our state primary system. An additional 135 were
scheduled for installation during fiscal years 1972, 73, and 71h
Consequently, tne accident problem at state primary crossings is now
pretty well in hand.

'this is not the case for the remaining 6000 crossings on secondary
roads, city streets, and county roads. Only about one out of five of
these grade crossings that were under local governmental control until
July, 1972, have automatic protection devices. .Furthermore, many
hazardous conditions exist at these crossings,- including some that
are signali'zed. This is one of the reasons the 1972 Florida Legislature
saw fit to assign regulatory authority over all grade crossings
to DOT. The purpose of this legislation was to expand the DOT's
safety program to include all crossings in the state.

?.ailroal signal requirements are determined by a formula devised by
the Department called a "safety index." The safety index is based
.n a sophisticated computer program that predicts the accident poten-
tial of each grade crossing. The index was developed after lengthy
comparisons of the many variables found at grade crossings and
correlations with heir past accident history.

With an accitlent prediction at each crossing, the computer can indi-
cate the type of protective devices which will be most effective in
preventing the predicted accidents. A safety engineer then inspects
the crossing, reviews the computer analysis, and determines the devices
to be installed. Funding sources are then determined, the improve-
ments are budgeted and turned over to the railroads for signal design
and installation.

In order to calculate the safety index and determine signal require
ments, a field investigation of each crossing must be made. Since no
lata was available fkr the 6000 crossings off the state system when
regulatory authority was transferred to DOT, the Department immediately
made plans to conduct an inventory of all grade crossings in Florida,
jointly with the railroad companies, using their track and riding
high-rail cars.

Florida DOT and the railroads began their inventory January 29, 1973,
the first state in the country to start the project. The inventory was
campleted last month. Computer analysis of the data is now underway.

We are now in a position to apply for a "lion's share" of federal

grade crossing improvement funds and this is how we plan to use them:

0f the 6000 public rail-highway grade crossings in Florida,
approximately 4000 do not have train activated protection. Our
established goal is to reduce accidents at grade crossings from
approximately 400 per year to under 200 per year and to reduce
the number of fatalities by at least 60%. This will be
accomplished by the closing of 400 grade crossings, construction
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of 15 grade separations, an" the installation of automatic

protection devices at 200L crossings. The public benefits of this

program will amount to over $300 million over a 20-year period.
Costs are anticipated at $10 million per year for the first five
years (1972 thru 1977), $5 million for signals and $5 million
for grade separations and other improvements, and $5 million
annually fur the following five years (1978 thru 1982) to be applied

to signals only. All of this, of course, is contingent upon
availability of federal funds, which finance loo of the cost of

signals and 95% of the cost of grade separations.

In accordance with :AJT's authority to specify signal requirements
at grade crossings, all new crossings in Florida will be required to
have automatic protection devices as specified by the Department's
safety index with the cost being borne by the requesting organization
or by the Department.

As an interim measure, prior to automatic protection being installed,
special signing will be installed at certain grade crossings .with
signt restrictions that requiye the motorist to slow down. Train

.speed restrictions 1,ay also be imposed. The Department is presently

developing guidelines to establish uniform track speeds throughout

the state.

III. ACCIDENT RECORDS AND RESEARCH

In discussing the highway safety and railroad safety programs, I
mentioned the computer programs which provide the basis for our

analyses. Accident studies provide data essential to our engineer-
ing activities, and computer analysis is a necessary tool for handling

large volumes of information. For example, the Florida Highway
Safety Information system Data Bank, which contains extensive details
concerning traffic accidents, traffic violations, vehicle registra-
tion and inspection, driver licensing and highway design and
environmental features, is one of the largest data banks in existence.
By comparison, this information system dwarfs the better known
Apollo System which made possible our astronauts' voyage to the moon.

rrofessional analysis of this data not only identifies operational
problems on existing facilities, but also assists greatly in the

development of improved designs for the futme. Reports of all

roadway, rail, and air accidents are transmitted by investigating
officials or agencies to the Department for entry into our accident

research file. Properly handled, the accident files not only tell us
what has happened historically, but also reveal probable future

occurrences. It is the accident analyst's job to determine the causes
of occurr nces and actions to be taken to prevent or modify_ those

-predicted occurrences. For this_purpose, we employ a staff of pro-

fessional accident research engineers-and technicians, statisticians,

and computer programmers. Research and analysis is a continuing

function of DOT,with results and conclusions being recycled to
planning, design, construction, maintenance and operations personnel

for use in their ongoing activities.
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IV. MASS TRANSIT SAFETY

Although there are as yet no rapid transit systems operating in Florida,
the Department's mass transit division is actively involved in the
development of several futuristic systems for the state's more populous
areas, and the safety office is responsible for evaluation of equipment
and operational practices for these systems. No such projects are the
Dade County Rapid Transit System and a proposed high ..geed turbo-train
connection from Tampa airport to Disneyworld.

We have conducted feasibility studies for the operation of hydrofoils,
monorails, helicopters, and aircraft capable of vertical take-off and
landing, as well as more conventional bus and mini-bus services.
Safety is a prime consideration in these and other mass transit develop-
ments, particularly in view of the fact that many of the concepts are
new and relatively untested. Costly accidents such as the one
recently experienced with the "Bart" system in an Francisco remind us
that we mast take unusual precautions to assure the safe arrival of
passengers using these unconventional travel modes.

Consequently, we have developed safety guidelines, policies, and
operational practices for airport inspection, high speed ground and rail
transportation, public bus systems, and public water conveyances.

ocrartment is responsible for licensing airports and heliports and
the safety office is responsible for assuring that these facilities are
suitably located and operated. We maintain files of all air accidents
ih ilorida and are presently investigating the feasibility of conduct-
ing an air accident investigation and research program cooperatively
with the Federal Aviation Administration and the Florida highway
Patrol.

Mass transit is a rapidly developing field and we fully intend
to see that our policies and procedures for safe operation keep pace
with technological developments.

CONCLUSION

Transportation safety is a lemanOing, exciting, and growing field.
tmaginatior. and technical competence are prerequisites for those interested
in participating. The chief benefit of participation in the field is the
satisfaction, that comes from providing an important public service and the
opportunity to be personally involved with a variety of projects that
directly affect and improve the quality of life of every member of our
society. When someone asks me what I do for a :dying, I say, "I save
liven." Any young person interested in a challeuging and rewarding
profession should find that a worthwhile comitment.
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Mr. William E. Kirksey, Environmental Zpecialist under the ..nviron,zentl
Administrator, Bureau of Planning, Department of Transportation,
Tallahassee, Florida.

It is obvious that in recent years people in this country have become
aware of the need to more fully sonsidcr cnvironmental factors in all
aspects of planning the nation's future. The field of transportation
is certainly no exception to this and the administrators and planners
of the.Plorida Department of Transportation are now and have been
taking steps to insure that these concerns are addressed. In many
ways, Florida has been a leader among tbe states in developing environ-
mental awareness. This is due, at least in part, to the fact that
Florida has a unique and sensitive environment and a widespread concern
among the citizens of the state with preserving the quality of that
environment. The Florida Department of Transportation has responded to
this concern bj taal.,6 environmental factors into account in its plan-
ting process and construction and maintenance procedures. The policies
and procedures of the state in this regard are outlined in the DDT's
"Environmental Action Ilan." This plan was prepared in response to
Federal guidelines which seek to insure that each state is giving full
canaideration to the economic, social, and environmental effects of bigh,
way projects. The purpose of this paper will be to discuss the Action
Flan as a means of indicating the Florida Department of Transportation's
environmental activities and to provide vehicle for discussion of career
possibilities in transportation related environmental activities.

The Action Flan provides the means for carrying out four fundamentals
of environmental action. They are identification, interdisciplinary
approach, involvement, and alternatives. In order to carry out the
fundamental of identification, the Florida Department of Transportation
is developing competency in identifying and objectively studying the
economic, social, and environmental impacts of a highway project. This
competency will be accomplished by programs to raise the overall level of
environmental awareness within the Department and by the utilization of
Departmental environmental professianals or outside experts or consultants.
Means are now being established to insure that the information collected
upon wnich environmental impact determinations are made will he elear,
concise, and.well organized and that once the identification has been
completed, the procedure will exist to evaluate the magnitude of the act
so that a determination can be made as to the solution of the problem.

To aid in. these activities, the Department has established an
Environmental .statistics Oection whose primary responsibility is the
development of an environmental data base. The information is being
accumulated in four categories; primarily from several federal, state,
and local agencies. Those categories are population, socio-economic
information, land use, and miscellaneous information provided by the
Department's Remote Sensing Section. Monitoring and updating of the
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qaality of this data base is accomplished at both regularly scheduled
intervals and when specific information becomes available in the
Environmental Statistics Section. The Department is also developing an
identification manual which will be used as an aid in carrying out these
activities. it will be employed by personnel involved in the planning
or preliminary design phases in an attempt to reduce the omission of
important environmental considerations.

The second fundamental is the interdisciplinary approach. The Florida
Department of Transportation will solicit perspectives of various
disciplines in the development of highway projects from early systems
planning to final design. .since not all the impacts and problems involved
in a high:my plan are eAulasively of an engineering nature, the Department
of Transportation has over fifty (50) people with various types of
environmental backgrounds. In addition to this expertise. we can use
Jatsile consultants, other agencies or other arrangements to gain input
to a problem from any particular specialty we may need. It is the
continuing goal of the Departmenl to insure that the required knowledge
from all necessary disciplines is utilized in decision making as well
as the routine operations of the Department.

The third principle is involvement. Other agencies and the public
must be involved in the pllnnine location, and design of a highway
project. It is ithe ,iepartment's policy to provide optimum opportunity

for public involvement in transportation planning and to insure the
widespread dissemination of information concerning transportation
systems and to inform and involve the public in the planning and develop-
ment of projects throughout the systems planning, location, and design
phaseswols a basis for carrying out this portion of the program, the
Department of 'Transportation has developed a new position to become a
part of the :nrivonmental section in each district office. This position
will be the .'ommunity Values Analyst. It will be the purpose of this
section to assess the socio-economic impacts of transportation projects
on the communities involved and to advise the DOT management, the public,
and other interested agencies of the results of the analysis. This
section will actively initiate the public involvement process rather
than merely passively responding to requests for information. This
section will respond to the public need for information by developing
and implementing procedure. tu insure the ample general information
concerning the DOT operations and projects is communicated to the public
and that specific public questions are answered by appropriate sections
of the DOT. This section will further serve to determine public desires
and opinions and communicate these to the DOT decision makers.

The fourth and final principle is alternatives. Every highway study must
investigate alternative means of obtaining the objective. This pro-
vision guarantees that the DOT will consider possible alternatives and
evaluate the pros and cons of each and insures the public an opportunity
to Judge the options, rather than being presented with a single solution.
:11;ideration of alternatives allows an agency and public to compare the
cost benefits of taking a particular action versus the decision not to
Lain. Here are generally four distinct categories based on alternatives
which may be considered on a project.
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A. The no project or no facility alternate.

B. The highway facility alternative. This alternative

in turn has several corollary alternatives in that
between any two termini there exist several possible

corridors or alignments. There also are alternative

types and scale highway improvements.

C. Other modes alternative. This alternative includes
consideration of various forms of public transportation
and other means of increasing the capacity of a corrider

without building a new or larger highway.

D. Corridor control alternatives. If the decision is made to

construct a highway 'in a corridor, there are alternatives

in the design of that facility. These alternatives

Include such things as general geometric standards,
proposed .zoning, and green belts, which will be important

in influencing the characteristics of the area through

which the highway passes.

In addition to the procedures for carrying out the four fundamentals
of the Action Plan, the Florida Department of Transportation is
implementing several environmental programs to aid In preserving a high

quality environment. They include such things as the environmental
quality control program which consists of a system of specifications
and special provisions for protecting the environment during construction
and maintenance activities, including inspections of work in progress.

The environmental correction program which consists of a programs to

identify and correct completed projects which are or have become

environmentally damaging;

The environmental-Info,,ation program which is designed to maintain

up-to-date information on all recent developments in environmental
control and management and communicate that information to the proper

Department personnel; and

The environmental training program which consists of various forms of
continuing education, both on and off the job for Florida DOT employees
and training for other agencies and the public so that they will to

better able to interact with the Department on environmental matters.

This generally is an overview of the Department's Action rlan and the

current status of the Department's activities in environmental manage-

ment. The question then that we must answer in conclusion is "what does

this type Of philosophy and approach mean in relation to careers in the

transportation industry?" As is indicated by the Action Plan, we need a

wide variety of disciplines and skills. 3pecialttes ranging from the

engineer to the biologist to the sociologist are reqaired as well as more

generalized disciplines such as management and planning. But an important

G2
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part of the Action Flan philosophy is that the Lepartment's environ-
mental competence does not consist of a small group of reviewing experts
but consists of what the entire Department knows. Therefore, we feel

that our professionals of whatever discipline should have at least a
general, understanding of environmental problems and what the Department

is doing about tn,m. Environmental problems will not be solved by an
environmental impact statement tacked on to the end of the project.

These problems must be conoidered from the beginning and solutions
incorporated in the initial planning.

Keeping this in mind, we woald hope ti.ut one considering a career
with the .)epartment of Transportation whether or not it would be in one

of the environmental disciplines, will consider carefully the-relation-
ohipa between transportation and the environment. It is important that

we find ways of making them compatible.
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GOVERNMENT POSTURE - STATE TRANSPORTATION

Mr. J. V. Sollohub, Research Engineer, Division of Planning,
Florida Department of Transportation.

Last November, the Florida Department of Transportation learned of the
plan of the University of North Florida to apply for a research grant
from the U. S. Department of Transportation to permit the University
to conduct a series of seminars with the objective of improving trans-
portation, education, management, and planning. The Florida Department
of Transportation's interest in this proposal was reflected in a letter
frail Mr. Ray G. L'Amoreaux, Director of the Division of Planning and
Programming of the Florida Department of Transportation (DOT) to Dr.,,

Carpenter, President of the University of North Florida as follows.

'Your proposal to study 'improved transpovi..ution planning through
education, application, and coordination' would serve to motivate an
interdisciplinary approach to the solution of transportation problems
by faculty and students in your colleges of Business Administration,

Arts and Sciences, and Education and so attract the best talents to
address our national transportation problems. This could provide a
source of competent professionals to the transportation field. Hopefully,
it would lead to research in improving the relationships between trans-
portation systems and Liw social environment to gain increased public
involvement and support in developing fast, safe, efficient, and con-
venient transportation at the lowest cost consistent with our national
objectives including efficient utilisation and conservation of the
nation's resources and the protection of social and economic community
values."

The presence of DOT representatives at this first of a series of seminars
is a further confirmation of our interest in the program.

It is a great privilege for the Florida Department of Transportation
to be able to address this seminar for guidance counselors and curriculum
planners whose objective is "to identify the training, preparation and
skills required in various transportation areas." Certainly, this week's
exposure to the variety of transportation interests including carrier

management, shipper management, government services and so forth will
reveal t' you the wide scope of the transportation field which is so
vital to our economy as well' as to the social structure of our nation.
It will make you aware of what Professor Gilbert, my economics instructor

at the California Institute of Technology described as the difference
between our highly sophisticated and productive way of life and the
situation in the more primitive areas of the world -- the massive public
works program of roads, railroads, airports, canals, and pipelines which
are absent in the essentially manually oriented primitive economies.

While the Florida Department of Transportation is oriented particularly
to the facilities for transportation including roads and airports which
are primarily engineering operations, we hope that our discussion will
reveal some of the skills required which extend beyond the engineering
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discipline only. Mr. McCuels discussion of our safety programs as well
as Mr. Kirksey's explanation of our concern for.the natural environment
and public involvement in our planning and programming both have tpld you
a little of the many disciplines which must contribute to the solution-of
our transportation facility problems. Not only must we have the engineers
who represent 1/3 to 1/2 of the 10,000 people in the State Department of
Transportation, but also we must provide the biologists, geologists, phys-
icists, and other physical scientists who contribute to the solution of our
problems as well as the urban planners, geographers, and other social
scientists who insure that human and community needs are recognised as-well.
The great variety of administrative support skills include personnel, pur-
chasing, contracting, public relations, labor relations, accounting, 0014-
puter systems operation, law, secretarial and clerical, together with the
janitorial, equipment operation and maintenance and manual labor support
30 essential to our operation. Truly, the responsibility for planning.
programming, designing, constructing, operating and maintaining trans-
portation facilities is a completely interdisciplinary activity- requiring
almost all kinds of professional, technical, and manual skills. Admittedly
the majority of DOT's personnel are engineer-related but we do need rep.
resentatives of most professiontl disdiplines and all administrative
supporting services. In addition, transportation sections of city, county,
and regional planning organizations require these specialists.

In order to give you a visual presentation of the breadth of activities
encompassed by the State Department of Transportation (DOT), I wish to
present to you now a short-film prepared for the Florida's DOT entitled,
"ihe Moving Challenge." I trust it will be a fitting introduction to the
remarks to follow on our state transportation activities.

Fifteen minute film "The Moving Challenge".

I believe that the movie you just saw has impressed upon you that we in
the state Department of Transportation are really thinking in terms of
providing transportation services in the most effective, efficient, and
desirable fash.Ien. We recognize the "love affair" between the American
people and the automobile which is reflected in the fact that 90% of our
travel Is still on highways with 94% of our fuel consumption in automobiles.
Ite also re,:x:nise that we must improve the wasteful "anachronism" of one
rider ,er lart;e vehicle which is wasteful of fuel and contributes so much
to oar irobLerL., of congestion, air and noise pollution as well as damages
to 9ar nataral environment, Significantly, while the trend on
the age of public transit continues to go down, there is the hope for a
reversal of int., trend in the fact that governmental contributions to mass
transit witnl', the last three years have more than tripled in recognition
of the need to provide these transportation services to the community.

Let as 16ok now at the subject of-transportation under the headings of the
subject natter for this seminar. We are to examine the economic, political,
legal, and social aspects of transportation and consider the problems of
the transportation system and present and future employment opportunities

together with the needed educational training requirements for various
job classifications in transportation.

First, let us consider transportation as an economic issue. It has been
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aptly stated that transportation is the life blood of a nation's economy
with its contribution to movement of raw materials and delivery of finished

products. At the same time, it must be recognized that transportation
facilities are very expensive in first costs and these costs continue in
the operation and maintenance of the roads, railroads, airports, canals,
pipelines, and conveyors which pruvide our transportation services.' Further-
more, the transportation equipment - trucks, autos, planes, railcars, ships,
barges, etc. - are major investments. Twenty-five percent of our annual

energy budget is for fuel for transportation. If we add the energy require-
ments for construction of tranc:lortation facilities and manufacture of
transportation equipment, the "energy bill" goes up to 41%.

When we recognize that the amount of fuel used to move a ton of goods one
mile by airplane would move it almost 16 miles by-truck, 51 miles by rail-
road, 67 miles by waterway, and 81 miles by pipeline, we can see that we
must have a balanced system for transportation of goods to avoid fuel
waste. Similarly, a bus can carry nine passengers one mile on the same
fuel which would be reflected also in reduced pollution and congestion
and would providc transportation to the disadvantaged--the old, the young,

the handicapped, the poor. We must convince a greater number of people
whb move by aatomotile tnat they must provide transit service and be
served by it. This change-will require not only a changed attitude but
also a great steal of money to provide public transit service and improved
technology to assure services which meet the transportation needs.

In examining the relationship between politics and transportation, we must
consider the goals and objeutives which are established by elected officials

and the people who elect them. What do we want for our community, state

and nation? I do not believe that we would be satisfied with the idyllic
simplicity of Thoreau1s Walden Pond, but if we want our central heat and
air conditioning, television, electrical appliances, easy mobility and all
the other conveniences we take for granted, we must recognize that these

depend on transportation. Instead of being served by our own manual efforts,
we -are demanding services which require an energy usage per person which
represents some 700 times one individual's manual work capability. Do we

want high rise condominiums or sprawling suburbs of small individual hbmes
or do we want planned integrated towns like Reston, Virginia, or Columbia,

Marylandcwith homes within walking distance of employment sites? These

political decisions influence transportation facilities which must be

tailored to meet them. Suffice to say it is essential that there be
public involvement in making political decisions just as was stated by
Mr. Kirksey this morning and we need the help of you educators and guid-
ancecouncelors to alert the people to this responsibility.

Legal considerations affecting transportation were the third element to

be discussed. Certainly laws passed by the Congress and Legislatures

affect the availability of funds for transportation, the restrictions
under which transportation facilities can be designed and constructed,

the rules and regula tions for securing right-of-way for transportation
facilities and for relocating people and businesses that may be displaced.
The administration of design and construction contracts, the handling of
claims for and aranst the government, and the legal review of proposed
actions in transportation matters all are questions to be considered by
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lawyers. The National Environmental Policy Act also requires that our
planning design and construction of transportation facilities be con-
ducted in a manner that will safeguard our social and natural environ-
ment for the benefit of all.

The fourth element to be considered in the transportation picture is the
social effect of transportation activities. These effects tie in with
the political goals but are broader. Vow can we provide the mobility that
people want, their ability to go to work, to play, to school, to shop,
to hospitals, to visit, and all the other destinations by providing roads
and other transportation facilities and at the same time avoid damage to
neighborhoods from noise and air pollution and interference with people t5
ability to go to church or school or to your-friendly neighbor? Again,,
we find a dire need for.public involvement in providing guidance to the
people who provide transportation facilities. Most people are conservative
and do not want to change the situation in which they are living but thy
do want easy convenient travel and consequently must make their desires
and needs known to the transportation planners.

Consideration of the economic, political, legal, and social significances
of transportation is a principal responsibility and activity of the Florida
Department of Transportation. It is reflected in transportation-planning
and programming which are needing even greater attention. In simplest
terms, we inventory the transportation facil4"-^ and requirements we
have today and project these to transportation needs for the future. We
strive to maximize community and individual benefits by providing the
most convenient and cheapest transportation.services possible while con-
currently projecting and improving the natural and social environment.

First let us consider the problem of inventorying our transportation

facilities and the population vehicles, industry and resources they
serve. We must then project population trends and land and vehicle ue
which are the principal bases for, estimating future transportation needs.

The difference between the transportation facilities we need and what we
have must be programmed for design and construction to meet our community
transportation requirements.

It is obvious that this analysis is just not an engineering study but one
which uses engineers together with sociologists for population projections,
geographers and urban planners for land use forecasts, mathematicians and
computer spek.lalists for mathematical models, and a variety of clerical,
drafting, and administrative support personnel.

In estimating our future requirements for transportation services, we con-
duct studies of prospective movement of people and goods. These-studies
include interviews with people in the area to determine where trips origin-
ate and terminate in number and time. This includes the travel to work,
to school, to play, to shop, to visit, to church, to the doctor, and to
as many purposes as we can identify as recurring trips. We use origin-
destination questionnaires to.explore trip, purposes in order to project
future travel demands based on current and past experience. We record
the number of vehicles owned in the area being studied, the use to which
the land is put for-residential, industry, etc. and then try to make.
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projections of what the land use will be with the accompanying population
and vehicle changes and other influences which will affect our traffic
projections. We conduct counts of traffic into and out of areas to check
the mathematical models which are used to develop estimates of future
travel. We study the accident rates, traffic congestion problems, areas
of natural and social environmental sensitivity, and other factors which
will affect transportation facilities development. We seek public involve-
ment in securing this information,and in identifying what the people of the
community want in the way of transportation facilities support. From this
wealth of information we then develop alternate means of meeting the pro-
jected travel requirements including consideration of mass transit, mod
ified roads, new roads, or possibly recommendations for modifications of
projected land use for the area to meet transportation capabilities. All
these planning studies require not only interdisciplinary appimiches by
professionals, technicians, and support personnel, but also strong public
interest and involvement which we are constantly seeking.

The design and construction and later the operation and maintenance of
transportation facilities require the full support of engineers, biologists,
geologists, attorneys, and other professionals in the procurement of right-
of-way clearing and grading, the providing of drainage, pavement, bridges,
and all of the structures needed to support private and public trans-
portation.

These engineering operationo require inspection and administrative support
including communications, personnel management, public relations, pur-
chasing, accounting, inspecting and supervising to insure a timely com-
pletion of needed construction.

One major responsibility of the Florida DOT which has not been identified
to date is the problem of coordinating the planning, financing, and com-
pletion of transportation fAcilities with local, county, regional, and
state agencies as well as the-federal agencies of the U. S. Department
of Transportation and other United Iltates agencies which become involved
in transportation activities. These include the Departments of Housing
and Urban Development, Intelicr, Agriculture, Defense, Health, Education,
and Welfare, and the Environmental Protection Agency, and especially the
Federal Highway Administration, _Federal Aviation Administration, and Urban
Mass Transit Administration of the U. S. Department of Transportation.

One of the major problems we are facing and in which we seek your assistance
is getting increased public involvement and interest in planning needed
transportation facilities and assuring their timely development. You
guidance counselors, curriculum planners, and career planners can assist
us most by insuring that students not only understand as prospective
employees in transportation the great variety of professional and specialist
skills we need in providing transportation facilities, but even more that
all students as future citizens understand the importance of'personal
interest and involvement in the transportation systems and projects plan-
ning which will be so vital to the development of their community, county,
state, or nation. Only if they become aware of the importance of trans-
portatien facilities to their personal and community well being will they
contribute the direction and support needed to assure that transportation
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needs are provided. Certainly, this is the principal contribution that

you leaders of the educatibLt1 system can make.

Another area which requires ligreat deal of attention is the development
of an efficient mass transit or personal rapid transit system which will
convince people to travel by ilolic conveyance and reduce the use of the
"anachronism" shown in the film - "The Large Vehicle with One Passenger"
which contributes 30 much to congestion and pollution in our downtown
treat. We need_an affective public transit system also to,care for the
"transportation disadvantaged"- -the old-, the young, the poor, the handi-

capped who.cannot.provide their own transportation. Even_while we observe
the need to replace the excessive number of private vehicles by an effective
public transit system, -we see that the transit organizations-are going
broke and their passenger numbers continue to decline.

Mass transit has been likened to space travel in requiring new technology,
in being very expensive and in searching for riders. Only in New York
and Chicago and possibly in Philadelphia and Boston has public transit
obtained a semblance of effective profitable performance. Inmost other
communities, private systems have had to be ; ubsidized and inmanycases
have become public systems providing transportation as a utility service
with tax support.

A great deal of research is-being devoted to prototype mass transit and
personal rapid transit systems with such innovations as tracked air
cushion, magnetic leviation, gas turbine and linear induction motored_
vehicles as well 13 "dial a ride" "park. and ride" separate bus lanes, and
subsidized car pools as possible solutions to the problem of providing
effective public transportation. The problems remain - developing a
proper prototype With-new-technology providing for'the heavylinancial
burden of a transit system and converting travellers to this mode of trans-
portation. The Department of Transportation continues to seek solutions
to these problems which have held back public transit in the past.

Another transportation problem is the high rate at which the transportation
. facilities use energy and especially fossil fuels which are becoming in-

creasingly short. It was mentioned previously that we must seek means of
developing a balar;:ed transportation system which uses increasingly the
types of transportation which are less energy-intensive - waterways, rail-
road, pipelines, and conveyors Tor goods and buses and-rail for passengers
while at the same time looking for new sources-of fuel and energy to con-
tinue providing the needed transportation services.

We have attempted to explain to you guidance counselors, curriculum
planners, and career planners that the fascinating transportation in-
dustry has continuing requirements for a great variety of professional,

technical, and administrative personnel. In addition to-the-approximately

10,000 employees in the Florida Department of Transportation, the trans-
portation.function also needs public employees in community, city, county,
and regional planning offices who are involved in transportation activities.
Moreover, the transportation construction industry requires people with-
construction skills as well as the exatutive, management, and support
personnel to provide not only the transportation facilities but also the
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equipment that will operate on the roads, railroads, canals, pipelines,

etc.

In comiusion, I. should like to challenge those of you who are guidance
counselors, curriculum planners, and career planners to inspire in those
with whom you are associated into a greater interest and understanding
for transportation needs. Not only should you seek to encourage the
most talented individuals to seek employment .n the transportation
industry, but also you should motivate all people to a greater under-
standing of the problems and-importance of transportation so that,
as knowledgeable citizens, they can contribute to the proper solution
of these transportation problems-to the benefit of the entire community,
county, state, and nation.
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RAILROADS ARE ON THE JOB

Mr. Ralph Harbeson, Zpecial Representative, Personnel and Labor Relations
Department; Seaboard Coast Line Railroad.

fi

Introduction

Somewhere in the United Ztates this morning a man woke to the ringing of
his alarm clock. He stumbled in the darkness until he switched on the
electric lights. Perhaps he was cold and turned up the heat. Perhaps he

was warm and turned up the air conditioning. He showered, dressed, then
sat down to a breakfa..t of ham and eggs. He read his morning newspaper
while he ate. 'Bien -he got in his-car and drove to work.

Chances are he never thought about the railroads during all this time--not
even once. He didn't need to. (here was no reason. But if his lights
hadn't gone on . , or if the heat hadn't worked . . or if he had-had

no ham and eggs'to eat . . . or-if his paper hadn't been at the front door,

. . . or-if he had had no car . . he might have thought of the railroads
then--because the absence of these everyday, taken- for - granted. things

would have meant the railroads weren't on the job.

America's railroads arc on the job, of course. And they'll stay on the fob- -

now and in the years ahead. More than that, the railroads are doing every-
thing they can to see to it that this greatest of all rail systems in the

eworld not only survives as a private enterprise but also grows and improves.

There's a lot of nostalgic romance associated with railroading, and rail
roaders,are proud,of_their industry!shistory. .But the purpose of_Uais
brochure is to give you some insight into the romance and dynamics of modern
railroading - -of railroads NOW

America's railroads today:

Serve 45,000 communities on 206,000 miles of line.
Have a national fleet of nearly 1.8 million freight cars--enough
to form a solid train that would span the continent five times.

. Move their- trains with 29,000 locomotives that.ffnerate a total
power capability of more than 50 million horseliower.
Employ almost 600,000 persons, with annual gages and fringe
benefits in excess of $6.5 billion.
Make annual purchases totaling more than $4 billion.
Pay yearly taxes - -in addition to payroll-related ones--amounting
to about $500 million.

. Maintain a "plant" that represents an investment value--after
allowing for depreciation--of $28oillion. But if the present
railroad system had to be rebuilt from scratch, it would cost

about three times that much.

The 170s: A Transportation Challenge

In the decade of the '70s, all of America's transportation modes--but
especially the railroadswill face a challenge of fantastic proportions.
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It is estimated the U.S. population will total something like 230 million
by 1980. But that's only part of the story--because our unparalleled
standard of living has, in recent years, produced a freight load that has
grown at three times the rate of the population increase. And the trend is
likely to continue. America's railroads in 1970 hauled 770 billion ton-
miles of freight. That's 3,763 ton-miles for every person and more than
was hauled by all the trucks, airplanes and bargea combined. A ton-mile,
incidentally, is one ton moved one mile.

By 1980, the railroads expect to be called on to move about 1.4 trillion
ton-miles of freight annually. That will be-more than 4,700 ton-miles for
every man, woman and child likely to be alive then. This is the big job
of the railroads that is noticed leastthe Job of hauling huge volumes of
freight over long distances, quickly and at low cost. But, of course, the
Job 3f moving people will grow too, and the railroads' role in the future of
this is in the process of redefinition.

The railroads in particular--among the several forms of transportation- -
will be challenged by new considerations of growing significance in American
life. Ihey alone have a capacity that is not fully utilized and therefore a
potbntial for growth that will not add materially to ecological_problems.
America's railroads accept the challenge. Indeed, they are totally committed
to beginning NOW to build for the "second America" that will be necessary
to accommodate its burgeoning population.

New Directions in Service

A long freight train--loaded with coal or grain or automobiles - -is such a
familiar sight today that most people don't give it a second thought. Those
that do might=-or might not -- notice the innovations in equipient. But far
less apparent would be th, innovations in service that imaginative rail-
roaders have used to win ,aainessand, not so incidentally, to keep costs
down on many consume:. t.:ma. Few of these innovations show. Most of them
are in the form of idea. ideas that-make rail service more efficient and
economical_

Time lost in railroad yards-has been a frequent target of railroad "brain-
storming" efforts. Modern computerized yard operations help, of course,
but how much better to avoid classification yards altogether. This line
of reasoning has led to "run through" trains and unit trains. "Run through"
servicewhich often requires the cooperation of two railroadsis an
operation in wnich a train by-passes intermediate yards as it speeds
between two distantly separated points, thus greatly reducing transit
time. Unit trains, while also designed to operate without the need for
intermediate yard switching, employ a different concept--and find value in
a different area. A "run through" train carries a variety of t.ommodities.
A unit train carries a single product to -a single destination, then returns
empty for another load. Basically a shuttle service, unit trains are ideal
for specialized jobs, such as keeping electric generating plants supplied
with coal. Despite traveling empty half the time, unit trains have yielded
great economy because of their efficient utilization of rolling stock.

Piggyback is another example of a service concept that has found wide-spread

acceptance among shippers looking for the best way of moving things. And it
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has a first cousin worth knowing about -- containerization. Piggyback is
the movement of truck trailers on specially designed flatcars. Containeri-
zation is similar - -but the "trailers" don't have Wheels. Although begun
by some railroads as early as 1926, piggyback service didn't achieve real
volume until the 150s. Its advantages-art obvious. It combines the long.
haul efficiency of rail transport with the door-to-door flexibility of
trucking. Thus, it offers economy, security and ease of handling.

1

-Containerization-boasts_the-same-advantages, plus an extra measure of
flexibility. To a shipper, this extra means that these "trailers-without-
Wheels" can travel by sea, in the air, over highways or on rails--or by-any
combination of these modes. They can be easily and quickly transferred
from one mode to another--and needn't be opened until they reach their
final destination. The popularity of piggybacking and containerization on
the railroads can be seen in their growth--more than 40 percent since 1964.
And they offer a bonus to motorists: It would take 200 trucks to carry the
same amount of freight as one 100-car piggyback or container train. Of
course, the purpose ofigggybacking--or any other new rail service concept--
is not to put trucks out of business. The nation needs all its transpor-
tation modes operating at-full efficiency. And that-7,the need for transport
efficiency--is the purpose of the new directions'in railroad service.

The World We Live In

When America was very young, the American Dream was a simple thing. It
could be summed_up in afew words. t le of 'those words-was "freedom."
Another was "plenty." And there was plenty of land, plenty of natural
resources, plenty of everything to be used--and, in some cases, abused.

Now AMericans--though-their country is still not old, as:nations go- -are
giving thought to the fact that even "plenty" is not inexhaustible. There
are still abundant natural resources, but the need for products made from
them is increasing. So thought must be given to using resources- -such as
fuels--efficiently. There is still plenty of land in America, bUt the
population is growing fast, too. So wasteful uses of land must be curbed.
Apd overcrowding--or congestion--must be avoided.

Americans are becoming inczaasingly concerned about their environment--and
the environment they will leave for their sons and daughters. They want
their children to breathe good air and drink clean water. But they want
no lessening of the wide4read abundance they take for granted in America.
In all of this, the steel whet>i-on the steel rail is their ally. Railroads
pollute the air less--in relation to loads-carried- -than doost other modes
of transportation. And they conserve fuel better. Railroads move three
times as much freight traffic per gallon of fuel as big trucks and 125
times as much as cargo aircraft. A railroad doesn't need a vast amount of
llnd on which to operate. One double-track railroad can accommodate the
traffic of a 20-lane super-highway.

Going shopping? To the supermarket? Or Just about any place, for that
matter? There-may be no railroad track in sight, but it's still a -good time
to think about railroads--no matter what you think about the prices you
pay: The prices of retail items--whether food=or manufactured products- -
are based on a number of factors. One of the most important is the cost of
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transportation. And, for most commodities, rail transportation is the most

economical way to go.

The reason for this is the inherent advantage enjoyed by the rail mode in

moving large volumes over great distances. The more volume carried--that

is, the more tons per freight mile, the more cars per train, the more

trains per day--the lower the cost of hauling each shipment. Lower unit

costs,mean_lower charges to railroad users--and in turn, lower,prices for
consumers than they would otherwise have to pay.

Indeed, some commodities used by manufacturers in great volumes would not
be shipped at all were it not for the railroads' ability to carry them at

low cost. Railroads thus are doubly vital to the nation's consumers. They

bring them most of the things they need and want, bUt they do it as

economically as possible.
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CARRIER i-MPLOYMERT OPPOIMMITIES

lr. Warren h. Anderson, Iricing anager, jouth Atlantic/North Europe
Jivilion, Gca-Land Service, Inc.

A large daily nedspaper ran this ad in its classified section:

,Wanted; Top executive from 22-28, tcsit with feet
on desk from 10:00 to 4:30 to watch other people work
Must be willing to play golf ,every other afternoon.
Salary 11,000 a week. We d'on't have this job open;
we Jut wanted to see in print what everybody else is
applying for.

That kind of struez mc, because I was a little bit nervous, since I'm a
littl, outside my realm in personnel work. I've been a truoking man and
a unippinL: ma% for about twenty years, but I'm not a personnel man per se.
Aftun, w., get 1..ople, then I get involved with them, but in selecting these

p.:oplk: the oily opportulity I have had in the at is to interview some
of them and Inaf.,- a decision as to whether I think they might go or not.

I wt.nt to ds.14. for Mr. Allen's company in the earlier years as d manage-

iant talne,--a program that Groat southern rracking and e6ntually Ryder
had--and dt.nt throa,h the training program and worked "y way up az a coll,g.
graluuta.,and hav,_ followed this program pretty closely througn-,ut ay
carLer in the fmight bu'liness. While ,;ea -Lind has th_ Jam.: kind of Jobs
that moot tranopsrtation agencies have, you 4111 ..case Tr__ if I give you a

little bit of Zoo-Landis management program toady. I'm going to make it
.:hart and sweet and that uill bQ an_advantage to you-

Jn Monday, and I rmei,, on your trip ThesJay, some of you saw come ships.
.od uaw a film on :sntaineelaation, which no doubt.dioturbed the imagina-
tion aL to who could thia< of and produce the idea and plan to make such a
company zo succeszfrl. ..;a-Land is in the business of moving the goods
al.ywhtrL In !du. dorld, and this is why we can offer trainees a whole world
of :,ate--jo,,z that ar..: caree::, and oan lake the world a better plate to
!Ivo.

Jie tvaasiovt tioa fi.11 mploys more people than any other industry out-
..11u of atria ltAc. .:V.1 growth add slue of ;,ea -Land makes possible un-

adv_el,e,Jht sii,or,unitiez for tne people who can tarn challenges
1J2:1Je.; the arca of skilled labor and clerical labor,

lazt lev-14 pcopl. to 0: able to naaa,gc our conpany. Our most success-
ful ,ourcy of aAnaz.r. rimes from oar Administrative Training Program.
,4,A1 year 4t ,aloct Z..)71.! .23J sollcge graduates for our program. These young
len ant rOMQN 4.)Mi from all walks of life, have a variety of backgrounds,
ant jet when giva the proper training and direction work together to
Jevelsi UT, dynamic., toward leadership that today's business world demands.

:he Jea-Land Basic Training Program is organized in four phases. The
schedale take.. atoot .,ixtuen weeks and covers operations, administration,
anl sales training. Being a shirt - sleeve company, we believe you have to
knoa the fundamentals of transportation to he able to move the world.
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Trainees are assigned to port terminals such as Jacksonville,
Charleston, Baltimore, Portsmouth, New Orleans, "ouston, Lon, each,

Oakland, and Seattle. Once on the jar, a trainee is assio.ed to ravine
operations, :where he or she learns to stow a ship, into Li,u shop fora
week or two of briefs, two weeks in the warehouse handling freight, two
weeks dispatching, in the office to prepare way bills, collect freight.
_charges equipment.contrals,interlines,_and Uk_funl",::als of Liunspor--
tation.

Upon completion of t .asic program, the trainee goes to Jai' corporate
headquarters in Eliz- ,th, New Jersey,_ for a two-week study of stuff
departments, such as ...vaffic, accounting, claims, insurance, infonNation
systems, as dell as being able to meet corporate executives, Laming
about the organization, the history of Sea-Land, and about ratan:
prospects. A decision is then made by the trainee as to his interest
and he is assigned to possibly advance training in sales or operations.
Or maybe a staff assignment. lase demonstrating an aptitude for selling
may go into the advanced sa.!.a training program. In this four-dock
period prog4o,d, card! 'ates learn the intricacies of traffic, marketing,
sales control, castoc.er relations, and sales technique.

Windin6up ii. ,,,, assigment, the candidate is all on his own.. his career
depends or him. Opportunities become of his own making. Our philosophy ,

as stated by our President in this brochure which I am going to hol.c
each one of you will take, is that the pace of progress in the trans-
portation of goods throughout the world is so rapid-that to meet. com-
petition a company must -have a clear view Of the future -- a precise
perception of coming markets -- and to survive a company-must have the
people who will take charge of the company'S future. Employees who have
astute, original minds and a high degree of drive, initiative, and self-
reliance. This is why sea-Land is dedicated to the development of its
employees.

Lastly, our salaries compete in all fields, starting at the .T.10,000 level
and moving up with the progress and relocation that the trainee goes
through. There are many benefits in the company.

That's all there is to it. If you have any questions, I'll be happy to
try 'and answer them.

Az pricing manager I an responsible
particular division I am in -- that
the south Atlantic to ;forth Europe -
all the cargo necessary to fill the
we can make a profit. It is a very
for only a few months.

for the rates and tariffs for the
is moving cargo in trade lane:, from
- to make sure that our division puts
ship and prices it properly to where
interesting Job. I have been in it
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES WITH A SERVICE FIRM

Godfrey G. Bennett, Jr., Vice President-Employee Relations, Sav-A -Stop,
Incorporated.

We're sort of proud of what we've got at Say-A-Stop and what we've done.
-I-think You probably got the impact from a transportation and a logistical
standpoint, what it takes to get a 39e can of deodorant from the manufac-
turer to the consumer. Out of that building which you saw with 85,000
square feet of-bad housekeeping, safety problems, and lack of adequate
space, you saw about 350 people working in that 85,000 square feet. We'll
do about $52,000,000 this year out of that building and we can consider
that our unit price is something like 39e or 59e or whatever. That's a
lot of deodorant.

I hope you found your tour interesting, and I hope you got enough exposure
to recognize some of the problems that people like us encounter In moving
merchandise.

Before we talk about some career opportunitiel--some employment opportuni-
ties--let me-make an observation. Profits make things happen, and we need
your cooperation to tell your students that this is what it's all about- -
that's what we've all working for, helping our ccepanieS make more profits
so we can increase wages -and salariei, so that we- can increase employee
benefits, so that we can have money for capital expansion.

Sceetimes I feel that the high schools and the colleges allow themselves
to_get out of,touch_with_reality, and_I have been_particularly_ pleased
with the attitude of the people here at the University of North Florida,
in that they have gone into the Jacksonville community and sought out
people to come to the campus and tell their students and talk to their
faculty about what is going on in the business world. I believe most of
you are from the Jacksonville area, and you've got a tremendous amount of
resources here in Jacksonville, a tremendous number of companies that will
be more willing to_make their people available to talk to your students
directly about what is going on in business. I hope you will avail your-
selves of this opportunity, because I think we-have a message to get over
to the students--whether they be high school or college--and that is that
the free enterprise system works.

In Transportation and Logistics there are many career opportunities avail-
able. Let's talk about some that we have at Sav-A-Stop. Warehouse super-

vision. I really don't like to use the word warehouse because I don't
think, with the facilities we have now, that really-covers the sphere of
activities. To me the term warehouse denotes storage and, as you saw the
other day, we really don't,store anything in our warehouse, or our distri-
but:.on center. As you remember, we receive the merchandise at one end and
it goes through various processing, and then it is shipped out the other
end. So we would like to call our activity a distribution center, and I
think that more appropriately describes the activity.

So let's talk about distribution centers as a form of opportunity. We con-
tinue to have an unending need for qualified people to manage people in our
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distribution center. You know this business of managing--the classic
definition of management, I think, is getting things through other
people--sounds awfully easy,.but it's not that wasy, and in these days of
high fault it's_the skilled supervisor, the skilled manager, that can
make a great deal of difference in the,success of an enterprise. Jackson-
ville right now has 1.9% unemployment. That's the lowest for a city this
size in the country. Sure, we're proud of it; we're glad; but it makes it
awfully"-difficult-to get-people, and in-order-to-retain-people we-need
qualified management in the distribution centers.

-So in counseling your students I certainly recommend that everybody parti-
cipating in college take some psychology courses. Some may be facetious
and say they may be ready to take-abnormal psychology. I think it's
important to understand why people react the way they do. How do you
motivate people?

The American Management Association spends weeks upon weeks every year
trying to teach management how to motivate. This is important, and this
is a real career opportunity. The individual who can motivate another
individual toward carrying out a desired task can be successful in whatever
field he wants to go into. So that's one area of employment opportunity- -
management in the distribution center.

Another_ area at Say-A-Stop is that we have a- noed always for management of
our trucking fleet. You probably recall seeing the tractor-trailer units
at Say-A-Stop when you were over there the other day. I think you visited
Ryder, and I know you saw a large trucking-operation. But this is a com-
plex business--getting the merchandise to the place where you want it, at
the right time.

Let me explain to you a little bit about what we go through at Sav -A -Stop.
Our units leave, let's say, tonight at midnight for Miami. When they get
to Miami, the merchandise is dropped at a sub-warehouse. Order books for
the salesmen who work in the Miami area are waiting for that unit to bring
the orders back to Jacksonville. Our data processing people are keyed to
begin work on those orders the instant they arrive in Jacksonville. If
that unit breaks down or the driver doesn't maintain his schedule, then
that throws data processing pack so the orders-cannot be run on the compu-
ter. If that's late, we may have 100 warehouse employees-waiting to fill
those orders, so you can see it has a domino effect. If one thing doesn't
happen right, then it means that a lot of things don't happen right. A
schedule in our kind of business and in many wholesale/retail operations
is keyed on timing. The schedule has to be there; if the logistics don't
work properly, then our whole work effort is delayed.

Tied in with the supervision of a trucking fleet and_scheduling is also
the supervision of the drivers. Supervising truck drivers is another world
in itself, in that these are unique people. These are very valuable people- -
the drivers, the open road drivers. They perform a great service, but they
are unique individuals, and they require a very special type of treatment.
Here again is another opportunity to use the people skills, and I keep
coming back to that. In my estimation, this is a very important part of a
career opporunity of any kind--the skilled people getting things done
through other people.
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Still another opportunity that a company like Sav-A-Stop would have is a
traffic-manager. We receive our merchandise--as do mans companies--by
common carrier. It might be any one of 35 or 40 trucklines that we receive

merchandise from. The traffic manager keeps up with the shipments that
are coming in, in order to schedule them, so we don't have 5 to 10 units
sitting out_in the receiving irea,.waiting to be unloaded. Ifswe had a

_ shipment_coming.from,JohnsonA,JohnsonAn.NeW_Brunswick,,New Jersey,_we
need to know exactly when that Shipment will be there so that (1).we will
have space for the unit to back up to the receiving area, (2) we will have
receiving clerks ready to handle that Shipment, and (3) we will have Some
space to stack the merchandise. Here again, getting back to the situation
of logistics, everything has to fall in place or we may wind up with a
unit load of bandages that will have to sit in the unit for several days
until we have.a space, and-thit's expensive storage.

In our kind of business--and in most retail and wholesale businesses--the
profit margin,is very low, so in order to make profit at all we've got to
churn that merchandise out. It has to be kept moving all the time, and
any time an item sits in our warehouse very long it begins to cost us a
lot more money than we will ever make in profits.

I think the job opportunities in a manufacturing concern are much the same
as ours. One of the most important things is the people skills. How do
you train individuals to skills? We have a man at Sav-A-Stop on my staff
who is responsible for management-development. He has developed some
supervisor training programs that-we put on. We are using a new type of
testing too that I call a predicted index which gives us a little bit of
insight into: can B work for A if A reacts certain ways to certain situa-
tions? This is, a_ yeal question for industry,,_ How do_youAnd_people_ who
have people skills? How do you identify them? How do you develop_them,
and then how do you keep them with -your company? This is an important
thing. We talk about career opportunities. Every time we hire someone at
Sav-A-Stop, we hope we are hiring an individual for a career, but if we
don't pay the man properly, if we don't motivate him.properly, if we don't
help him learn so that he can advance

it
career, he'll go elsewhere,

particularly with the job market as it is now. So every company has this
responsibility, I feel, to its people--not to just take a person and say,
"You're a manager," and this is it. We have-a responsibility to develop
our people so that they can progress and find a sense of achievement.

The area of Traffic Management, in my opinion, is -going to be one of the
foremost areas to develop in the yearto come. We hear about railroads
having trouble, but one of our requirements for a new distribution center
is that we have a rail siding. The reason is that we can then receive mer-
chandise in carload lots and get-a break from the manufacturer on quantity
shipments. So I *hit* rail transportation is going to become more important,
particularly with companies like us. As the profit margin gets squeezed
tighter and tighter, companies are going to look for more and more ways to
buy in volume, to move in-volume. I haven't seen one (maybe some of you
have), but there is a warehouse in New Jersey that is totally computerized.
They ship by case lot only, and when they get an order they just mash
buttons and a computerized withdrawal system of same sort goes out, pulls
the merchandise off, and wheels it around to the shipping area. A human
doesn't touch it.
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As you noticed in our operation, we are that we call a "onesy- twosy" opera-
tion. We will fill an order for one tooth brush from a Mom & Pop corner
grocery store. People have asked us, "Why don't you stop that, and why
don't you just ship cases of merchandise?" Our answer to this point has
been that these people helped us when we got started--the Mom & Pop stores- -
and these are the people we're going to continue to serve. Sure, we like
to get big orders; sure, we like to ship in case lots; but we also recog-

, nize that there,iaa need for a merchandising, service to, the_emall,
neighborhood grocery store.

Another area that I would recommend you carry back to your students, if
they are going tc get into this field of transportation, is considerable
involvement in statistics. I was interviewing an industrial engineering
applicant this-morning and we were talking about courses that he just
slaughtered in college. He said statistics was the one he disliked the
most, and I did too. I'm sorry I did, because I have suffered for it
since. Hut-this is an important thing. The more complex business gets- -
and I really don't think business is going,to_get less complex--the more
an individual has to have a working knowledge and appreciation of statistics.

Another area is some understanding of these things we call computers.
Computers are so hard-headed you can't live with them or without them.
But we might as well face it--we are now a computerized society and it's
going to get a lot worse. Any manager who understands what a computer
will do for him will be far ahead of a manager who does not understand it.
I'm not talking about that-it is necessary for an individual to have a

working knowledge of how to program, or that he be able to write a program,
but he needs to know what a computer can do, and he needs to be able to
explain it to-a data processing technician so that technician can put the
,program on the air. This is a really important thing,_ and we see this
more and more at Sav-A-Stop every day. Did you all tour the data processing
area as you came through? We are highly computerized, and we couldn't do
anywhere the volume we're doing today without this high degree of computer-
ization. Computers are here to stay, and there will be more and more
computerization as the years go on.

If I had to summarize what a student would want to dooto prepare himself
for a career in Transportation and Logistics, I would summarize this way:

Expose himself to-as many industries am possible while he is in high school,
while he is in college. I. think you would be surprised how many people in
industry would be willing to talk with you, if you just ask--that's all it
takes. So, learn what's goingon in the business world. Get an apprecia-
tion of what business is. Don't get in a vacuum -- learn what's going on
in the business_ world. Then work toward developing people skills.

If there is any one thing that torpedoes a manager, at Sav-A-Stop or any
other company--no matter how technically or academically qualified a person
might be -it's people skills, and there are some occupations that don't
develop people-skills. Their training is not tuned in to people skills.

We recently hired two new graduates in systems science from the University
of West Florida. These are the first new-graduates we have hired that have
majored in a computer-oriented course, and I will be interested to see what
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people skills they have. I have an idea, but we will just have to see,
because their whole training has been aimed at mechanization and we can't
mechanize people. So that's another area of people skills. Statistics
and the understanding of the computer is an important area--what it can
do for you, how you can use it to your best advantage.
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INDUSTRIAL TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AND
THE INGREDIENTS OF A CAREER

Mr. David L. Hodges, .:orporate Traffic Manager, Hudson Pulp and Paper

Corporation.

These career-ideas are aimed mainly at persons outside the profession of
traffic management: young-people, most likely, who have not entered the
business world or who, if they have, do not feel that they have "found"
themselveseither in a specific field, or perhaps in the business
environment as a whole. But they are also aimed at,persons already in
the field, with the thought that they may gain a new and broader per-

spective: a broader view of the opportunities, challenges and rewards
that await the professional, career-minded man or woman.

Let's start by admitting that young persons regard the business world

with mixed emotions. This io not too surprising, because so did many of
theirparents and even same of their grandparents. If contemporary
teleiision and literature have their share of villainous and venal
businessmen, the older generations had anclair Lewis and Ida Tarbell
and Lincoln ..:teffens and Frank Norris, to name Just a few of the "anti-

establishment" writers jf their day. And in real life business itself
is far from perfect--which in an imperfect world should hardly come as
a surprise.

But the inexorable fact is that progress is made by people who are dis-
satisfied with something the way it is,-and,setabotit to improve it. And

....nobody_will argue that the business world couldn't stand improvement...
which-will be-achieved-by those people who-decide to get involved and do

something about it.

Nor should we overlook the common notion held by many young people that
business requires a kind of reprehensible conformity. It's true that
suits-and-ties=-and shoes--will probably be worn in the business environ-

ment for some time to come, and to this extent there will be a requirement
for conformity. But thre is no need for a conformity of ideas;
successAtl businesses and successful businessmen got that way by
innovating, not by confirming. There's a difference, of course, between
conformity and discipline; and the chances are tha. the nonconformist
who can channel or discipline his energies and ideas will get a lot
further in the business world than he will outside it.

A Galaxy of Jobs

Even to the young person not beset by these doubts there is a good deal
about the business world that is.conftaing.....abere are jobs today that
didn't exist. five years ago, even indistries that have come into being
and grown to maturity since the present crop of college graduates entered
high school. The ,young person graduating from high school-today is aware

that he has an almost limitless choice of careers, many requiring college
but a good many which do not. 3ome of the Job opportunities are more
glamorous than others, naturally. Or at least they seem that way. The
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help-wanted pages of a major metropolitan daily may carry a dozen or more
pages of ads for eAotic careers, and cheek-in-jowl with such ads there are
usually quite a few ads for schools offering training in the exotic
specialties.

Zome of this advertising is factually ttae, of course, amd some clearly
exazgerates both the glamor and the nature oi -the rewards in a given field.
And the same is true to sone degree r" the "recruiters" who visit both the
high schools and college campuses. If nothiag else, it proves that business
is indeed interested in young ,people, and the competition between firms and
- individual fields of specialtzation is keen.

The Ingredients of a Career

What may not occur to the young graduate, however, is that there is a vast
difference between a job--even a glamorous speciality--and a career. A

job is a prescribed task which the individual performs a-certain number of
hours daily, but a career is the interaction of the individual with the job.
A specialty that might be a- career to one man would always be u job to another,

and vice versa, for no two persons react in the same way;_perhaps the worst
recommendation for a given field is that a friend or_ acquaintance is "happy
in his work." For the friend's career requirements are unique-unto him,
just as his tastes in food and clothing and-women and politics are his own.

But there are some measures that can -be applied to a field of endeavoi to
determine whether it will provide the continuing interest, challenges and
rewards that an individual seeks in a career that is, after all, going to
occupy-most of his Jays- -and some of his nights--and is going to be thecorner-
stone of his whole way of life during his relatively brief stay on earth.
A few such measures are listed below:

I. Importance of the job;
1. As a social or economic contribution.
2. In the immediate business environment, i.e., the firm.
3. In the social environment, friends, relatives, etc.

II. Challenge of the job
1. Problems to be solved.
2. Variety of situations to be coped aith.
3. Competition.

III. Environment of the job:
1. Location.
2. Co-workers.

3. Stature of the job in the company.

IV. Rewards of-the job:
1. Economic.
2,- Recognition.

3. Authority.

V. Incidental or "fringe" benefits:
1. Travel.
2. Business contacts.
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The list could be lengthened, but it sontains most of the "ingredients"

that go to make up a career. Each individual will dive these ingredients

a slightly different flavor and weight. But at the very least he should

measure every job or career opportunity against them.

Careers in Traffic Management

How does a career in traffic management measure up against these standards?
It is up to the individual' to decide, but some basic information about the

field set against the background of these measures may help him decide
whether it is for him...or whether-he should be looking elsewhere.

First of all, what is traffic management? The term, sometimes prefaced by
the word "industrial," refers broadly to the responsibility for planning
and purchasing the transportation services required by-the company. the

raw materials that move into the company from suppliers, the finished
prodactS that move from the company's plants to its markets all over the
country and the world. Quite often it also involves-responsibility for
arranging all personnel travel-- a sizable item by itself--and control of
the company's aircraft and other transportation equipment. Since transporta-

tion is largely regulated at both the State and Federal levels, the
industrial traffic management function also involves responsibility for
dealing with regulatory bodies in the firm's interest. In the larger U.S.

firms, transportation purchased by the traffic departMent may exceed $100
million a year, even in smaller firms a budget 01'12 or $3 million is not
uncommon,.-For transportation is common to all manufacturing and producing
businesses, and -it is costly enough that its efficient management is a

major undertaking in the firm...

...but let's measure the industrial traffic management function against
the career guideposts that have been set up.

Importance of the Job

The sheer magnitude of transportation itself should give some idea of
the importance of the traffic management job. Transportation provides

jobs for some nine million people. It accounts for one out of every six

dollars being spent-in this economy. A family of four with an income of

$10,000 spends more on transportation than on anything else but food- -
and everything that the family has or will have comes to it by some form

of transportation, or a combination of forms of transportation. Billions

of dollars are invested in the transportation plant, just to keep pace with
the economic growth of the county and the ever-increasing amounts of goods
that are manufactured, the transportation plantwill have to double its

capacity in less than twenty years.

Is transportation important It's the lifeblood of the unique American

economy, an economy which is based on highly-advanced industrialization...
and without the constant flow of raw materials and supplies into its plants,
the average firm could hardly continue to operate more than a few days or

weeks at the must; without the fAow of finished goods to stores and retail
outlets, in a short while shelves would be bare of both the-necessities of

life--food and clothing--and the luxuries as well.
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At the heart of this essential flow uf goods Is the man who plans and
lontrols it, the industrial manager. He and his counterparts form a
2,1ect and relatively mall group. In all, there are roughly 12,000
Ilda,!.rlal traffic managers in the whole country. By contrast, there are
.ym_ 300,000 doctors, inure .hen 1)0,030 dentists, 275,000 lawyers, and
:lase to two million teacnLic. It has been estimated that some 85 to 90

uf all frel,,,t tranciortation is purchased by professional traffic
-1:11=-and we are ta1,4_111,; AtJ4At ,.a 'chases amounting to some eight billion
1.11r.; a years In ,ound figures, this means that the typical traffic

upends an Ar_vagc of six million dollars a year for the purchase
at" transportation:

7,e tutor criteria listLA importance of the Job as a "social or economic
thLec .,nuuld be little question on either score about

a job that underlies the employment of some nine million people, provides
the goods of life to the entire population...and pumps $22 million a day
into the economy!

!tow important is the job in the individual company! Itis been pointed
aut that transportation keeps the wheels of the economy turning, and the
irlivilaal 'ompany is ty and large a smaller model of the economy. Without
raw materials to feed its machines, the company cannot operate, and few
'onparies are located so close to their raw materials-that they can operate
without transportation. Without a means for moving their goods to markets,
the same companies would soon be out of business, bec"ase-it is the sale
of goods in the marketplace that pumps money back into the company to enable
it to keep operating. And because transportation is often the third .

hi, ,est expenditure by the company--coming only after raw materials and labor --
tie skill with which it is purchased has an important bearing, Just as the
are skill has an_important bearing on the companyls competitive success
in the marketplace.

In the scheme of things, then, industrial traffic management is an
Important job important as a social and economic contribution, important
within the framework of the individual company.

Challenge of the Job

vost career-minded young people quite naturally seek a job that will contain
challengeschallenges that will test and enlarge their skills, challenges
that will pruvide an important sense of achievement and reward when they are
overcome. Fur a jut without challenges can hardly ever be more than a Job,
and certainly not a career.

And industrial traffic management provides a multitude of the challenges
that give life and vitality to a career.

Finally, there is the challenge of competition. Other companies have
traffic managers, too, and they are seeking the best competitive advantage
for their companies. Planning transportation is in effect-planning strategy,
planning a strategy that 13 better and more successful than the competition's.
Ani it is r,u easy task. :lined traffic management hasenabledmany a company
to enter and ,apture an entirely new market before the competition knew
what waa going on. Cimilarly, skilled traffic management has enabled many
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a company to compete in both price and customer service in remote markets,
-much to the surprise of competitors already on tae sao,w: And of course
there Is competition for the job itself. Not everybody can be a traffic
manager, but those who thrive on the competition of skills and ability
will rise to this competitionand they will quickly learn that there are
always good jobs-in industrial traffic management for the skilled manager
who can meet the competition, whatever form it may take.

Environment of the Job

What kind of environment does the industrial-traffic manager enjoy...
or suffer.' Actually, he can pretty much take his choice between regions
of the country, as he can between major cities and smaller towns, for the
firms that employ traffic managersand this includes every major U. S.
manufacturing or producing firm--are located throughout the country.

11P

But environment goes also to the conditions of the job, the people he
will be working with most closely, and the stature of the Job in the company.

First, it can be said that the physical surroundings for the traffic manager
are comparable to those enjoyed by any other manager. They vary from
company to company, of course...and not every traffic manager's office
has a carpet on the floor, although a good many do! In fact, because
traffic management is frequently -a headquarters function, the top traffic
executive in a company and the members of his staff-may-even fare a
little better than their counterparts in other functions because they
will be located in the firm's main offices, which are frequently a show-
case of sorts..

Because transportation takes many forms and has a highly complex
structure, the traffic manager usually has an infinite number of choices
open to him in determining the best ways to move his company's
products. In comparison tv the "anatomy" Of the transportation system,
the anatomy of the human Vody, complex as it is, often seems quite
simple. Under a regulatory system designed to provide the-American
people with the benefits of competition and transportation services

equally available to small and large companies, companies in large cities
and companies in small towns, a vast network of interconnecting and
competitive transportation companies has grown up--and the-man who is
spending two million dollars a year to move his company's goods through

4.

that system has aconstant challenge to find a better and more economical
way of doing it.

The management challenge is the challenge of organization of rearranging
the multitude of elements in the system so that tne vast machine of
transportation will function more efficiently and-more economically. And-
this is really a challenge! Considering the-fact that the present
transportation system has taken more than a hundred years to develop, its
capacity now must be doubled in less than twenty years! This is a challenge
underscored by the critical realities that major breakthroughs are going to
have to be achieved Just to keep the transportation plant abreast of the
economy...and its certain that they made,by men and women who
are looking for BIG challenges.
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Even with such major challenges facing the industrial traffic manager,
the everyday question of Is the job interesting?" remains to be
answered, and it can be answered with a strong Yes. There is nothing
humdrum or routine about the traffic manager's job. Each day contains
its share of surprises, of situations that have to be resolved by decisive
action on the traffic manager's part. Each day brings numerous
personal contacts with all types of persons in the company and other
companies. Zeldom does much time go by without travel to other cities,-

sometimes other-countries. The challenge is-always present-to meet each
new situation and resolve it in the way that will most improve the company's
position--and profits.

Beyond the physical environment, the people the industrial traffic
manager works most closely with are largely professionals like himself.

They speak his language and he speaks theirs. They have a specialty
that is little understood by others in the company, and they have
iLtense loyalty. the manager to his employees, and the-employees to

,their manager. Turnover in traffic departments is somewhat lower than
IL other fields, and there is considerable-stability in the job. The

traffic departmept is a smooth-functioning team whose members are
all aware of the challenges that must be met and resolved daily.

Because of the highly specialized nature of the work, the traffic
department enjoys a unique position in the company. Major decisions
in Engineerinc Purchasing, Manufacturing and Marketing require: consultation

with Traffic. Locations for the firm's new plants, distribution centers
and satellite warehouses cannot be determined without-the skills of the
-traffic manager and his staff. In fact, as one traffic_ manager has

said, "Traffic management is a-thread which is woven through the entire

fabric of the company."

Rewards of the Job

The rewards of a career are measurable both in the tangible, economic
benefits and in the more intangible benefits associated with recognition
by family and friends as well as by other managers in the company...
and of course in the weight and authority of the job itself.

Certainly, or, an economic basis alone traffic management measures-up
well, even in beginning salaries. Salaries are comparable with other
management jobs of similar responsibility and scope, and tenure and
stability of employment are somewhat better. Since the usual benefits

of hospitalization, vacations and retirement are generally the same
throughout industry, it follows that these, too, are comparable for

traffic management.

AN additional benefit of industrial traffic management is that it is
a good route to a vice pretidency, either of Traffic itself or of the

broad field of distribution management. With more and more companies
adopting the "distribution concept," in the majority of companies the

top job has gone to a former traffic manager, because indeed many
traffic managers have been performing the physical distribution function

without calling it that. handling not only transportation,-but also
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such activities as warehouse management, industrial packaging, and materi-
al handling engineering, to name only a few.

Less tangible, but equally important, are the rewards of doing a Job that
is vital and important, a Job that gains recognition both-within industry
and on the governmental level. A number of industrial traffic managers
today are in the Defense Transportation Reserve, a special corps which is
preparedto swing into action and manage the nation's transportation system
in time of crisis or national emergency. Others have served as special
advisors to the Department of Commerce and the Department of Transporta-
tion, and even to the White House itself.

Important, too, is tho recognition of family and friends, and it is_a
natural consequence of the authority the industrial traffic manager carries
in his own company.

A Few Incidental-Benefits

Of lesser importance, but certainly worth considering, are such incidental
benefits of the traffic manager's career as the opportunity for travel,
which is frequently a basic part of the Job, particularly in multi=plant,
multi-warehouse companies. And, since the traffic manager who travels by
air is usually:a customer of the airline for both freighvand other
passenger travel he is responsible for, he is usually accorded "M.P."
status and membership in the various airline organizations Mace the
Ambaaltdors, Club, the Admirals' Club and others.

And the traffic management career is particularly rewarding for the indivi-
dual who enjoys meeting a variety of people through his business contacts.
The industrial traffic manager is in almost daily_ contact with personnel
of the transportation companies he uses, ranging from the sales represen7
tative who calls on him (and often takes him to lunch!) all the way to the
top management people i... motor carriers, railroads, water carriers and
airlines. After all, the traffic manager is a pretty important man to all
these people, and they treat him accordingly--and it is certainly far from
unpleasant to receive tne kind of attention-the traffic manager gets from
his carriers! What is more, he will find themWeasant people to deal
-with, and he will find that they and their families will he included in
many of his social activities, as he will in theirs.
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PUBLIC SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES

Mr. James E. Pound, Chief of Jacksonville Air Route Control Center,
FAA-DOT.

I feel most pleased and honored to be asked to participate in your
seminar, "Involvement in Transportation through Career and Curriculum
Planning." I am sure you have had_some very interesting sessions this
week and heard from a lot of experts in the transportation field. You
know the definition of-an expert is anyone more than 20 miles from home
with a briefcase. Let me establishlight now that I'm not an expert. I

live only about 7 or 8 miles from here and I don't even have a briefcase
with me.

Since almost all of my work experience during the past 30 years has been in
the field of aviation, I do want to give you a few facts about the role
of aviation in our national and international transportation system today.

Last October, our then FAA Administrator, John Shaffer, addressed the
University Aviation Association meeting in Hollywood, Florida. Mr.
Alexander Butterfield is the present FAA Administrator. TO quote from
Mr. Shaffer's remarks, "Here we are on the brink of a fantastic new air
age and the general public is only faintly aware of it. And if people
are not thinking about aviation, how are we going to attract them into
aviation aareers? If the public is not educated with rcgard to the values
of aviation, how are we going to get their permission to build and expand
those airports we desperately need? We have the money, but we can't spend
it unless the local communities say they want a new airport or they want
their current ones expanded. If we are to prepare for the coming air
age, we are going to need the public's understanding and its support

. .

we, don't need any more misguided restrictions or rebuffs from communities
who do not understand the values of aviation." Mr. Shaffer concluded his
remarks by saying, "The Secretary of Transportation has -been given a
mandate. President Nixon has wisely determined that this nation is to have
an all-pervasive transportation system -- both air and surface -- within
the decade of the seventies. And we must if we are to remain a nation
that is socially, culturally, and economically strong. But believe me if
we are to build this great system, and this is particularly true of the
National Aviation Zystem, American industry and your government are
going to need all the professional help they can get."

Come of you may have heard the story about the French skeptic wild witnessed

history's second balloon launching near Paris in the summer of 1783.
Unimprecoed by the demonstration, he turned to another spectator, Benjamin
Franklin, and asked in a belligerent tone: "What's the use of the
balloon?"

Franklin, who was then 78 years old, remained unruffled. He peered at the
Frenchman for a moment through his tiny sqaare-rimmed glasses and then
posed a question of his own, ^ what use Is a newborn baby?"

With the benefit of hindsight, we can laugh today at the Frenchman's lack
of foresight. But ask yourself this question: "If we had been present
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on that summer day in 1783, would we have been as wise as Benjamin

Franklin?"

Predicting the future is always a risky undertaking. This certainly has

always been true in aviation. In receht years particularly, the potential

of aviation has consistently been under-rated. Skeptics have always far

outnumbered the visionaries.

The ,Wright irothers' first four flights on that chilly December day at

Kitty gawk in 1)03 received little notice in the press. In fact, there is

no indication that the aright Brothers themselves were.aware of the
enormity of their achievement,

Yet in just 70 :Nara from the Wright Brothers? first flight . . . with one

man moving just a few feet off the ground for 120 feet . . . aviation has

exploded into d giant transportation and communications system.- In 70

year.; the oirplam. -- and the entire aviation environment -- have gone through
d-completetru.formatioh_in size, performance, and capability. But the

engines of flight are just revving up.

About fifteen years ago, fewer than twenty-five per cent of all Americans

had ever traveled by air. Today the figure is over 50%. Now the swing

to air travel is vGuurrine faster than our population growth. A decade

ago, there-wete fewer than 50 million airline passengers -in this country

each year. There are now over ZOO million and over 5 billion ton miles

of freight carried each year. In the decade to come, this figure will

again triple. Air passengers will soon exceed one million each-day of

the year!

dow =all the world has become because of aviation. In May, 1927, Lindberg's

flight New York-faria took 331 hours. Today requiring 6i-7 hours. Miami-

London about 9 houi's.

Today during any given-hour there are more than 20,000 persons in the

sky as passengers and crew members. During peak hour periods over

100,000 at a time.
Over 131,000 general aviation aircraft
About 3,000 air carriers -- or airline fleet aircraft

Thousands of military aircraft

How is this vast growing air armada handled or controlled?

Control towers -- almost 400 throughout the U. S.

Centers -- 27 including San Juan P. R. and Balboa C. Z.

Flight service stations -- over 330

Approximately 51,000 FAA employed with about 40,000-assizned to air

traffic control duties.

Center has common bougdariea with Miami, Houston, Atlanta, Washington and
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New York oceanic centers. Personnel in center 520 ATC -- 110 AF
electronic engineers and technicians.

.

Equipment

4 long range radar sites
Over 100 air ground radio frequencies

Computer,installation -- Over $20 million in Jax AR1VC
Relieve controllers from routine clerical functions to devote more time to
:ontrol. Pilot national enroute automation program at Jacksonville
center.

Why need

2 jets head on 600 MPH -- rate closure 1200 MPH or 20 miles in minute
or miles in 3 3/4 seconds or last mile in 12 seconds.

Control both Civil and Military Traffic
Exception Military in Restricted and Warning Areas

I'm sure we are all aware, one of the greatest problems facing our 1973
world and society today is communications. The same problem exists in
industry, education and government alike.

Recently the ecologists and environmentalist.. Lave been more and more
gi7ing aviation a hard time. Please let's caamanicate now and don't get
me wrong. I'm all for protecting our environment and am just as much
for the. broad principle of the ecologists as anyone. Zometimes though,
the environmentalists and ecologists forget that people are a most
important part of the ecology too.

The economics of the entire coantry is fantastically tied to the aviation
industry.

Examples:

Annually more than 351,000,000 checks arc air mailed or air freighted
from New York clearing houses, thus saving of interest of over $37,000,000
per year. Without this air service, our prime interest rate, as high as
it is, could Well be twice or more higher.

Billions of dollars of inventory in almost any business or organization
that can be named is not required as on the shelf replacement stock

because spare parts and replacements can be obtained direct from the
factories or distribution centers in a matter of hours by air freight.
For this reason, the costs of almost all of our goods and services would
be far greater today without air freight.

Noise Contamination Ecologists

These people ha.:e, during recent months, started strong movements to

close airports between the hours of 11 pm and 6 am. Example -- Los Angeles
and Atlanta airports among many others. If these well meaning people had
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their way, because of the time differential between EST and_PST there
would be only 3 hours a day either passengers or freight could depart
L. A, for Atlanta or Atlanta for L. A. This sort of thing could wreck
not only-our transportation system but our national economy as well.

The T&T airport in the Everglades. The snakes and alligators are more
important to the well meaning ecologists than enhancing the safety of
thousands of passengers and air crew members that must daily use the

soon to be over-crowded Miami International Airport.

SST (Super Sonic Transport)

We have all recently read about our foreign trade deficit and how the
value of our dollar is continually going down on the international money
marketS. Many of you have traveled,by air abroad since WW II and flown

on foreign air carriers. The chances are about 9 out of 10 that you flew

on are American-J. S. made air carrier. Our U. S. airplane and aviation

manufacturers since WW II have exported many billions of dollars worth
of planes and parts and associated aviation equipment. We have long

been the world leader in aviation products.

The normal next big step forward in aviation is the SST. The English/

French and Russians have been flying their versions of the SST for

some time now. In spite of the tragic accident by the Russian SST in
Paris recently they are way ahead of us now in SST development.

We had already taken numerous orders for our American-U. S. SST at around

$100,000,000. Actual deposits or earnest money was paid for priority

delivery. A copy from the Germans, Japanese and numerous other foreign

countries. Do you realize one American made and exported SST at $100,000,000
a copy would provide a balance of foreign trade dollars for 50,000
Volkswagens or Toyotas @ $2,000 each.

(These are personal opinions and not official government policy.)

I personally strongly feel we cLanot afford not to build an_American SST.
The rest of the world likes to go with the proven leader in any held.
If we are not soon able to resume our research and-construction of the
ZS T, we will no longer enjoy our international position of aviation

leadership. I hate to think what our ba]ance of foreign trade situation
would,be today, as bad as it is, without the millions upon millions of
American dollars our aviation manufacturers have annually brought back
from foreign countries for us.

These last few thoughts may be a little off the main theme of the seminar
bat I do think they are most important to both transportation and our
national economy, so, please think about these things even if you don't
completely agree with me.

Thank you. I see I have used up my time, but in case any of you would
like to dirouss anything I have said in more depth with me I will stay

as long as you want me to after this session.
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EDUCATION AND CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN'TRANSPORTATION

Panel Moderator: Dr. Jay A. Smith, Jr., Associate Professor, Department
of Transportation and Logistics, University of North Florida.

Any appraisal of transportation activities, current or future, demands a
consideration of the personnel who are needed to staff the requirements

of the system. Throughout this Seminar, the objective was to identity.
the various skill levels necessary to meet the needs of transportation,

activities. Transportation requires individuals with aide range of
outlooks, capabilities, and backgrounds. The complexity of transportation
activities demands individuals with a high degree. of intellectual and
professional attainment, as well as skill levels which are primarily

vocational /technical in nature.

In considering the career opportunities and the role of career counselors
in assisting students to attain a better preparation for transportation
opportunities, the group was concerned with the following issues.

A need to reduce the cost and/or to improve the quality
of transportation to society and the individual, through

better and more sufficient preparation of individuals
seeking_careers in transportation;

The ways and means of informing student:; about the career

opportunities in transportation/distribution;

An identification of specific skill requirements from
industry sources as to their needs for future employees;

An awareness-of the value of transportation to the society,
the economy, and the nation by developing a sound basic
understanding_of the role of transportation; and

An understanding of the role and problems faced by career
counselors in advising students concerning career oppor-
tunities in transportation and related fields, thereby
gaining some understanding of how students viewed their
experiences with career advisement and how effective were

counselors.

The first session was devoted to exploring the particular employment oppor-
tunities and skill levels of the carrier and industrial traffic management
positions. Speakers from rail, water, air, and motor discussed the mana-
gerial opportunities as well as requirements for vocational /technical skill
levels. It was noted that transportation employment did not offer strong
inducements to any appreciable number of young people having or desiring
to attain a high degree of professional sophistication. As a result, the
carrier industry has probably obtained leas than its share of such people.
The speakers informed the registrants as to specific programs unler4ay to
improve that profile. Addition4ly, SuMe transportation activities have
ac4aired an unfurtunatu ruputatiun in the use of professional manpower;
i. e., underemployment of professionally trained individuals. Detailed
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questions and answers pointed out specific needs that speakers felt would
be evidenced in the future. It was pointed out that in certain professions
the slack demand by on mode has been taken up by another mode. For
instance, thL need for civil engineers by railroads is no longer sufficient
to justify mare than only a few university courses; however, other modes

and the government agencies have enlarged their basic demand for these
professionals.

The demand for same of the newer skills or competence levels is small,- but
growing. This is due in part to the carriers not forming groups that can
successfully emfloy a large number of individuals possessing these skills.
However, it was felt that the techniques of operations analysis and mathe-
matical model-builling show promise for the solution of transportation
problems, and that there would be an increasing need for individuals with
these capabilities.

Cceaker consensus as that the nature of emerging problems of complex and
interrelated systems brought on by carrier mergers would call for:

Individuals Who are prepared to understand the broad
perspective of managerial decision- making in trans-
portation, not only within the view of an individual
component, or mode of transport;

Individuals would have to become aware of the environ-
mental considerations of transportation employment;

Individuals will need a specialized skill or base of
understanding to progress up the managerial ranks to
executive decision-making positions; and

Transportation carriers need to find-better means of
using the ta1,-nt.1 of existing employees to greater
advantage.

The second session was devoted to a discussion of employment opportunities
in the service /warehousing industry and manpower requirements of govern-
ment and public service organizations. These groups opined that transpor-
tation would benefit substantially from the transfusion of competent
personnel from,other fields. This transfusion would :lave a multiple effect
in that it would provide much needed "newer" skill levels that have already
been learned in the other fields, and that it would sharpen the specialized
capabilities in the various transport organizations. Most of the regis-
trants considered this transference a short-lived phenomenon, and that
many industries needed to develop in-house capabilities for career and
educational guidarce. A certain lack of in-service training or in-house
skill level development on a formal basis was offered by only a small per-
centage of the number of traZiortation organizations:represented at the
Semfnar.

The counselors felt that in-house-education programs for transportation
,ercannel would serve two general purposes. First, these programs could
assist in developing the specialized skills necessary at all levels for
effective Internal control tn.' direction of the transportation activities.
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Second, short courses, workshops, dhd seminars dealing with the newer
skill levels and expanded technology; e. g., design and use of data-
processing systems, application of cost accounting theory, and other
management decision- making tools,. ',said assist the transportation organi-

sations in meeting their manpower requirements. Only five of the companies
represented by the speakers had tuition refund plans for formal education

beyond the high school level.

The last two sessions involved the registrants in an active role, Dia-

cuasivn ,:entered around ha, cdruur advisors could better-assist the student

in planning for the exploration of career goals. The previous four days
allowed the.participants to obtain a better insight into job requirements
and necessary skill levels for a variety of opportunities in transporta-

tion/distribution.

The group concluded that there was considerable need for in-service educa-

tion of advisors. There were at least three broad areas in which career
counselors should receive in-service education:

1. working with industry_ groups to determine current and

future job requirements,

2. observing and learning first hand the specific functions
to a particular set of occupations in transportation/
distribution, and

3. making additional insights into the mutual problems of
career advisement..

both speakers and registrants agreed that anj consideration of education
for transportation must include the n2ed for formal training programs at
the vocational/technical levels. Several of the counselors felt that there
was a definite need to .address this training requirement at an earlier
educational level, such as the 7th, 8th, 9th grade level's (Junior high

school). There was not total agreement of this point, however, raising
the substantial question of effectiveness of counselors to assist students
in pursuing career goals.

A lively discussion developed concerning the-basic problems of career

counseling. Most educators recognized that academic advisement and career
counseling were important parts of the total educational process. At
several of the secondary schvvls represented ty participants at this Seminar,
these tasks were conducted by complementary "mixed" systems involving
instructing and counseling. Many of the trained counselors, being inter-
ested in personal counseling, have neglected academic and career advisement.
Furthermore, in some educational environments, the counseling center has
become stigmatized as a place where only "sick" or "bad" students go. This

situation was particularly acute with black counselors handltng black
students. As a result of this reputation, the coanaeloris effectiveness
was greatly reduced. Disciplinary problems rather than career selection
problems were attacked.

Sale of the basic problems in the various systems identified in this
session were as follows:
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Counselors are selected who are not interested or trained
to handle the specific problems of career counseling;

Counselors do-not always have the time or skill levels to
advise or receive training in career counseling;

School systems that consider academic and career advise-
ment as separate functions are far less effective in
career counseling;

Counselors do not have adequate contact with other instruc-
tors in the areas in which they are advising;

Counselors are not always available during the summer months
when time could be spent with students to advise about job
opportunities;

Counselors are not completely informed of the skip., levels
and educational requirements for current and fute occupa-
tional requirements; and

Counselors attempt to direct rather than counsel students
concerning career choices.

The following suggestions are based upon the comments of the prticipants
in the workshop session:

. Career counselors should-work actively with the industry
toward the development of skills and knowledge levels re-
quired for employment opportunities in transportation.

The group expressed that this conference was the first time they had had
the opportunity to see a "total" manpower picture for an industry. 'They

were impressed with the important role that transportation plays in our
economy and amazed by the fact that few counselors knew of the aggregate
manpower requirements. All had previously viewed employment opportunities
in transportation in terns of a series of independent requirements for
lesser skill levels than actually required. The group acknowledged that
theyta:g acted in a "passive" manner in the developMent of manpower
recme.rerents in any field. In addition, they had nr., actively participated
with one transportation industry in the past. For Inatome, no counselor
had assisted in the preparat'on or modification of job requirements. All
saw themselves, prior to this Zeminar, as merely "brokers" and not developers
of career opportunities for their students.

Industry should work more closely with career counselors

The seminar revealed that there was a substantial lack of specific knowledge
concerning transportation employment requirements and opportunities. Indus-
try could benefit-measurably by preparing and distributing items such as
Job notices, job descriptions, and manpower requirements to career counselors
on a regular basis. These actions facilitate the counselors' knowledge
base and assist them in matching skill levels of students with industry
requirements. Indications are that tic career advisement techniques do not
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achieve satisfactory levels of performance when considering transportation
career - opportunities. Regular and frequent communications should be
established between firms and counselors.

Additional workshops should be established for both career
counselors and students.

Traditional approaches of career advisement need to te re-examined and
improved in order to establilh effective counseling programa that can
assist in meeting futu.,e transportation manpower requirements. Industry
and public agencies are becoming aware that the dynamic character of
transportation requires changes in skills, outlooks, and capabilities of
employees at all levels. There is a definite need to bring together
industry and governms:It representatLves with career counselors on a
regular basis to improve communications concerning this vital trea of
transportation activity. Model workshops could se established at two
levels. One could adbpt the format of this Seminar, and the other could
be directed toward detailing specific career opportunities with students,
1. e., information regarding career opportunities as well as preparing
applications, nterviewing techniques, and protecting future skill
requirements in transportation.
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TRANSPORTATION SUBJECT MATTER FOR CURRICULUM INCLUSION
HISTORICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Dr. Ronald L. Sperling, Associate Professor, Department of Transportation

and Logistics, University of North Florida.

Transportation is pervasive. In terms of the national economy, one-fifth
of the gross national product annually has been accounted for by trans-

portation. This does not mean that we could eliminate this important
element of our economic life and only be 20% worse off, however, for to
do so would propel us backward instantaneously to the state of first man- -

but with much company. The mobility provided by the automobile has tended

to cause Americans to become as much alike as the new highways we drive

on. The Jet plane has served further to compress our society together
And.to lead to increasing contact among peoples of the globe. On the

negative side, increased mobility has contributed to increased insecurity
among our peoples in a manner as by Allen Toiler in Future

Shock. Relationships and our social anchors tend to become transitory.

But how did we get to this point?

In order to effectively squeeze the history of transportation into a
discussion that would take no more than an hour and fifteen minutes, one

must settle for a few of the highspots. Many, many of the rich details

that combine to make up the rich, long, and fasr.inating history of trans-
portation simply must be left out. Since our Itirpose is to consider

transportation history insofar as it might contribute to the curricula
of high schools and Junior colleges, it seems appropriate to concentrate
on the broad sweep of transportation development, giving passing attention
to contemporaneous economic influences along the way. Secondly, we must

of necessity focus more upon recent developments with a view toward gaining
an appreciation for likely scenes of the future.

As good a place as any for us to focus attention initially-is upon the
point that Necessity is the Mother of Invention. If it were not necessary

or somehow desirable to move people and their trappings from one place to
another, there would simply be minimal growth of transportation technology
Transportation technology seems to derive from some social requirement or
opportunity, and, having derived therefrom, has social consequences. The

acculturating and agglomerating kinds of impacts that transportation has
upon cultures and upon society have been well documented through time and
will be covered elsewhere in ',the conference in more detail. For our present

purposes, we will food; upon the historical development of .ransportation

technology.

Historical Pervasiveness of Transportation - a Potpourri

Historians and Anthropologists, examining the development of civilizations,
have identified at least five broad trends and relationships involving
transportation. First, transportation has been a necessary activity of

mankind from the very beginnings of society and has played an essential

role in the origins of civilization itself. Second, transportation tech-

nology has been one of the most significant factors in locating civilization
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by determining man's use of resources. Third, transportation has helped

to determine the centers of power within civilization. Fourth, trans-
portation defines the limits and character of societies, both past and
present. Finally, transportation technology develops along with, and
aids and abets, development of other technologies. The following
potpourri will serve to illustrate these five assertions.

Dr. Raymond Dart, an anthropologist studying the development of civili-
zation in Africa, has claimed that civilization developing during the
5,000 years before Christ depended in large part upon the development
of water vehicles, boats, and floats. ,He claims that animal domestication
and agriculture both arose from fishing. His argument is that early man
needed to take advantage of the unlimited food supply in the water so as
to replace the rather precarious hunting with nutritional security. In

order to do this, man had to follow the fish into the water. This fishing
called boats into existence. and then required the formation of communities
from isolated family groups. Dart noted that the earliest religious
beliefs had been fashioned by boatmen and by fishermen rather tnan by
farmers or hunters. Coats had not only caused movement but had molded
mythologies of mankind, thus playing an important part in the development
of civilization.

The first important means of transportation other than "Shank's Marc"
was undoubtedly by water. The first urban and civilized communities
grew up in river valleys and along the edges of waterways. Urbanization
has been intimately connected with transportation from the beginning, but
urban centers have btcome completely dependent upon transportation. At

minimum, food has to be transported to urban areas in order for them to
survive. The great cities of the world have usually been ports and
located on waterways. Even in the Midwest and Eastern sections of the
United States, there are very few cities of any significance that are
not on navigable waterways, or on waterways that were navigable during
the age of the city's conception.

Cities in the interior West, however, were dependent upon other develop-
ments in transportation, and relative economics of operations. Before
railroads, stage coaches could stop anywhere without lowering efficiency,
and this consequently led to a development of many small towns in the

Midwest and West United States. The construction of Railroads, however,
consumed large amounts of capital, and efficient operations called for
relatively infrequent stops. Railroad division points, where the changes
of engines, crews, car inspections, and these kinds of activities were
required, grew into towns, and. many of these subsequently grew into
cities. Tie point here is that the growth of cities and urbanization
was dependent upon transportation. The character of city growth will
be discussed at a later point in this discussion.

Early civilization thus was dependent upon transportation, leading to
city location centering upon rivers and seacoasts. These urban areas
could utilize resources drawn from all over, and permitted a base in
which man could develm, his institutions and culturet.and from which
he could spread influence throughout the entire world. That is,

transportation has helped locate civilization by determining man's use
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of resources. Ecology, then, in the sense of man's relationship with
his total environment, is determined in part by transportation technology.
The major function of transportation is to move persons and their trappings
from one place to another. This movement necessarily alters the relation
of population to land use and-the ecology of Man.

While the foregoing serves to illustrate the pervasiveness of transporta-
tion, the following will attetipt to foCud upon technology and economics
of transportation development:

The railroad locomotives.which, did so much to revolutionize industry and
which contributed so much to the growth of the industrial revolution,
did not spring up full-blown.; First, the steam engine was developed.
Its original purpose was to p4mp water from mines. It was almost half
a centruy from the development of the steam engine before anyone thought
to put it on a moveable platArm and make a locomotive.

Even the basic idea of the seam engine itself can be traced back to
ancient times, but without need or other incentive to apply the idea,
nothing much was done with the original idea of.a steam bellows. Atti-
tudes toward economic develhment and activity in general were neutral
to negative before the Indlstrial Revolution. In the thirteenth century,
Albert the Great illustratOd the regard for the principle of the-steam
bellows, as heitells us. ". . . to take a strong earthen vessel with
two holes in it. Fill it with water, plug the holes tightly and set
it near a hot fire. Soon the steam will burst the plugged holes and
spray hot water over the surroundings. For-this reason such a vessel
is called a sufflator, or blower, and it is usually made in the form of
a man."

While it is amusing to note what medical man obviously thought of the
nature of Man, as evidenced by the shape of the blowers, the significance
to transportation development stems from the fact that the steam engine
could not be built for the lack of the necessary metallurgical and machine-
tool development.

The idea of flight had also been conceived at a very early stage in
history. Icarus and Daedalus of Greek mythology are illustrative, but
Leonardo and others made contributions to thfl,development of the idea
of flight and even to the science of aeronautics. Klansburg notes that
Sir George Cayley (1773-1857) made model gliders test his ideas of
flight and may be identified as the father of the science of aeronautics.
But while Cayley could invent the science, he could not invent the air-
plane because that technological step had to wait until progress in
other fields had. been accomplished. The development of a light weight
engine presented the major hurdle, and plagued the Wright brothers, as
well. They hal to build their own engine before succeeding_at Kitty
Hawk.

While the ideas of some of today's well-developed technologies are
ancient, the application and growth of transportation technology moved
slowly through time. For example, the world had to wait until the ninth
century for the horse collar, which provided a major power revolution for
the age. Prior to the development of the horse collar, a yoke similar to
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that used by oxen had to be hitched to the horse in order to transfer
horse power to the wheels of the wagon or carriage, or chariot. This

meant that much of the pulling force and pressure was placed upon the
horse's neck so that the poor beast couldn't pull a very large load

without choking himself to death. Additionally, the yoke arrangement
placed pressure upon the animal's jugular vein and cut off the supply

of blood to the brain. Application of the horse collar caused the
load to be pulled to be distributed around the horse's powerful
shoulders dither than the neck. Experiments have shown that the
pulling power of a team of horses was increased five-fold as a result

of the horsecollar.

The horse did much to characterize society through much of history.
From Roman chariots up to the Iowa plow, the horse has played a, central

role. The invention of the stirrup . . . joined man and steed into a

fighting organism" by the tenth century and contributed to the strength-

ening of the feudal system. The feudal system was dependent upon the

ability of the knights of the period to defend their holdings and to

serve their Lords. The term "horsepower" became the standard of power

meapurement. The development of the plow and the horseshoe facilitated

strides in agriculture. This, in turn, provided incentives and produce

for increasing trade, which in turn called for improved transportation.

There is little evidence to suggest that the compass was known to nav-
igators of the Western World before the 13th century. Consequently,

very little sailing was done out of sight of land. Mariners were not
only afraid of getting lost but of falling off the edge of the earth.
The voyage of Columbus and consequent discovery of America had to wait

for the appropriate navigational aids.

Much of man's movement and the movement of his goods is for the purpose
of making use of resources more effectively and efficiently. The growth

of the use of the horse provides an illustration of the extremely im-
portant economic factor associated with transportation technology and
te,thnological development. In Roman times before the horseshoe and
horse collar were used, bulky goods doubled in price about every hundred
miles of carriage overland, but by the 13th century after the intro-
duction of these devices, the cost of grain -- a bulky product -- was
increased only about 30% for each hundred miles. Another more recent

example of man's pursuit of economy is the Erie Canal. Prior to opening

of the Erie Canal in 1927, it cost $100 to move a ton of freight from
Buffalo to New York and required 20 days. After the canal was opened,

the cost was $10 and 8 days. No wonder the Erie was soon jammed with

traffic!

One major characteristic of the industrial revolution has been in the
development and use of power. At least three power-revolutions can be
discerned during the period of rapid industrial growth since 1800. All

of these soon found application in Transport, thus providing the means
of opening up the west and providing more efficient linkages among

buyers and sellers. There is little question about the development of
the steam engine and its role as a key ingredient in the genesis of the
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industrial revolution. The second power development is the internal
combustion engine. The automobile manufacturers became active, around

the turn of the century, and the Wright Brothers achieved their feat
at Kitty Hawk in 1903, thus kicking off the age of the airplane as well
as of the automobile. Applications of electric power and electricity
began. to supplant steam power around the turn of the twentieth century,
as well. Ignoring many minor developments-and refinements brings us
down to date in terms of power, whereat we are_now moving into the age
of electronics and nuclear energy. Electronics is largely applicable
-to control and guidance devices necessary to minimize the risks of human
error and machine breakdown in an age of precision. For an illustration,
simply consider the rather lengthy and highly detailed count-down pro-
cedure for sending a rocket into space.

A recent notable characteristic of the relation of transport technology
and other technologies and developments may be described as the increasing
dependence of transportation upon scientific developments. While scien-
tific advance seems now to be the primary engine of growth in all tech-
nologies, it is certainly apparent in the field of transportation. For
example, the development of light alloys by metallurgists combined with
an improvement in fuels coming from the research of chemists, the nav-
igational devices from application ,of electronics and mathematics-have
all led to the advancement of aviation technology. Were it not for these

scientific developments, it is questionable whether aviation would be
any further along than it was 50 years ago. Looking ahead, a problem
for the immediate future will be the adaptation of nuclear power to
aircraft. Means have already been discovered to harness solar energy
and perhaps the next major technological advancement in air transport-
ation will result from an accommodation of this stride.

Another example of relatio,iships among technologies may be found in our

modern system of highw-, transportation, where several technologies have
been combined. The invention of powerful light-weight engines, intro-
duction of petroleum as a fuel source, developmeht of pneumatic tires,
use of concrete and bituminous materials for highway construction, and
the development of vehicle suspension systems involving steel springs
rather than leather straps have all contributed to making travel by
road more comfortable and rapid.

-Newer for of transportation technology tend to make the older trans-
portation forms. obsolete. In the early part of the nineteenth century,
Great Britain was blessed with a fairly well-developed road system
for the times, and had good highways for the needs of the period. But
with the advent of the railroad, the road system in Britain was allowed
to decay. Similarly in the U9ited Ztates, transport by water on available
navigable rivers abounded. The introduction of railroads led very
quickly to a decline in this traffic. Today, the market share of the
nation's railroads is under attack by a revitalized system of inland
water transportation, a powerful motor carrier form of transportation
using the interstate system of highways, and by an increasingly potent
contender, the air carriers. It would be contrary to the lessons history
offers to suggest that any of today's growing forms will not be challenged
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in the future by an even more efficient contender. One can expect

change to be a notable feature in the future if the past is viewed in
light of the continuous long, broad sweep of historical developments.

In this context, one would have difficulty comprehending the reaction
Of the railroads to early motor carrier developments. Early in the

course of motor carrier industry development, the railroads were
encouraged to -get involved -- that is, to use the trucks as a way

to become transportation companies. Railway management looked_at
the puny little trucks that were then becoming common, the poor-roads-
of the period, and the costs of trucking relative to the costs of
transportation by rail, and concluded that the best possible use that

these trucks could .er have would be in pick-up and delivery service

feeding railroads. Some independent service might be developed in the

short-haul market, as well. (Todaj, some of the most profitable motor
carriers have average hauld.of over 1000 miles!) In short, the threat
of the motor carrier develOpmeht simply was shrugged off by the rail-

roads. Rallwaj management is attributed to have expressed the attitude
in the latter part of the 1920/s that they did not wish to be in the

transportation business. They were in the railroad business. One

can't help but wonder what the course of transportation development in
the United ,:tatez might have been had management's viewPoint been some-

what more enlightened.

Development is not a one-way street. Development Jf one technology

often finds application in others. For example , the development of

the airplane has led to its use in warfare to scout the enemy's position.
It has been used for aerial mapping services, for forest fire patrol and

for patrol of pipelines. The ubiquitous helicopter is frequently employed

as a traffic control device in urban areas. Crops are sprayed from the

air. Ccientific research into the nature of hurricanes and for seeding
clouds are other examples of the application of air transportation

technology. The construction of the Panama Canal had as an unexpected
spillover the conquest of yellow fever and malaria through the discovery

of the mosquitto as the carrier. Nedessity is indeed the mother of

invention!

The development of the internal combustion engine has not onl:r led to
the automobile revolution with which we are so familiar, but it also
revolutionized farming technology through its application to tractors-.
The tractor has so-revolutionized the farming techniques in the United
States that in a recently compiled list of agricultural commodities
made by the Interstate Commerce Commission, nowhere will you find mention

of the horse. It simply is no longer regarded as a domesticated farm

animal in the United States. Such technological developments help

explain the tremendous productivity of agriculture today.

Transportation technology can be, and is being used to help open under-

developed areas of the world. Transportation facilities have been long

recognized as a necessary ingredient to economic development and economic

growth. But, for all the available historical perspective, occasionally
the importance and the ability of transportation to raise an under-

developed area out of its apparent squalor has been over-emphasized.
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Large investments have been made unwisely in economically depressed
areas in misguided efforts to raise the level of economic activity of
those areas. An example may be found in the Appalachian region of the
United States where a billion or more dollars has been allocated to
construction of a highway for the purpose of Increasing-trade and
commerce in the area. Many who are familiar with the area have concluded
that the most likely result of the investment will be to provide a way
for those residents who are able to out-migrate. The real problem here
illustrated is related to definition-of relationships of solutions and
problems. If the purpose of investment is to increase economic activity
in an under-developed-area, then attention must be given to all those
factors that stimulate economic growth -- that is, all technologies,
and available-resources for development. In short, while transportation
development is a necessary ingredient, it is not the cause of economic
development, taken alone. Thia seems to be such an obvious truth,
yet is so much overlooked.

Let us generalize, momentarily, upon the requirements for development
of transportation modes. In addition to the willingness to invest
intellectual and physical capital, some sort of pathway is needed for
a mode of transportation. For railroads, obviously tracks are needed,
for motor carrier-transportation, a highway is.necessary. Secondly,
some sort of specialized vehicle is necessary,.. such as the locomotive
and boxcar or the tractor-trailor combination. Finally, if a transport
system is to perform optimally, there should be no artificially imposed
advantages or disadvantages.

During much of the past century and one-halfIs development of trans-
portation, however, the record is replete with examples of artificial
prods and impediments to either spur or hinder the development of a
particular mode or transportation project. Much is characteristic of
man's propenslty to resist change, but much of the opposition as well
as promotion was motivated by economic factors. Some examples would
include the-following. The British railways, in the middle of the
1800's, opposed the development of the steam automobile, and succeeded
in obtaining a law requiring that someone would walk ahead of the auto.
carrying a lantern and waving a flag. Teamsters, w/o had developed
a thriving business hauling barrels of oil out of the Titusville, Penn-
sylvania oil fields in the early 1860Is, would set fire to tanks of oil
accumulated for shipment by a new experimental pipf.line. Teamsters
would either break the new pipelines apart with pickaxes or fasten
log chains around the pipes and pull them apart with horses. One week
saw, however, 1500 teamsters pick up and leave the area, for the pipe-
lines proved to- reduce transport costs to less than one-third that of
the teamsters. Other examples illustrating this point are discussed
later, in connection with the development of transportation in the
United States. However, it may be concluded that even today, some
modes of transportation enjoy virtually no artificial advantages.

U. S. Transportation Development

Turning attention to the history of transportation development in the
United States, let us summarize first, the period of development of
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transportation just before the railroads, secondly, the coming of the
railroads, thirdly, the construction of the American railway system,
looking at governme...t help, promotors, construction companies, and
results. One noteworthy thread that will be amplified in the following
is the point that the United States had a rather unique set of goals
and incentives for transportation development than did other contemporary
nations on the continent or in Britain. The reason was simply that the
United States-was an underdeveloped country, representing the frontiers
of civilization's westward march.

Before railroads, the horse, or even "Shank's Mare" were primarily forms
of transportation for movement of people. The cost of moving goods was
extremely high. One estimate of the capital investment in a mule train
of twenty wagons, with ten mules to the wagon, was $25,000 in 1870.
On top, of this was added the cost oflabor. Farmers in Pennsylvania
at one time distilled their grain because the value per pound of the
distilled spirits was considerably greater than the grain itself.

In the early Jays of the derelopment of the nation, the original colonies
".ad to:stick to the Atlantic Coastline because of (1) the mountains, and
(2) the lack of trans;Jrtation. The colonies had to rely upon water trans-
portation largely and that was limited to the fall line so that little
overland traicl resulted prior to the development of the railroads. How-
ever, there was .:onaiderable investment in turnpikes duriug the period
of 1800 to about 1840. One British observer commented that the turn-
pikes for the period were very good and provided a iery good start
for the settlers that were beginning to move westward. But the "good"
roads of the age weren't good enough to provide the most comfortable
ride in the leather-sprung stagecoaches or in the Conestoga Wagons of
the period.

It was very clear that the waterway was the important means of trans-

portation, and that whoever developed the waterway to the west over the
Appalachians or around the Appalachians would profit immensely. Thus
was an age of canal fever ushered in. The Eric Canal was opened in
1825 through the Mohawk valley north to Buffalo, and paid off in seven
years. Philadelphians realized that the best way to get goods inland
or to get any products of the west or midwest to Philadelphia was by
using the Erie Canal, and that the Eric threatened Philadelphia's
prospects for continuing to develop as a major trade center. A similar
awareness developed in Baltimore and Washington. hone of these communities
wanted to witness their own decline and watch New iprk develop as the ,

major gateway to the rest of the world, and looked for ways to open the
West to themselves. Baltimore decided to open the West by building a
railroad. The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad was founded and construction
began in 1827. Philadelphia promoted a system of canals, portages,
and railroad in the Pennsylvania Department of Public Works. This
combination system was opened in 1834 and is now a part of the Penn-
Central railroad. Washington planned to canalize the Potomac, aril
Boston planned a railroad.

Thus, there was a curious combination of civic pride, economic incentive,
and public investment that developed in the wake of the Erie Canal's
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success story. Other States seeing that the Erie Canal paid off
its total investment in seven years, thought that the lesson was

clear. the way to economic and perhaps political well-being was
through extensive investment in internal improvements -- to be trans-

lated at transportation. Fur example, the state of Indiana was caught

up in this kind of dream. By the year 1836 the State had planned an

extensive system of canals and railroads for the State's yet-to-be

developed commerce. Part of the plan was a canal from Terre Haute, in

the southwest of Indiana, near the Ohio River to Lake Erie. Part of

the route of the canal would follow the bed of the Wabash River and
other existing streams in the State. The evidence of the faith of the

State in the proposed aistem is to be found in the extent of the commit
ment to the projects. In 1336, the total revenue of the State from all

sources was $33,300. The planned expansion in Indiana was estimated to
cost $Z6 million. $33,000 would hardly pay the interest! Indiaiiillent

broke buildingtne Wabash and Erie Canal, and bankrupted some financing
firma ...long the.way when the state repudiated its debts acquired for

construction purposes. The results are still in evidence, for the
state of Indiana still has a prohibition of State debt provision in the

state constitution. Several other states experienced similar fates w141.

over-ebullient improvement programs during the age of canal fever.

die early railroads :acre envisioned to be feeders to canals and rivt.a.
'nobody really envisioned a system of railroads being developed 1,!

when work began on the b u. The curly construction la.ttri .herefore,
developed several short railways which simply crsaAted todns to river

and water transportation.

The general attitudes toward tr.e new technology of the railroads may
perhaps be illustrated by pointing out some differences in attitudes
prevailing in Britain and those concurrent in the Jnited States during
the period of early railroad development. In Great Britain, there was
a great deal of opposition to the railway. Britain already had a trans-
port zystem. There was quite an extensive system of roads and canals,

and people and commerce were adjusted to these means of transportation.
Thus, for -a, new technology to be introduted, it would have to be proven
on the basis of its return on investment and contribution to increased
economic efficiency. It would cost a great deal in terms of displace-
ment of existing technology to invest in the new technology of the Iron
Horse in an already developed country. Consequently, the many vested
interests in Britain opposed the coming of the railways.

Some of the vested interests included the inkeepers who catered to stage -
coach traffic, and didn't wi3n to zee the business of the coaches diverted
to the rails. T:.P L,tage,:oacn operators themselves were hreatened, black-
sc.iths who made their living shoeing horses didn't visualize a future of
shoeing Iron Horses. even fox hunters numbered among protectors. They

t.omplained that the noise and smoke of the railroads would cause foxes

not uo whelp.

By cur.trast, in the jnited States, there was eager acceptance of the

railroad. There was a great need for transportation in the United 'State's.
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as were simply crying for a system, which the .ailroada seemed to offer.
Railroads appeared to be a relatively low cost and flexible meats of
transportation. 1.:c had magnificent distances to overcome. The United
States had vast k.ep.hs of unsettled lands to open up, aud had a relatively
poor river system. That is, the rivers simply were not suited for east-
west development. Thus, the need was tremendous, and there was no strong
vested interest group against the construction of railroads in the United
States. Construction was begun in earnest in the mid-l)th century.

But there were growing pains. Tremendous amount of capital for construction
was necessary. Necessity again proved to be the mother of invention and
application of the corporate form of organization to railroad organization
provided an important aid to railway construction. Railway construction
has a voracious appetite for funds. Consequently, it was difficult for
individuals to amass enough capital to build a railroad. The corporate
form permitted distribution of shares of ownership anu aided materially
in the necessary amalgamation of capital for railroad construction.
Another comparison, with Great oritain in the light of the needs of the
twocoantrica,111 illustrate the relative standards of construction of
the times. In Britain, since the necessity was not so great, there was
presLure for builliuL to the highest available standards of the Lime.

As subsequent history has evolved, the British built to the highest
standards of the times and get stuck with them. lsy contrast, we needed
the railroads built in America in a hurry, and consequently built the
best we could the quickest way possible. The initial result was to open
up the land, improvements in the railways had to ;alt. The major purpose
of construction in the United states was to open oi( country, to develop
it to tie it together, to promote economic development rather than to
proyide an economic return to the nation and its investors.

The United states Government aided in the construction of the railways
in several ways. Perhaps most notable were the land grants, wnich have
been variously hailed and condemned. A typical land grant involved the
deeding of alternate sections of land for,a distance of five or Len
miles either side of the centerline of the proposed railroad. The rail-
road would then sell much or the grant property, thereby vaialug capital
for construction purposes. Of course, the land would immediately jump .

in value when the grant was made because of the apeknaative and develop-
mental impact of the coming of the railroad. Whereas, much of the land
was priced for $1.25 per acre before the grant, it jumped to .;,50 per
acre after the grant. Thus, in effect, the federal lands were given
away at no cost, since the public retained every other section of land
having a 100% higher value.

In addition to the retained government lands doubling in value, the
government also received free transportation for goverment Goods. Since
the right-of-way was given to the railroads together with all the extra
land for development purposes, that the government ohould get reimburse-
ment. This was to be accomplished through requiring govermeht traffic
to move at half the cost of other traffic.

Promoters and construction companies not only did much to aid and abet the
growth of the railways in America, but did much to develop them badly.
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Promotors practiced the gentle art of playing communities off one against
another, so that railroad lines were laid out more like snakes than like
arrows. This was done by convincing the townspeople of every small town
that the railroad would be built to another town nearby unlesi the towns
contribute generously to the railroad. As a result, towns kicked in tax
concessions, bought bonds-and stocks, and aided in other ways in order not
to be bypassed by the railroads.

The construction company device also helped the railways to be built faster.
These were of two kinds. "inside" and legitimate. Basically, the construc-
tion company device was a means of reducing the risk attendant to purchase
common stock at initial issue. For example, if a railroad issued stock
of $100 par value to a buyer for $70 per share, the buyer as first holder
could be held liable in case of thecompanyls default so long as he owned
the stock. His limit of liability, however, was only to the extent of the
difference between par and the price he paid, or $30 in this example. How-
ever, holders, in due course, are not subject to liability for the default
of the corporation, regardless of the price paid for the stock. A holder,
in due course, is any buyer of the shares other than the first buyer. Even
though the railways were sorely needed, they were a high-risk investment.
Consequently, few investors were willing to pay par value for a share of
railway stock. The railroad companies turned to the construction company
device as a way pf making railway shares more attractive to investors.
Railway stock would be issued at par value toNthe construction company in
exchange for the contractual obligation to build rallroad. The construction
company would then sell the stock for whatever the market would bear, which
usually was significantly less than par value. The purchasers of railroad
stock, who bought from the construction companies, then became holders in
due course. The most at risk to such purchasers was their original invest-
ment. In effect, the construction companies stood between the railroad
and holders of railroad stock in due course. 11,c funds received by the

construction companies from the sale of railroad itock were then used to
build the railroad, and any funds not so spent oecame the construction
companyts profits.

The "inside" construction company, however, offered too rich an opportunity
for men-of avarice to pass up. This type of construction company was
founded by the men who were incorporators and board members of the rail-
road company. Thus, the men responsible for developing and operating the
railroad as an enterprise were the same men who cou.d reap the profits
from construction. It was natural that the cheapest construction methods
were followed so as to maximize the residual profits to be_divided among
the'promotors.

The results of the nineteenth century railroad building binge in the
United aates include. the nation was unified with transcontinental
railroad routes, economic and social development was aided and hastened;
however, the railroad system was overbuilt and overcapitalized. The

western lands were thus opened for settlement, and National mobility was
gained.
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The Development of Cities and Relation to Transportation

As previously indicated, the location of cities was determined by external
transportation availability. At the intersection of waterways and the sea-
coast, one could expect to find the largest city of an area. As one moved

the river, citie. would become successively smaller, because the size of
ty was related to the size of hinterland which it could tap for its support.

Ine cities on the seacoast tended to be largest simply because they could
.,tap two hinterlands for their needs. All the resources upriver were
readily available, and the trade of foreign lands provided the second
"hinterland" available to the seacoast city. Cities located where trib-

utaries ran into rivers and were also conceived where rivers were crossed
by caravan or other inland trade routes. Economic exchange tended to take
place where transportation routes intersected. Such activity tended to
provide opportunity for trade and services to develop and for growth of
social and political intercourse.

Internal mobility has always been important in city growth. Without a means
of transportation, virtually everything must be within walking distance.
Analysis of the City of London reveals that the city is a conglomerate of
formerly fairly self- sufficient central places, all small with minimal
separation of activity centers. A means to move about in the central city
is necessary, and the better this means, the larger the city tends to
become.

The medieval city existed in a fragmented, feudal society devoted to pro-
tection, self-sufficiency, and little social and economic intercourse.
Life centered upon the feudal Manor, and the "city" may have been walled.
Perhaps a series of parallel walls,may be observed as the "city" grew and
expanded, up to the point in time when gunpowder and artillery became
available. The notable point which may be observed is that little planning
for city growth i3 evident in the medieval city. In a later stage of

development, however, the city tended to become more planned. The medieval
king, may have planned two characteristics into his city. First, he wanted
to be in the center of activities. Secondly, he wanted to be able to show
his power in a manner similar to the Russian Military Display in the Kremlin.
The result is the city with straight boulevards leading to and from the
center of power.

The modern industrial city, however, was largely dependent upon public
transportation during its developmental stages. Hence, it was shaped

l'argely by industry and transportation. The streetcar has been regarded

as the shaper of modern American cities. Early in the development of the
industrial revolution, housing tended to be jammed near factories, so the
workers could easily walk to work. Until a form of public transportation
was developed, man was forced to live near his work. The first form of
public transportation was the omnibus. The first of these vehicles was
developed and operated by Pascal in about 1660. Originally, rides were
free, but when costs became inescapable and Pascal began to charge, riders
protested strenuously -- in a fashion oimilar to any proposed rate or toll

increase made today. The horsecar we- put on tracks shortly after its

development, and the-horse-drawn streetcar began commuter service roughly

coincident to construction of Steam Railways during the 1830's. Some

rather unique problems occurred with the horaecar that were not shared by

successor electric streetcars. Occasionally, various and sundry diseases
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would attack the livery as an epidemic and simply wipe out much of the

Motive power. Horses were also in need of rest and rather frequent
)maintenance" periods. A noteworthy effort to mechanize public trans-
portation in urban areas was made by Andrew Hallidie, in San Francisco
after the War Between the States, and resulted in the cable car. Hallidie

was a manufacturer of wire rope, or cable, and saw a new market for his
product if a grip of some sort could be developed to engage a cable buried

in a channel under the street surface. The cable could be guided over a

set of pulleys, and powered by a stationary steam engine. The cable car
was relatively expensive to build, and consequently required rather dense

traffic to justify its construction.

The Electric Streetcar was developed around 1800-1890, and has been iden-
tified as a major cause of city development. The streetcar, with its
higher average speeds, pushed the limits of the city out to a new dimen -,

sion. City size and transportation may be related through man's use of

time. It may be generalized that man does not wish to live more than
thirty minutes' transportation time away from his work. Thus, the dis-
tance a man would be willing to live from his job if limited to walking
at three miles per hour would be about one and one-half miles. Hence,

if all jobs are located near the center of the city, the effective city
radius will be one and one-half miles. The horse might have pushed this
limit to three,miles or so, the cable car to four or five piles. The

streetcar, with its average speeds of fifteen to twenty miles per hour,
or more, effectively pushed the radius to eight or ten miles. This

resulted in cities taking on a starfish shape, with population moving out
to and settling along the car lines. Superimposing the railroads, which
began to offer commuter service in the latter half of the century as a
means of gaining extra revenue, amplified the growth of the starfish
pattern, led to nodal developments even further out from the center

city. This nodal development stemmed from the economies of railway
operations, which tends to call for less frequent stops than smaller
vehicles such as the streetcar.

Some developments also attributable to the streetcar occurred in the

character of the city. As streetcars became electrified, strip shopping

streets developed along the routes. More affluent residents along the

streetcar routes didn't like the noise and fleshings of the streetcars,
and simply moved away -- either out near the end of the line, or at least

to a street two or three blocks away. As a conseluence, land values

immediately on the car line decreased for residential purposes, and the
former homes became used as stores catering to the car riders. City

sub-centers tended to develop where car lines intersected. Slums tended

to develop in these areas and along the cross-town lines, as well. Poor

people needed to live where they had one-line access between their homes
and jobs, for the early streetcar lines developed under several indepen-
dent ownerships, and did not provide for transfers. As cities expanded,

streetcar companies consolidated and began to establish cross-town lines

and to offer transfers. Affluent persons tended to move out. leaving the

areas around the car lines to begin the process of deo: dnd deterioration

into slums.
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The sudden, unexpected arrival of the autmobile concluded the develop-
ment of cities to date. The automobile, completely versatile as to time
and route, superimposed upon prior developments, filled in the areas
between the points in the old starfish pattern, and pushed the city
boundaries out seemingly limitlessly. The suburbs have been a notable

result. Located almost indiscriminately, the suburbs have caused the.
modern city to take on a physital shape which may be appropriately
characterized as formless. City character and meaning tend to be wrapped
up in the term "Slums" which has been used to describe the homogeneous
suburban developments of the 20th century.

The problem of the day is the automobile insofar as urban mobility is

concerned. Not only can the automobile, which the American has elevated
to a pedestal among gods to love and worship, get us there, but it leads
to the demise of over 50,000 of ut every year. In short, the automobile
which has been a decided boon in our search for mobility, has led us to
a problem of immobility in our cities. What will we do with the automobile
in the city of tomorrow?

By way of conclusion_in this potpourri of transportation history, perhaps
this concise capsule is appropriate; A student wrote on an examination
that the history of transportation has developed from the point when man
moved all his trappings on foot up to the point where a Boy Scout receives
a Merit Badge for walking a mile.
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TRANSPORTATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

An exchange session with Secondary Curriculum planners. Donald K. Graham,
Instructor, Department of Transportation and Logistics, University of

North Florida.

We are to spend a short while this morning talking about transportation
and economic development. But before we get into the discussion itself,
I would like to make two suggestions. First, this morning, and throughout
the seminar, continue to ask yourself,. "So what?" And second, wonder
"Why?" Here I am talking with you about economic developmentand other
people talking with you about transportation in other areas. We're telling
you something about transportation, but you must wonder "Why?" Take this
back to your classroom. "What does this (transportation) mean to me, to
my class, and why is it that way?"

Now, to our discussion. One thing that has impressed me about our society
is the extent of our dependence upon this thing we call transportation. I

was glad to hear that some of you are English teachers. As an ex-English
major I was doubly interested in a passage I round in one of our texts- -
partly interested because of the Old English phrasing in which it was
written, and partly because of what it says about a society's dependence
on transportation. The passage is from an old English law about paying
debts to transportation people. I'm not going to read the entire passage
for you, but it says in effect that a person who is ". . . entrusted to
carry goods is charged against all events but acts of God and enemies of
the King, for though the force be ever so great, as if an irresistible
multitude of people should rob him, nevertheless he is chargeable." Now,

why should somebody be chargeable if ". . . an irresistible multitude of
people should rob him . . ."?

The idea I am after he is found in ,the words "entrusted to carry." We

people--whether as manufacturers or consumersentrust our goods to some-
one else for transportation. We give our goods to this someone and they
have complete control over those goods. Then, if something happens to
the goods, we are lost-- in some cases, utterly and completely. So
regardless, except in war or acts of God, the carrier, or teamster, of
old England war. responsible. This, I think, is a vivid example of one
people's recognition of their extreme dependence or transportation.

Monday I talked to you a few minutes about transportation and economic
development. An economy, especially a young economy, has two basic ways
in which it-may develop.- It can be self-sufficient by making or producing
everything that its people need, or it can go into the thing I mentioned
Mondayspecialization. And what about our economy? As a people, are
we self-sufficient?--or are we specializing? Well, we're specializing,

w-
and this has an effect upon our relationship with the other peoples of
the world. We become more and more dependent on other people. And since
two people--we and those were dependent_uponcannot be in the same place
at th-e same time, we're more and more dependent upon something to reach
between ourselves and the rest of the world. That is where transportation
comes in.
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You'll recall from our discussion on Monday that there are two reasons
for specialization developing. First, there is the unequal distribution of
the earth's riches; different parts of the earth have different quantities
(including zero) of what people want. Second, specialization appears to
be the best way for the most people to share in what the earth offers; to
overcome this unequal distribution.

But where does transportation come in? Well, transportation is the "thing"
that allows specialization to happen. People's desire for the better life
is what makes specialization develop; but it is transportation -that allows
the specialized functions to operate.

Productiod is one-of these specialized functions of-which I'm speaking.
What is production: "It's turning or making natural resources--turning
them into consumable goods."

(All following quotations are responses from seminar registrants:

OK, conversion, or transformation, or something like that? This conversion
is often referred to as making something useful out of something unuseful.
'rod ore is not useful as a hunk of rock. But converted into iron, it
becomes something with great usefulness. It has had its degree of use-
fulness increased by having its form transformed. It has been given form
utility.

But our discussion is on transportation. What does form utility have to
do with transportation?

"It has everything to do with it! The natural resources have to be gathered
into the places of production . . . and then you have to get them to a dis-
tribution point and ultimately to the consumer."

"Yes, and you also have to get labor in." "And getting the people to the
place where they're going to buy it!" Very good. Transportation, as you
quickly pointed out, gets "it" where it's supposed to be, which is quite
true. But there is another dimension here which also is important in
production and is dependent upon transportation. Productive utilities
not only have to be gotten where they are needed, they also must be gotten
there at the right time. Thus, transportation might be said to provide
the time and place utilities which allow the productive facilities to perform
their form creation.

I happen to have read in Time this morning about a production experiment
which is planned for Skylab --making bell bearings in space. It seems
that bearings made on earth are never perfectly round because of the
influence of gravity. The N.A.S.A. scientists feel that the lero gravity
environment of Skylab will allow the production of perfect ball bearings.
Now, suppose production in space becomes realistic. What is the real problem
to be faced? "Getting the natural resourses there." That's right. It's
not so much the production process up there as the transportation process
between here and there. This is something that should excite students,
possibly in two ways: what will I, as a student, be able to do with this
new productive idea; and, particularily for the social science people, how
is this process going to affect me . . . what effect is it going to have on
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me as a participant in society?

Let's take a slightly different tact now. We've talked a little about
labor specialization -- people doing what they do best so that all of us

can enjoy more of life's riches. There is another kind of specialization,
it's called territorial div sion of labor, which is related to the variances
in the location of land resourses. We allow the land to specialize also,
which contributes additionally to the riches we all enjoy. And again,

transportation is, what makes it, allows it, to work.

Now, you recognized very quickly and jumped right on to the idea of trans-
portation and production being so important in getting materials in. But

is this the end of this process? "Gotta' get them back to the consumers!"
"There would be-no economic value whatsoever to product/ if you couldn't
get back to the consumers!"

O.K. So what you're telling me then is that transportation makes jun, if
you will, rocks, valuable by taking them-someplace to be processed into
something useful. And you are further telling me that this in itself is
not enough -- that even the processed rock would still be junk unless it
could transported to where it is available to consumers.

What would happen -to some thousands of automobiles, for example, if there
were no railroad between Detroit and Los Angeles? Without that type of

transportation between these two cities Los Angeles could not be considered
a market to the-auto-makers in Detroit. As far as the people in Detroit
would be concerned the eight or nine million folks in Los Angeles would
not exist. Now this is a somewhat far fetched example of the idea that
transportation can create a market. But the people of Los Angeles want
automobiles, and without transportation they. Are no real market -- it's
just as if they did not exist at all. Transportation ma,; not be the sole

creator of the Los Angeles market, but that market could not exist without
transportation.

Dr. 3parling mentioned to you last Monday, and again this morning, something
about transportation costs and the extent, or size, of a market. When we

buy something the price includes not only the production costs, but also
the costs of transporting the item. A broad generalization is that the
further something travels to reach the consumer, the more it is going to

coat. An automobile might be made in Detroit for $:000 and sold in Memphis
for $2300, in Jacksonville for $2500, and in Puerto Rico for $3000. So

what happens to the manufacturers in Detroit if we folks in Jacksonville
decide we'd rather pump a bicycle than pay $2500 for a car?

"I think somebody is going to figure out how to make that transportation

cost less."

Exactly. The first thing we're facing is that Detroit has a smaller
market that they would like to have becuuse all the wealthy people in
Jacksonville are too tight to spend that extra money. So if the car makers

can cut the transportation bill in half, well, we'd all be glad to spend
$2400 for a brand new, big Chevrolet.

Now if you'll think about it for a minute, we've been talking about market
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creation and transportation from the manufacturer's point-of view. But
few people in here, or in your classes back a school, are manufacturers.
From our point-of view, the effect of transportation on market creation
is the other side of the coin which is the market which we are able to
enter and make our purchases. Again, something which should be very
important to the modern student, especially as a consumer. But do yoli
talk about the effect of transportation on costs and the effect of those
costs on our lifes?

'Well, I think today the people who _get in such an uproar about the price
of food -- and I think that anybody who goes to the supermarket does --
I don't think they take into consideration how much transportation cost is
built into a loaf of bread, or a head of lettuce. And I've had numerous
people say to me, 'I don't understand, if the farmer only gets that for a
pound of beef, why am I paying . . .2' And they forget the labor along
the line, the transportation that is a tremendously costly product."

And this another example of why a consideration at least of transportation
or distribution -- storage, handling, packaging, inventory, movement, all
of these things -- that they do effect everyone very directly. It is very
important for the non-business interested, for a future liberal arts major
or a future mathematician to be aware, if nothing else, as a consumer. You
mentioned the tremendous impact of transportation on consumer goods -- our
food, the very things that we live on. Is this a reasonable impact from
society's point-of-view? Isn't this something that a social science course
should be willing to look at?

"Well, I think be:0,A that, one of the things I see that we ought to do
in education is develop intelligent decision makers, in voting, for instance.
And I think where you have people planning to run for office-- and this is
important to our new eighteen year old voters -- and they say 11111 settle
inflation' and they don't realize how complicated this is and they don't
realize_how complicated this is and that one man isn't going to do all of
these things. And they cannot vote intelligently until they understand how
our system works, which includes this distribution system."

You have just led back, I think, to the word which I mentioned earlier as
representing transportation's position in our society -- dependence. Some
of us talked a little about this Monday morning during the break. Think
for a short period of time, especially about the big cities of the Northeast --
picture yourself up there. You live in New York and you wake up one morning
and the radio announcer on the news broadcast says that all trucks have

stopped runing; there will be no more trucks into or out of New York. It
is my feeling that within three or four days that city would be dead.

'I don't know that you can confine that to New York. How about Jacksonville?
We might be dead too!" Do you suppose Congress will ever allow a national
rail strike? "I rather doubt it unless they are determined to destroy the
whole thing. I think they someday may nationalize the railroads."

Do you ever talk about, this in class?

Not really."
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GOVERNMENT AND TRANSPORTATION

Dr. Jay A. Smith, Jr., Associate Professor, Department of Transportation
and Logistics, University of North Florida

Introduction

Our discussion for this hour shall deal with the agencies of regulation
that government in the United States uses to deal with the complex pro-
blems arising in connection with the control of activities of transporta-
tion undertakings under private enterprise. We shall not discuss other

aspects of public policy, such as,promotion of transportation, public
aid, government construction of transportation facilities, and many
technical matters of supervision that may be necessary. These issues

have been or will be dealt with in other sections of our seminar.

Law and Economic Life

It is a task of law, as it is concerned with economic policy for private
business, to develop formal controls or rules that will set the limits
within which pri7ate enterprise can be left free to use its own discretion.

Law is said to be that body of rules of conduct which is backed up by the
coercive power of the state or the body politic. It consists of those

rules which are recognized, interpreted, and applied to particular situa-

tions by the courts of the land. In the final analysis, law at any given
time is what the courts say it is, but to have effect it must be supported

by the power of the state to require compliance with the decrees of the
courts. Thus law, particularly law regulating transportation endeavors,
constitutes, those rules of behavior prescribed by the courts and en-
forced or supported by the agencies established for that purpose. Finally

law or government is coercive; obedience is required, or penalties are
suffered accordingly.

Although the law ultimately is coercive and implies compulsion, it is not
a purely negative arrangement. It not only prescribes rules of conduct
by saying-what must not be done, but it also may be set forth as to.what

may be done. It is both prohibitive and permissive, and although it
embodies rules of behavior, it does not encompass all of them. Although

from a strictly legalistic point of view the state is a supreme authority,
the law through which it acts is faced with definite limitations. It

cannot persistently flount customary patterns of behavior because, to
maintain the continuity which ischaracteristic of the law, it must be
deeply rooted in those customs.

Whenever the ruie of law characterizes political institution, the courts
play a major role in the development of public policy. They not only
interpret the constitution and legislative acts, but also legalize custom.
The very nature of the judicial process, however, makes for a somewhat
gradual development of the law. Legislative action may speed it up, but
even this is likely to be a more or less gradual procedure.
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Nature of the Common Law

The origin and basis of regulation in this country are to be found In the
common law under ..hick certain rules governing the conduct of business in
general, and the otligations of cx.man carriers, grew up. The common law

is the foundation of the legal system of the United Otates. It is one of

the two great legal systems of the Western World and prevails in Englind
and most English-speaking countries.

There are two aspects of the common law which are impurtant in regulation.
The first of these is the common law as a body of rules. Common law
refers to that part of the law of the land which has grown up without
benefit or legislation and which can be foun,1 only in court decisions.

As a body of rules, it designates that part of the law, in countries
having the common-law system, which is traditional in form. Substantively,

it embraces those rules of the law which developed out of the customs, that

have been incorporated into court precedents. In this respect, common
law is distinct from Statute law and may be referred to as the traditional
part of the law of the land. When one wishes to ascertain what the law
is on a particular topic, he must search through court decisions to
determine what the court has said the law is. Their interpretation
depends apon the iz.ues in a particular case or the customs which have
prevailed under certain circumstances in the past.

The second aspect of common law is that which relates to the way the law
takes form. The common-law system involves a distinct method of procedure
in developing the law of the land. This is accomplished by the continuous
procets of court interpretation in specific cases of the legal issues
which arise, the accumulation of decisions giving meaning to the law.
It is the function of the courts to give the authoritative interpretation
of the law. When this is done for a particular legal issue, the ruling
becomes a precedent for subsequent court rulings. It is by adherence to

precedent that the law gains its continuity and stability. This method

of-developing the law is so deeply ingrained in our political and legal
structure that it will probably persist in the United States for an
indefinite future. Two things are likely:to make the common law, as a
system, an enduring basis for American law: its technique of finding the

law through Judicial experience and its conception of rights and duties
as involved in or incident to relations.

Emergence of Common Law Control

Until comparatively recent times, the regulation of private business
practices was a matter of common law. Indeed, down to the latter part of
the 19th century, the use of statute law for this purpose was compara-
tively rare. Although the common law antedates the development of private
business by many centuries, the development of common-law principles
relating to the regulation of business came with the breakdown of the
medieval system.

In the evolution of common-law basis for control of business, four
principles or doctrines emerged. These were: (1) Restraint of trade,
(2) Conspiracy to monopolize, (3) Unfair competiton, and (4) The right to
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regulate. The-first three furnished the legal rules of-conduct for
competitive business. The fourth provided the legal basis in the United
States for the regulation of prices, as well as other aspects of what
came to be known as industries affecting the public interest.

Control of business through the common law was totally inadequate for the
structure that grew up in this country during the period following
Civil War. Although it provided the basis upon which foundations of
regulation were erected, the common law was too simple in structure and
lacked adequate means of application to meet the new situations which
arose. Apart from other limitations, the common law was confined to
states. Regulation by the federal government of practices that might be
dealt with at the state level through the common law could be carried
out only by means of federal statutes.

The Right to Regulate

The fourth common doctrine which was to become of Prime importance in the
regulation of business was the right of the states to regulate. Regula-
tion in this setting referred to the idea of restricted price and profit
controls and accompanying limitations on the scope of private discretion.
Since the Civil War, this has become one of the most significant con-
troversies in the constitutional history of the United States.

The Meaning of Regulation

The term "Regulation of Business" has three different meanings. In the
broadest sense, it covers all the laws which govern the activities of
business. From this point of view, all business is regulated, since it
is subject to rules of conduct prescribed by the state. The second meaning
arises from the imposition of rules of conduct by legislative action
described to limit the frtdom of activity of business enterprise. These
regulations arise bezitze zompetition is not perfect and because economic
forces, working without legislative guidance or restriction, are inde-
pendent means of achieving social objectives. Such regulations are
Icsigned to channel economic motivation by establishing conditions de-

signed to maintain competition and to eliminate monopoly power as far as
it iz feasible. The third and narrowest meaning is used to describe the
controls which have been developed to deal with industries such as
transportation, public utilities, and communications. Regulation in
thi., sense means the positive direction of business practices through
control of the prices which are charged for services, possible limits-,
tions of profit, restriction of the right of entry and withdrawal, or
other devizez considered necessary to implement the primary objectives of
public policy. It is this restrictive definition of regulation which
Gies rise to the distinction commonly made between transportation which
is regulated and that which is not.

Regulation presapposes private business and economic activity independent
of the government. It also assumes the decentralization of responsi-
bility for guidance of economic life and the allocation of economic
resources to various uses. It prescribes rules of conduct under which,
however, enforcembnt agencies are allowed considerable discretion.
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Regulation also frequently involves an element of deliberate direction
which, at times, creates the problem of distinguishing between regulation

and management. This is particularly true in the case of transportation

Industries. The laws governing the regulation of transportation impose
many more duties on the commissions than are encompassed by the control
of competition, the pricirz process, regulation of securities, and services,

all of which may be considered as an essential part of public policy that
provides a substitute for competition or limits it. Public service

commissions are also charged with the duty of setting technical standards
of performance and of supervising innumerable technical a4ects of opera-

tion. Thus, for example, the Interstate Commerce Commission is required
to supervise railroad car service and formerly safety activities; it trsas
also authorized to prescribe rules and regulations on matters of operating
safety of common, contract, and private carriers engaged in interstate
commerce, including qualifications and maximum hours of service of

employees of the carriers. These and other administrative functions have

been transferred to the new dupartment of federal transportation.

Regulation Under Federal Government

As we all_know, the United States is-governed under what has been
traditionally called the federal form of government. It is the result of

uniting d number of more or less i.idepcndent states into a union in which
each member retains a large degree of sovereignty. Because of its

origin, this form of government requires a written constitution, which is
the basic framework of government for the federal Anion. It sets forth

the restrictive powers of a central and local government, and provides
means whereby the general framework may be modified to meet the need

arising from changing conditions.

The Constitution and Regulation

There are two distinct features of the Constitution of the United States
which are important to the regulation of industry. The first of these

relates to the location of the authority for regulation, the Constitution
setting forth the fespective powers of state and federal governments.
Under this provision, the basic responsibilities of the executive, judicial,
and legislative branches of government are distinctly spelled out, with
their responsibilities and corresponding authorites denoted. Governmental

action, therefore, requires the sanction and cooperation of all three

branches of government. This means that in the matter of regulation of
industry, the legislative, executive, and judicial viewpoints must function
together, but that each division must act strictly within its own sphere

of competence. Because of constantly changing conditions, adjustments
among these three divisions is a continuous process, often very delicately

balanced. As we all recognize in the contemporary press, we see in

Watergate that delicate balance somewhat disturbed.

The second distinct and unique feature of the Constitution which is
important from the standpoint of regulation is the Bill of Rights. The

Constitution places special emphasis on the importance of pruperty and

individual freedom on economic matters as the basis of liberty. It contains

guarantees for the protection of lif;, liberty, and property. These
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guarantees are not necessarily an inherent part of a written Constitution
or of the federal form of government; however, they have become so
interwoven with other aspects of our constitutional development that
to separate the Bill of Rights and -its direction would be infeasible.

The Independent Regulatory Commission

The Independent ?egulatory Commission is literally an "invention" of the
United Ztates and one of this country's "unique" contributions to the
regulation of private industry. It may be said to have begun with the
law: enacted in the late 1800's by the states of Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin,
and 'Minnesota to control the rates charged by railroads and ancilliary
agencies. The Interstate Commerce Commission was the first one to be
established-by the federal government in 1887. Initially the Commission
was only given limited powers over rates and services, but during the
present century its scope and authority have been extended, so that
today it stands as one of the most powerful commissions in the country.
The commission form of regulation has been extended into other spheres
of federal control during the last half century with the establishment of
the Federal Trade Commission, the Federal Power Commission, the Federal
Communications. Commission, the Securities and Exchange Commission, and
the Civil Aeronautics Board.

The Nature of Regulatory Commissions

The theory underlying the function and organization of an Independent
Regulatory .',Jmmission is that it is an expert body, composed of individuals
appointed for the purpose of providing a continuity of business regulation
'hat neither the courts nor the legislatures can supply. The courts were
unable to do this because Uley act only on the basis of litigation and only
on the i :sues brought them. They cannot act on their own initiative.
T,egislatures, by their very nature, are unable to act in an administrative
capacity and are dnat:. to supply the day-to-day and individualized
regulation that modern business requires.

The regulatory Commission is supposed to be a non-political agency
ad7iniztering the law, within the framework of the Constitution, according
to the intent of Congress, as expressed in the governing statutes. It is
for this reason that it is considered essential that such a commission
enjoy independent status. Again, outside of the bailiwick of transporta-
tion. we all recognize the problem of political intervention into
independent regulatory oommissions.as we have witnessed in the scandal
within the S.E.C.

The Fgulatory Commission is regarded as an arm of the legislature and
Judicial branches of the government and is free from control of the
execxtive. In other words, it occupies a dual position, which has been
chart,sterized as quasi-legislative and quasi- Judicial. This means that
it acts ins legislAtive capacity when it fills out legislation by promul-
gating rules or enumerating details envisaged in the legislation.
Congress nay prescribe broad standards to carry out 1.,,s purposes, such
as requiring that rates be Just and reasonable or prohibiting unfair
methods of competition. Congress, however, can seldom lay down detailed
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rules-to carry out these standards, because this would be too rigid for
effective regulation. The Commission does this task. when it interprets
the law or issues drders for compliance-with the rules it has established,
it then acts in a judicial capacity. In this capacity it is predominant-
ly a fact-finding body, by which activity it provides the basis upon tihich
detailed regulations may be issued and public policy developed. Most of
the statutes under which the commission operates specify that commission
findings as to fact shall be conclusive if supported by adequate evidence.

In achAtion to performing their functions as regulatory agencies,
commissions may also act as fact - finding- bodies for the purpose of

securing information that may be used as a basis for formulation of
public policy toward business and for recommendations to Congress for
legislative action. The investigations may be made by staff under
commission direction, or they may be made by members of the commission
holding hearings like a congressional committee. Investigations are
usually confined to the field o'er which the commission has regulatory
authority.-

The Interstate Commerce Commission

The Interstate Commerce Commission consists of eleven members appointed
by the President of the United States by the advice and consent of the
Senate. These members are appointed for a period of seven years and may
-be reappointed.

Scope of Authority

The Commission has been vested with the authority to regulate various
types of surface transportation in interstate and foreign commerce.
The scope of this authority is briefly as follows:

1. Issue certificates of public convenience and necessity
for construction, extension, and abandonment of lines
of railroads.

2. Certificates of public convenience and necessity for
establishment or extension of motor common carrier
operations.

3. Issuance of permits Dor institution and extension of
motor contract carrier cperations, water contract
carrier operations, and freight forwarders.

4. Require that rates and practices of all common carriers
subject to this act be just, reasonable, and non-
discriminatory, and that such rates be published and
on,file.

5. To pass upon the unification, mergers, and common
control of two or more carriers under the commission's
direction.
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6. To regulate the issuance of securities by railroads and
motor carriers and other financial matters pertaining

to these carriers.

7. To Investigate alleged violations, prosecute in court,
and assist the Department of Justice in pursuing civil
and criminal proceedings arising under all parts of

the act.and related acts.

Civil Aeronautics Board

The Civil Aeronautics Boma is an independent regulatory commission
patterned after the Interstate Commerce Commission, although it possesses
much less comprehensive responsibility, its activities being confined to

air transportation. It consists of five members, appointed to six years

by the President. The scope of the Board's statutory authority is

summarized as follows:

1. Regulation of economic aspects of domestic and inter-
national United States air carrier operations and of
common carrier operations of foreign air carriers to

and from the United States.

2. Investigation and analysis of civil aircraft accidents.

3. Adjudication of refusals of the administrator of the

federal aviation agency to issue airman certificates
and of appeals from orders of the administrators affect-
ing air safety certificates and pirticipation in the
administration's safety rule making proceedings.

Government Objectives in Transportation

Aunsportation presents a unique problem for the nation because of its

intimate relation to community life. In fact, the idea of a unified

ca2lanity or body politic is impossible in the absence of adequate

.wans of transportation. In other words, without an adequate trans-

portation system, this would not be these United States. Throughout the

hiJtory of the world, it has been found necessary for national sovereignty
to have an adequate supply of transportation facilities. Even in a coun-

try tore UR; utmost possible development of private enterprise prevails,

public participation has been necessary, especially under modern

conditions. It has never-been feasible to divorce transportation from
m.munity zoncerns or interests, because it literally forms the basic
frateworK of a community, and it constitutes the arteries by which the

co=anityis life blood flows. Transportation routes are decisive factors

in the location of economic activities. All we have to do, sitting in

our classroom, is to look at Jacksonville and its location and the

reason for its growing importance, even the inclusion of a new industry

such as Offshore Power Systems.

eransportation companies are obligated to use public facilities. Water

tranziortmaJt utilize the inland waterways, coastal waters, and harbors
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of the country, and these cannot be left solely to private exploitation
or Development. Navigational aids cannot satisfactorily be provided by
private enterprise alone, nor left to complete reliance on competitive
forces, or our aim...Qs would bea_horror. Railroads must be permitted to
exercise cower or eminent domain, a procedure which directly or indirectly
requires use of governmental powers. Motor transport must be able to use
the highMays, the provision of which'also entails resort to powers of
eminent domain. In other words, transportation, unlike most other economic
activity, needs the aid of the government in securing the necessary route
facilities, whether the services can be supplied by public or private
enterprise.

But the participation by government does not stop at this point. Public
investment is unavoidable. No feastble means for supplying streets and
highways -- to say nothi.-4, of water and air navigational aids -- by
which complete reliance'aan be placed on private enterprise, has yet
been developed in any nation of tne world over any time period. Public
investment in the routes over which most of our transp ')rt takes place is
inescapable. Thus transportation, even in a private enterprise economy
such as ours, constitutes a mixed system of ownership and investment.
It is necessary to your understanding of the transportation industry that
this is the way our system and most systems of transportation and communi-
cation have been developed. It is also tne unavoidability of this mixed
system that is one of the reasons why economic allocation and utilization

of resources in transportation constitute such a err,:,)lex problem. Trans-
portation presents the unique problem in that the snilpers also constitute
a group of industry, some of whose services are readily substitutable for
each other, while some are not readily substitutable or are even specific
to that particular mode. This'would not present any particular diffi-
culties if the modes had similar economic characteristics and therefore
were amenable to the same type of regulation or control. Obviously this
is not the case, as railroads and pipelines are somewhat natural ny . polies,
while motor, air, and water carriers are comparatively competitive
nature. Furthermore, a large amount of transport service is not hire;
it is supplied by the owners of the facilities for themselves. Much of
this transportation is readily substitutable for services which are sold
by public transportation, and much of the for-hire traffic can move into
the private category if for any reason for-hire service is unsatisfactory.
In other words, Winn-Dixie can move its own goods in its own trucks if
service offered by the public r ,rrier, such as Ryder or Zea-Land or hational
Airlines, is not, satisfactory to Winn-Dixie. Government must give
recognition to this diversity and cannot piocaed successfully on the theory
that a single type of regulation is applicable to all modes and to all
user in any given mode.

Another unique problem in transportation arises in connection with the
role of the common carrier. Although this concept has been with us from
earliest days, present law relating to corown carriers and the responsi-
bilities they must discharge is largely the product of railroad regulation.
As a consequence, the idea has developed that transportation for hire
is presumed to fall into the common carrier category, unless there are
compelling reasons to the contrary, and that those engaging in the
business of a common carrier should be restricted to this type of under-
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taking. So far there has-been no basic departure from this theory, despite

the impact of new technology. In other words, it is the problem of govern-

ment and its regulation of the modes that government be receptive enough
to recognize and promulgate rules such as intermodal activities that
would allow the common carriers to take unimpeded advantage of improved
transportation technologies and techniques.

The need for common carriage and public imposition are the obligations
that-arise from the nature of much of the transportation for hire. Shippers

transfer physical possession of goods they ship to the enterprise
(carriers) that transport them, with the expectation that they will be
delivered at destination in the condition in which-they were received.
Shippers and receivers may be different people and, in addition, more

than one transport firm may be involved. The practical impossibility of

every shipper entering into a specific contract.fOr every shipment he
makes and then being forced to undertake individual suit for redress if
the conditions of the contract are not fulfilled, makes a general law for
common carriage with the stipulated obligations and, over a wide range,

almost automatic enforcement, a necessity for an effective transport

system.

and

the federal level, at least, the law must be a matter of legis-
lation, and even at the state level the common law itself is inadequate.

The type of regulation which is necessary to insure the continuance of
common carrier service and obligations is a matter of marked difference

of opinion at the present time. Some even doubt the relevance of the

common carrier concept to modern conditions. Analysis of the considerations

which must be weighed in the development of public policy requires
evaluation of the role of competition in transportation today.

The Changing Nature of the Problem

Government intervention through transportation policy has been developed

within the framework of monopoly theory. Ai a result, restrictions have

been placed-on freedom of decision by management, prices have been
regulated in a comprehensive manner, and competition has been limited by

severe control over conditions of entry. Limitations on competition have

been imposed on the premise that competition in transportation can be
ruinous, with harmful results to the carriers as well as the consumers.
Moreover, the common carriers have supported restricted entry, once they
have obtained permission to operate, although all of them seek authoriza-
tion to compete effectively against rival modes at the very time that they

endeavor to limit the rival's privilege of doing the same thing.

The complexities surrounding the competition among the various carriers
arise primarily from the totally different economic structures among

them. Purely competitive or purely monopoly theory is inadequate for

transportation as a whole, and so is oligopoly. Public policy, as well

as the behavior of carriers, must accommodate themselves to both competition

and monopoly, because neither can be eliminated.

The problem is further complicated by the inescapability of public owner=

ship. Whereas, in the period of railroad supremacy, regulation was a
definite alternative to public ownership, today the latter is inescapable
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for a large ;art of the in.estment in transport. :Liz poses the new issue
of criteria for putlic investment and criteria for user charges. We. in
the city of Jack:o.ville, may zee this dilemma within the expressway and
rapid transit syz'e..,z serving our city. This is distinct fro. the problem
of regulation and 1:,depeadent of it. Purthermure, public otslership 4U1
no longer comprehend the entire inland transport system and would not
resolve the basic problems of economic allocation and utilhation of
resources.

Problems of transportation have occupied the attention of the legislative
and executive branches of the federal government from the very beginning
of this country as a nation. They have been concerned with the promotlua
and development of different elements of the transport system rom time
to time, and with the regulation of various modes. Lown to 1920, the
focal point of regulation was the railroad; since then the other carriers
and the relationship of those modes to the railroads has become increas-
ingly importn.t. Over the year-, the center of attention of national policy
has been on regulation and public control. At the same time, there has
bees a i:.reat deal of activity in the promotion of transport, other than

railruad, but until recently little consideration has been given to the
coordination of promotional activities with policy; and to date scant
recognition of the-need or this and the implications of it have been
afforded-by government authorities,

The enormous investment -- both public and private -- in transport today
and the prospective requirements for the immediately ensuing decades, call
for an enunciation of general objectives of public policy and governmen'
involvement in transportation. In strictly economic terms, this can be
set forth rather simply by saying that public policy requires the ecolay4ic
allocation and utilization of economic resources for the transport
system as a whole, and among the modes which make up that system. What
this means 1.3 that the transport that considered necessary for the

country should be obtained at the lowest economic cost and utilized 14
the most efficient manner.

To meet the economic objectives of an efficient transport system, public
policy must see to it that tax burdens, user charges, public aid, and labor
legislation are administered so as to eliminate, as far as possible,
handicaps on any of the carriers. Public investment in transportation
should be scrutinized in the light of the public need as measured by the
best economic gauges possible. Even if an economic transport system
were obtained by applying the foregoing criteria, there would remain the
problem of rational defense. The transport problems of national defense
will enlarge in any country. These cannot be gauged in the marketplace,
and that is necessary to develop an adequate inland system for this purpose
must be the result of the appraisal of military as well as other needs.
Nevertheless, it is still incumbent upon these governmental policies to
obtain in the most economical way what is deemed necessary for the
defense of nation.

The monopoly position of railroad transportation led to the growth of
comprehensive control over rates and the rate level that today characterizes
our regulatory policy. An effective program for limiting profits to those
which are fair also requires control of the costs which enter into the
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calculation of these profits. The costs which are competitively deter-
mined can be accepted as reasonable or fair. What is a fair wage for a
strategically organized labor, however, is another matter; and so far,
we have lacked adequate criteria by which to measure this. The impact of
changing technology on labor relations remains to be seen. Technology has

re.olutionized trarsportation in the last few years; competition has now
become the order of the day, and even though labor organizations have
been able to maintain monopolistic positions in some segments, they no
longer deal with management that enjoys the same powers to any signifi-
cant degree. Consequently, if transportation remains in private hands
and if it cannot_depend upon the government for subsidy, labor costs in
transportation will have to conform to general competitive conditions.
This may make it possible for labor problems to be settled through the
medium of collective bargaining, and it -may also make it possible to
develsi. means of adjusting labor disputes other than by strikes. Radical
revi.;im of existing labor legislation for transportation is necessary,
however, if this is to tune place.

..;ummary .statement. A balanced and efficiently functioning system of trans-

portation is essential to the public welfare. Adequate transportation

enhances the political, social, and cultural unity of a country, state,
county, or city, and is an integral part of the production and distri-

bution of goods and services. Government has a responsibility to promote

ox provide for the deve:lopment and maintenance of systems of transporta-

tion to meet the demands of its people. Transportation goals are

subordinate to other public and private goals, and should not'be considered

as ends in themselves. But because of the great power of transport to

shape human activities, it requires special attention. The goal of govern-

ment in transportation should be

To facilitate social, economic, cultural, and recreation interaction.

Overall Goal: Optimize the Movement of People and Goods

How to achieve this goal through statement of objectives:

1. Provide transportation that satisfies transport requirements:
a. Convenience
b. Safety for the user
c. Promote economy

2. Promote efficiency
a. Provide an economical system
b. Provide coordination between modes
c. Provide coordination between transportation and other activities

3. Promote sclial well-being
a. Provide accessibility to all educational, religious, cultural,

recreational, medical, and other needed facilities

b. Maintain a healtlybusiness climate
c. Promote desirable distribution activity

4. Protect people and their environment
a. Provide maximum safety
b. Achieve maximum environmental sensitivity
c. Minimize disruption of communities
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SOCIAL ANO ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TruINSFORTATION

Dr. Warren Rose, Cha4rman, Department of Transportation and Locistica,
College of Business ..ministration, University of North

How does transportation impact upon tJcial and environmental considera-
tions? What are the benefits and costs of transportation as they relate
to these factors? How can :se incorporate some subject matter covering
these areas into our curriculum' these are some of the questions we want
to explore in this session.

Our objectives during this period are two-fold. First, we want.,6,,,eXalne

the impact of transportation upon social and environmental issue's2.4 Second,
we would like to offer sume subject cotter for possible use by student., at
the senior high and community college levels.

The social significance of transportation is best ,understood by identify-
ing the attendant benefits and costs. On the plus slat, the unification of
people is an important social factor. One nation, one people, one coal.
We are not divisible. The exhibit at Disneyland, "It's a ;lurid ,Ster

All," exemplifies the unity-concept.

The rise and growth of cities, made possible by improved transportation,
carry social benefits. These include. cultural interchange, like mtetinc,
like, modern city living, and exchange of ideas. Poi example, a person
interested in a symphony in the 19th century would ht: been able-to
realize this dream. Today, symrhonies are a way of life availa6le to almost
everyone. The cultural traditions of religion, food, behavior, and beliefs
today are available to use. dithout transportation, we would be unaware of
them or unable to practice them.

The factor of mobility also ueserves notice. The ability to travel, to see,
to visit, and to touch is a reality because of transportation. We can
travel almost anywhere in the world for special events, cultural observa-
tions, or relaxation. No distance barriers retard our mobility.

Finally, transportation tan be thought of as a status symbol, important to
some of us. Whether is be a Mercedes Benz, Chris Craft, or a small Cessna,
possession of it immediately stamps us as having risen above the group.
Like it or not, ownership of these goods clearly gives us status.

The social considerations of transportation also p.se some critical problems
to us. :Dyer 55,000 people annually are killed on the highways -- a serious
loss of our population, and also the suffering and anguish of relatives
and friends is highly disturbing. The occasional air crash and rail catas-
trophe further add to the total. A very serious problem, and one in which
we have not made notable progress.

decay of cities and highways also is a social evil. Transportation has
altered communities, and literally destroyed some of them. The new ihter-
state highway may be the last word in highway engineering, but the soclal
impact of older highways and streets 13 often dehabilitating to residents.
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Similarly, abandoned rail terminals, warehouses, and freight yards do not
add much to the social progress of people. Indeed, these infrastructures
often contribute to the moral decay of people.

the act of hijacking -- either aircraft or trailer -- does little for our
p..tare. nae concern, fear, and danger of these events have affected

all of us, and ett. are unclear as t, how to cope with them. Why transportation
faailitiea for these hijackings? Obviously, the quick get-away, the big
layback, the limited risk of capture, and the dramatics of the_attempts
mace transportation a likely target. After all, who could get excited
About a warehouse robbery, and how would you stop a football game? At any
rate, the social consequences of hijackings are mot undesirable.

Thus, we can see the positive and negative social values attached to trans-
portation. We are not asked to make judgments but, tather, to note the
significance of transportation in the social environment. Transportation
clearly is widely encompassing -- economically, socially, and politically.

In recent year.,, the environmental aspects of transportation have appeared
front and center stage. The economists refer to them as social costs.
These costs affect many persons in indirect ways, and total society must
bear the burden Jf tne activities. Because transportation is so broad,
there are several social costs arising from the providing of movement
services.

Air pollution is clearly a social cost. Most vehicles are powered by an
Internal combustion engine, resulting in some serious discharge problems
of air pollution. Carbon monoxide, gaseous hydrocarbons, and nitrogen
oxide compounds are illustrative of the wastes.

Water pollution also resul',..s from transportation. Oil spills and land
spills occasionally occur, causing extensive damage to wildlife, fish, and
waterways. You protat'4, ...in remember the destruction in the Canta Barbara
Channell off Caliform., Alen an oil tanker exploded, destroying life in its

-Wake. Similarly, pipeline breaks can contaminate waterways.

Noise pollution also is evident to those of us who live near airports or
hIgh4aya. The din of the city, the jarring incessancy of airport activity,
and the ceaseless traffic of the freeway all affect the quality of life.
Although silencers have been placed on aircraft and zoning restrictions
have been applied near airports, the noise aspect is still with us.

What i. Jntil recently, nothing would be the correct answer.
Or, actions taken have been a local basis. The 19701s, however, have wit-
nessed a number of changes. 4nission control devices on vehicles will be
required'an new models by 1975 on a national level. Lead-free gasoline is
now alailable. .ighter legislation of safety factors has passed regarding
refining, extracting, and distributing of fuels. Billboard prohibitions on
interstate highways are impaled. Each day legislators are closely examin-
ing transportation activities in terns of pollution.

the big issue, though, is cost. Controversy exists over who will pay the
cost of.decreasing the noise level or reducing air pollution. Do the
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f' benefits of the transportation system outstrip its costs? These are hard
questions we must face in the future. Can we afford progress at the
expense of the environment? Are you personally willing to pay higher
prices and taxes for this protection?
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TRANSPORTATION EDUCATION: THE RACINE EXPERIENCE.

Mr. Peter E. Megensca, Former National Director of Education, Delta Nu

Alpha Transportation Fraternity.

As a concept, Transportation is a nature? theme around which specific
curricular activities can be generated to stimulate the student's increas-

ing development of his thinking skills an0 processes. Students of any

school age, including teachers, counselor's, administrators, have personally
-experienced various means, methods and linkages of transportation systems.
These experiences are tangible and have been encountered_in personally

meaningful ways. Many locally available materials and resources are

accessible for the teacher to help focus upon this critical concept of

human social living. As transportation is a critical reality in both the

individual's own life, and to others in his community, it truly lends
itself to relevant, direct involvement acquiring an awareness of the

influence of transportation on society.

Racine Jnified recognized that emphasis upon transportation could be
attempted by identifying some of the basic concepts and generalizations

from the social science disciplines. The material developed was supple-

mental to complement the social science curriculum in-the elementary

grades known 'as "The World in Which we Work."

The original objective of Racine Unified social science department was

develoesent of materials for grades one through twelve, sequenced and

becoming more sophisticated. This would be accomplished by developing new

materials such as transportation teaching manuals for elementary grades.
The secondary grades would include a transportation "readings book,"
bibliography of transportation materials such as audio-visual, pamphlets,

books and trade magazines. Racine Unified is currently using manuals

written for grade three and four. The focus of these manuals is toward

specific thinking skills for the student through particular activities.
These activities involve teacher and student, stressing participation of
the student as an individual who raises questions, synthesizes new knowledge

with existing personal knowledge and discovers new insights. The teacher

role is predominately one of supporting and contributing to the student

processes.

General Objectives:

1. Proyide learning experiences that will aid in building

attitudes, skills and understanding estential to personal

growth;

2. Help each student to function as a responsible member of
a group and to gain a sense of civic responsibility;

3. AN each student to become independent in problem solving;

4. Provide activities that will enable the student to achieve
definite goals and to express himself through creative work;

5. Help the student to recognize the diversity of john in
transportation as well as the relationships among the various

modes of transportation;

6. Stimulate esthetic expression through music, art and

language arts.
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7. Develop an awareness of how transportation affects the
student, his community and nation.

8. Offer continuous learning experience (planning by
irprovisation by teacher /counselor).

The Racine Unified Fourth tirade social studies carriculan centers around
the study of the City of Racine and the state with some comparisons made
between other regions of the world. The second part of this manual con-
tains specific teaching activities which teachers use to develop the
concepts and generalisations identified. A biography of transportation
Cooks is included with a listing of transportation museums, exhibits and
transportation markers within the State.

The third and fourth grade manuals are included in a social studies kit
available to all teachers upon their request from the Instructional
Materials :enter. Sufficient reproductions of these transportation materi-
als was mai?. ty 1"-:acine Unified. The Third Grade manual includes 35run filn
strips anl tt c titled "Let's Visit a Trucking Company". and "Let's Visit
a Railroad."

The Fourth :.ran material includes transparencies of the City, State,
FLgion, ant 2)antry Cr o tracing expansion of the transportation concept.
Also Incluld arc 35;11 color sliCes shooing familiar local streets, high-
ways, automobiles, trucks by comparison--titled "Then and sow." A
transparency for vehicle registration (various) L also included.

Seven activities aro included in the Fourth Grade manual. The Third Grade
manual includes five activities with additional activities such as field
trips, classroom zuesta and displays. Matching curricular experiences in
transportation with other learnings inclade Language Arts, Mathematics,
Physical Education, Playground, Reading, Science and Spelling.

It should be noted, this is one approach to "transportation education"
K through With approaches and methods to education being challenged,
and in many areas changed by today's established values tumbling about,
a balance between avocational and vocational transportation education
should be considered for the student.
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TRANSPORTATION SUBJECT 'LATTER AND CURRICULUM PLANNING SECTION

sanel Moderator. Dr. Warren Rose, Chairman, Department of Transportation

and Logistics, University of North Florida.

The first part of tne LLminar was devoted to acquainting the registrants
with the significance and pervasiveness of transportation. Following

tnis broad orientation, the attendees were divided into two groups. One

group tarried about career opportunities, while the second group examined
transportation subject matter for possible inclusion in secondary school

curricula.

secUen sumnariDes the findings and recommendations of the curriculum
group.

The objectives of the session were as follows.

. suggest and present transportation subject matter for
inclusion in high school curricula in terms of historical,
economic, political, and social considerations;

. identify transportation information sources for use by

teachers.'

review the experiences of other school districts in terms
of teaching transportation, in order to discover :row to
incorporate transportation material in high school curricula

and to identify the inherent curricula restraints.

The session was balanced in the sense of giving and receiving information.
3peaker-resources from the University presented subject matter relation-
ohips, while the registrants suggested ways for including transportation
material in the curricula.

The first session was designed for the purpose of presenting subject matter
in transportation which could be used in the classroom. Four professors

from thy Department of Transportation from UNF attempted to expand the

Knowledge base of the registrants regarding transp^rtation.

the second .c.sion examined and identified infonnation resources in trans-

portation. Texts, publications, periodicals, audio-visual aids, associa-
tions, government agencies, firms, and individuals were included in the

presentation. In addition to the original information packet given to all
registrants at the Iwt;in.iirts of the seminar, two additional lists were pre-

pared and distributed to the curriculum persons.

The experiences of of sr school districts in the nation regarding transpor-
tation were renewal. Although these pioneering efforts were confined
largely to the lower grades, the work of Racine (Wisconsin), the State of
New Jersey, Miami-.)ade (Florida), and Minneapolis (Minnesota) were cited.
The thrust of all of theme programs was the creation of an awareness of
transportation, with employment opportunities receiving only limited
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attention. Unfortunately, ourrisulum development at the secondary level
was viewed as minimal or even non-existent.

The third-session involved the registrants in are active role. They cited

the communications program packige of the Bell Telephone System and the
health services project oy J. J. Putlie health Service as examples ofhol,
special project program.; can ba developed. The group further opined that
transportation had to be developed as an interdisciplinary subject, rather
than as an independent or special interest subject. Curriculum time
restraints were noted, along 41:4, t4e aoed for involvement with transpor-
tation through employment. In summary, the academic environment of the
high school was reviewed, and recommendation. for subjeet mutter development
were made.

The fourth session was devoted to the development of a unit of instruction
in transportation. Directed by a faculty person in seconder/ education,
the group proceeded co construct a small instructional package for urban
transit. The procedures flowed as follows:

1. Perception of major ideas and concepts presented during
the Seminar;

2. Selection of one idea or concept and development of
sub-concepts;

3. Identification of unit objectives;
4. Development of activities to teach the concept of urban

transit;

5. Selection and utilization of teaching aids and resources;
and

6. Presentation of the topic of urban transit.

The group decided that urban transportation would be the best topic to
interest and inform Jacksonville high school students about transportation.
The congestion of the city, the development of additional bridges across
the St. Johns River, the experiences and knowledge of the students, and
the need for transport planning all contributed to topic selection. View-
ing transportation as a contemporary issue or problem was seen to be the
most effective method of subject introduction and discussion.

A summary of the curriculum section program of the Seminar indicated two
major divisions. The initial part consisted of expanding the knowledge base
of the registrants through possible subject matter inclusion, information
sources, and the experiences of school districts. The final phase of
the program combined tie h:w transportation knowledge base of the partici-
pants with their_ eAperience in student and curriculum development_in order
to develop a viaole transportation unit for use in the secondary schools.

This oection of the Seminar produced significant dialogue and knowledge
exchange. Based on the comments of the participants, the following
recommendations for involving people in transportation are made:

Transportation needs greater public relations and information__
dissemination.

The group was amazed to discover how significant transportation is in an
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economy as well as the number of organizations and activities related to
transportatior. The seminar reconfirmed the thoughts of many of us relat-
ing to the -eed for informing more people about transportation. We talk
among ourselves without recognizing the need for sharing our information
with others. Whether it be for purposes of employment, an enlightened
citizenry, or for resolving transport issues, the need to involve-more
people is critical.

Instructional units about transportation are needed for secondary
school curricula.

Other than historical developments of transport modes and facilities,_
there are no available curriculum modules about transportation. The
registrants indicated a willingness to use material if it was available.
Research on information sources revealed valuable information on a seg-
mented basis, but no package or unit of instruction was identified.

The group expresued a strong preference for approaching transportation on
a local eniironment and contemporary issue basis. By having the students
being able to relate to something they have seen or experienced, the topic
immediately has relevance. The-development of a written module on either
of these topics, combined with a list of human resources and_possibla
student projects, would be welcomed and utilized.

An addition.- recommendation for this-project included a joint effort be-
tween the transportation specialist and a high school text writer. The

need for professional and technical information written in a secondary
school style was recognized_in order to gain student acceptance.

Career opportunities requirements in transportation are
needed by vocational-'echnical teachers and occupational
specialists.

Thee individuals are Nllling and happy to incorporate transportation
careers to tieir kit tag if someone would-identify the career possibili-
ties and requirements. For example, they would like to see job descrip-
tion.; written on rating and billing clerks, dispatchers, truck and engine
maintenance people, etc. Although many of the positions are identified in
other categories, these teachers feel that there are some unique trans-
portation positions which should be categorized separately in addition to
driving a truck.

The role of women in transportation needs to be identified.

Most of the attendees were females who inevitably asked the speakers about
carJer opportunities. Similarly, the matter of creating interest in trans-
portatioa ijj1..:6 among women was a compelling one. The responses by speakers
were polite, but the failure to identify specific careers was evident. It
wua equally 4ifficult to elicit female interest in general transportation
matters.

Doth the private and public sectors of the economy must develop employment
positions as well as information about these positions. Other than the
traditional office skills, computer programming, or customer service
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representative, the place of women in transportation i3 alelear. The

Seminar clearly has indicated that manpower needs regardind women have not
been establish4d.

Additional seminars are needed to assess the results of 4 proposed
transportation unit in highschool curricula.

A most rewarding task would be to develop an instructional unit about
transportation for secondury je tool curricula, to experiment with the unit
at selected -high schools, and to evaluate the learning experiences. The

group attending this Seminar expressed a desire to use transportation
material and, in fact, saggestad some of the instructional techniques to
be employed. They also expressed a willingness to have a UNF faculty
member present the material over a one- or two-hour time frame.
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